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The descriptor “visual poetry” cannot begin to hint at the wealth of
potent mystery that The Last Vispo contains. It knocked my mind
right off its cozy little track and sent it sprawling through a myriad of
brand new experiences. I can’ t remember the last time I encountered
something so charged, mysterious, deep and pleasurably upsetting as
this book.
–Jim Woodring

A delightful cornucopia of imaginary languagescapes, opening the eye
to other alphabetic climes, be yond the ho-hum regimentation of linear
normalcies. & all from (just about) the past decade. Visual poetries:
alive and expanding. It’s positively viral.
–Charles Ber nstein

“Staring your way into and through the letter as object” -- the letter
as solitary sign, the letter as crowned king. Staring gives us the keys
to the kingdom. This book is a glorious adjunct to the long history of
concrete and visual poetry. Long live the king!
–Har r y Mathews

Vassilakis & Hill have assembled a dazzling array of visual poems
along with a prime-time roster of essayists in this outstanding
collection of visual poems. Their well-chosen examples provide
pleasure to the eye along with a bounty of food for thought. After
savoring the insightful essays and the visual delights of the poems, I
would say this book is a must for any individual who responds to the
allure of contemporary culture.
–Mar vin A Sackner
Co-Founder, The Ruth and Marvin Sackner
Archive of Concrete and Visual Poetry
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INTRODUCTORY ESSAYS:
Nico Vassilakis and Crag Hill

Nico Vassilakis

THE LAST VISPO:
toward vispoetics

The owner’s manual of blur. Operating instructions.

To fuss and cause a fracas in the eye.

Here is the answer to that. After language goes awry you
are left with alphabet as the only scaffold.

How do our retinal experiences alter what we think
we know about alphabet? From minimal to maximal,
the alphabet is explored and expanded on. From the
contextual aggregates and combinations of letters to the
visual elements that form a single letter. The visual poetry
of alphabet insists that writing is the drawing of what and
how we think, and within that writing, images accrue,
the letters themselves, drawn, or otherwise printed, are
illustrating or reproducing our thought.

Letters roil in Kama Sutra induced maneuvers.
In the manual, letters lose their chemical word attraction,
their ability to bond to one another, to cohere into words,
and they begin to perform mutated experiments on each
other and themselves. In the manual, letters are not
monogamous - they don’t belong to any particular word,
but are free to roam and explore themselves. They form
new molecular space.

*
<PZW]OP<PZW]OP<PM\PZMILÅVL[Q\[WX\QKPWTM

So what are you looking at? It’s alphabet in every possible
and available position you can imagine. You are looking
at alphabet after it’s exploded and word/letter cohesion
is broken. What you’re looking at is the trajectory of the
verbo-visual extending into asemic language compositions.

To have visual poetry be housed, for a moment, in a space
that can be both distinguished from and aligned with
other art forms.
How to speak about vispo? For one, the relatable
denominator is how we see. How language affects us
visually, how staring at language is essential to reaping
functionality out of vispo. In this case, we’d consider
a stare to be an elongated gaze, and staring the hyperfocused verb from which we gain further insight.

Vispo is not simply a hybrid of image and word, but a
phenomenon natural to handlers of text, be it reader
or writer. It’s the predilection visual poets have for
reimagining the alphabet at play. It’s a mongrel of visual
language and lexical image on steroids. It can’t be put
more generally than that.

The alphabet is continually morphing. It is both evolving
and devolving into a periodic table of speech elements.

7VM IQU PMZM Q[ \W NW[\MZ \PM aW]VO ÅLOM\MZ WN  TM\\MZ
construction, either abstract or traditional, and to inform
them that Vispo is a viable poetic form.

There is an underlying desire for the product of alphabet,
of any culture, to reinvent itself. We scribe anew. It reminds
us that alphabet, the letter, is a drawn experience - drawn

*
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either by hand or by the machines we have built. The
physical ingredients of language, the letters, dream of
how to form and reform themselves into new meaning.
The meanings we live with are changing. The hierarchy
of sight sense has made our engagement with the world
virtually all visual. The eyes crave a refreshed approach so
\PI\\PMaKIV[MMSIVLÅVLVM_KWV\MV\>Q[XWQ[ITTMaM[
is the delirium of alphabet shift.

Seeing is believing that alphabets are in motion and in
a moment come together to form a word. Otherwise,
letters are everywhere at once, hovering in consideration.
Visual poetry documents this occurrence. It documents
the individual letters that precede the making of a word
- before it ever reaches a conclusion - the alignment that,
_PMV IKY]QZML Q[ TM\\MZ[ QV Æ]` ILRWQVML \W I VMKM[[IZa
meaning. It requires a result in the shape and structure
of words. This destination, though, is not complete and
_QTTVW\[\IVLITWVM<PI\Q[\W[Ia\PMÅVITXZWL]K\Q[VW\
always a word and can be equally, if not better conveyed,
as the culminating ascent of the pre-word or waning
disintegration of the post-word.

You are here, seeing language undo itself.
Staring your way into and through the letter as object.
On the other hand, public text has become ubiquitous
and maligns our sensibilities. We prefer to reassess and
ZMKWVÅO]ZM \PM ^Q[]IT ZM[]T\ WN  W]Z TQ^M[ · \W UISM VM_
_PI\¼[ [MMV · \W UISM _PI\¼[ [MMV VM_ -`XTWLQVO \PM
hinges of what holds a letter in place. To toss the known
so as to venture into unfamiliar alphabetic unknowns.

Something similar happens in physics when questions like
\PM[M IZM XW[ML · PW_ LW J]QTLQVO JTWKS[ ZMTI\M \W WVM
another? How is this a means by which we come to know
ourselves? And how does that relate to celestial activity in
this or any other universe?
The material of alphabet is letters/images - the material
of a letter/image is line & curve & angle & shape, etc - an
expression of both intuition and mathematics. It’s our way
of assigning purposeful drawing to represent some kind of
imperative utterance. We remain primitive. We hoodwink
ourselves into thinking this sophisticated and controlled
ÅT\MZ WN  PMZLQVO TM\\MZ[ QV\W _WZL[ Q[ IL^IVKMUMV\ 7]Z
letters remain primitive and we cannot be separated from
that beauty. No matter how many words we make to
disguise this.

*
To navigate the distance between clusters of planets and
blood streams full of platelets.
Is a letter real? Does it qualify as a real world, real time
object? Is a letter a totally hypothetical entity? Is it just
a non-physical mental object? Are words real? Sculpture
of alphabet and ink on paper are real, right? Letters
are drawings of something common enough that needs
repeating. But none of it is real. Sound is real, and seeing
is real, as well as the other senses, but beside its usage as a
representative or document unit - how is a letter real? Can’t
touch or smell it. Can’t bring one with you on a plane - unless
it’s a copy - and then, a copy of what? Where’s its original?

*
-aM[PI^MIT_Ia[JMMV\PMJZI\[·I\\MV\QWVOM\\QVO\Wa[
[MK]ZQVO\PMQZXTIKMQVW]Z^MZaKWOVQ\QWV·^Q[XWQ\[^MZa
victim.

For instance, is the letter Q an object or does it exist
only in the pedagogic fog of the unreal? Is it merely the
shared delusion of teachers that letters are smiley-faced
characters or is there physicality there?

.ZWUKPQTLPWWL·TM\\MZ[·\PMÅZ[\[M\WN \WWT[\PI\IZMVW\
physical - are pure idea.
So looking at a word the eye lands on a letter and it begins
to stare back at you.

You are in a room. The words are chair and table. We
know, in the atomic world, that the chair and table are
moving - their atoms are in constant motion. And so we
can say that the letters that make up the chair and the
\IJTMIZMIT[WQVÆ]`

A letter has no beginning and no end.
The keyboard is a house of letters.
Words make a prison for letters.

9.

Vispo exists because it encapsulates the area of thought
JI[MLWV\PMITXPIJM\\PI\ZMY]QZM[I\\MV\QWV·\PMTM\\MZ

We are double agents. We are immersed in the
schizophrenia of art creation. Both word and picture, as
WVMI[\PMIJWZQOQVIT]\\MZIVKMÅZ[\LWK]UMV\ML

Vispo is a byproduct of staring.
Not an easy balance to sustain. Amidst all this language
we are still faced with limitations.

Staring penetrates natural design. Design makes
associations for and between people and nature. Human
nature seeks to make sense of larger nature. Vispo
distinguishes the tree from the forest. Disassembles
alphabet and so alters the message.

Somewhere in the simultaneity of micro and macro of
alphabet is the solution.
The nihilism of language as mere procedural start and by
nihilism I mean a cleansing function for the billboards and
advertising that have warped and desensitized us. And
what plan to correct this wouldn’t include some nihilistic
function - to eliminate, to scrub back to pure, so as to
rebuild - as in a procedural start

*
Bright sunny days for those who retaliate.
Things, letters, come together for a short while.

*
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Crag Hill

WHY WRITE VISUAL
POETRY WHEN SO FEW
READERS READ IT?
Do I stretch printed language to its full face the
question with my tongue lashing out? I wouldn’t be able to
scratch the surface. I don’t have a barbed tongue.

visual poetry has the charge. I don’t have to troubleshoot
there. Yet all too often the power of the poetry does not
cross over to readers. She looks but she doesn’t know what
she looks at. What wires are crossed, disconnected, or
0IVL[KTMVKPMLLW1Z]VI\\PMY]M[\QWVPMILÅZ[\IZU[ missing in the act of seeing, the interaction of poem and
swinging, or hands and arms open? The reader frustrates reader?
UM aM[ aM\ 1 PI^MV¼\ NWZOW\\MV \PM XW_MZ WN  I OWWL·QN 
ZIZM·MUJZIKM <PI\ OMV\TM KWV\IK\ UQOP\ OM\ UM visible The poems register on the retina. I’ve talked with hundreds
language[WUM_PMZMIV[_MZQVO[]KPILQNÅK]T\Y]M[\QWV
of readers of poetry, young and old, experienced and
inexperienced, who can take the lang out of uage describe
Do I approach the question on my knees, putting it off _PI\\PMaIZM[MMQVO·KWV\W]Z[WN _WZL[TM\\MZ[[MV\MVKM[
guard just before I kick it in the groin? That hurts, I know; larger discourses, typed, drawn, shredded, photographed,
maybe I’ll just trip it up and try to tease out an answer. I’ve collaged, computer-manipulated, whelped in innumerable
wrestled enough with it, or have I?
ways on/in the previously predictable two-dimensional
page. These readers can also testify to the disruption of
Suave, invisible cigarette cupped in my hand, do I hold their reading habits, and this makes many uncomfortable.
back, waiting for an answer? I’ve been waiting for nearly
thirty years. I know I’m not alone believing visual poetry
I remember that discomfort, too. I had thumbed dimly
the
\PZW]OP -UUM\\ ?QTTQIU[¼ An Anthology of Concrete Poetry
eye’s
on innumerable occasions. not from the gut yet with courage I
tongue
thought the poems were technique without tectonics.
is worth reading
and worthy of more readers than those who already closely
follow the poets in this anthology.

My entre came in 1981 via the work of other paradigmshifting poets. Ron Silliman’s Ketjak and Tjanting shook
up my understanding, shifting the fulcrum of form from
indivisible whole to autonomous part. Clark Coolidge,
4IZZa-QOVMZ81VUIV<QVI,IZZIOPIVL:WJMZ\/ZMVQMZ
showed me the highly-charged, hard-packed poetry in
words and phrases, in particles of words, in the blank space

Is the question potential impossible to answer?
I’ll ask another: Why can’t the poetry not out of the throat
yet full of force, the reader, and the act of seeing cohabitate?

stretch the word S
t
r
e
t
c
h
on the page. When I re-encountered Aram Saroyan’s work

The dialectic is short-circuited. From my meter readings,

11.

in the Williams’ anthology, I was ready, and I was also
MTMK\ZQÅML Ja +TI][ *ZMUMZ -ZV[\ 2IVLT ;MQQKPQ 6QQS]VQ
Hansjorg Mayer, master of fonts, and a dozen other poets
from around the world.
Synergy followed: Bill DiMichele, Laurie Schneider,
Miekal And and I created and shared a poetry tongueless but
not voiceless that diverged from the concrete poetry we knew,
alphabetic text now subsumed by other visual elements
(in some of our poems there was no decipherable “text”
whatsoever). We created this work for ourselves, knew no
magazine that would publish it (not Soup, as eclectic and
adventurous as it was, not ThisLMÅVQVOQ\[MTN VIZZW_TaWZ
Hills … ). In fact, we didn’t even try. Score_I[JQZ\PML\WÅTT
IOIXQ\[ÅZ[\Q[[]MJZQVOQVOW]\I[MTMK\QWVWN \PM_WZS_M
had been mailing back and forth.
But when we sent the issue out to other poets and
magazines, we quickly discovered we were not alone. We
found a thriving, teeming audience for concrete poetry
and other poetries combining words with images. One
magazine in particular, Karl Kempton’s Kaldron, publishing
the vivid graphic poetry from not only the United States
but from around the world, invited us into the bigger
world of a poetry until it is recognizable in a totally
unexpected dimension that soon became commonly
known as visual poetry. Through this international
community, this art form that transcends political and
poetic boundaries, we went where we did not know we
wanted to go, to spaces on the page (page/s in s/pace/s)
we had not imagined.

Coda
Reading a visual poem takes a minimum of three steps (pour over the
following essays for additional ways of making meaning from visual
poems): 1) Read the entire page/space at once. The visual poem is
LM[QOVML\WÅZ[\JMZMIL_PWTM]VTQSMUW[\XWMU[WV\PMXIOMKPIQVML
to left to right, top to bottom regimens). 2) Read the parts of the whole.
Consider their position on the page/in space, their relationship/s to other
parts. Much that happens in a visual poem happens here. 3) Read the full
poem again at the same time reading its elements as they combine and
re-combine to create the whole.

Do other readers seek such worlds, jumping off the
straight and narrow into the unknown brush, plunging
QV\W XMZU]\IJTM ÆWZI IVL NI]VI visible language ? There
may be far fewer intrepid readers than there are readers of
poetry and far fewer intrepid readers of visual poetry than
readers of poetry. Diminishing returns? Does the size of
your audience matter or is it what you do with it?
We hope The Last Vispo Anthology will lead readers, new and
experienced, to visual poetry past, present, and future, and
inspire new practitioners from the back of my eyes to the front of
yours of poetry liberated from the hegemony of denotation
and connotation. We hope this anthology conveys the
X]T[M·\PM XT][[M[·WN  ^Q[]IT XWM\Za I\ \PM JMOQVVQVO WN  I
new millennium.
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8WM\ZaU][\ZMITQbM\PI\ZMILQVOQ[KPIVOQVO·\PMZMILQVOJZIQVQ[KPIVOQVO
(it’s not so long ago Socrates feared what the printed word would do to
W]Z QV\MTTMK\]IT TQNM :MILQVO  VW_ OTMIV[ QVNWZUI\QWV I\ TQOP\[XMML·
JZMISQVO VM_[ ]XLI\M[ /WWOTM PMILTQVM[ MUIQT[ \_MM\[ QVKM[[IV\
KPI\IVL\M`\UM[[IOM[5aaMIZWTL[WV_I\KPM[-;86I[PM[KIV[
the internet on his laptop for related articles, chatting with friends on
.IKMJWWS WV PQ[ Q8WL [MVLQVO IVL ZMKMQ^QVO \M`\UM[[IOM[·U]T\Q\M`\[
multiple modes/platforms, intertextuality at what some argue occurs
at an insane, unsustainable pace. Where does this deluge of text and
moving image lead us? What does it leave us? Look to how a visual poem
KIVJMZMIL<PI\IK\·\PW[M\ZIV[IK\QWV[JM\_MMV_Q\PQVZMILMZ_WZL
IVLQUIOM·QV[\Z]K\[][WVPW_\WOI\PMZUMIVQVONZWU\PMQV\MV[QNaQVO
[aVIX\QKÆI[PM[WN W]ZQV\MZVITIVLM`\MZVIT_WZTL
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M Luis, Anatol Knotek, Marco Giovenale, Petra
Backonja, Jim Andrews, Oded Ezer, Ross Priddle,
Scott Helmes, Bill DiMichele, Daniel f. Bradley, Troy
Lloyd, Mike Cannell, Satu Kaikkonen, Fernando
Aguiar, damian lopes, Sharon Harris, Jukka-Pekka
Kervinen, Reid Wood, Reed Altemus, Tim Gaze,
Suzan Sari, James Yeary, Derek Beaulieu, W. Mark
Sutherland, Gareth Jenkins, Derya Vural, Jenny
Sampirisi, Marko Niemi, Tim Willette, e k rzepka,
Spencer Selby, Cecil Touchon,
14.
Jim Leftwich

15. Jesse Ferguson,8IZI[Q\QKIT

16. Jesse Ferguson, Spooning

17. The Lions, Tasha Hair

18. Miguel Jimenez,8ZM[MVKM[Kof the series 8ZM[MVKM[

19. Carlos M Luis, MA(I)ze Tassel Retrazos

20. Anatol Knotek, zickzack

21. Marco Giovenale,from asemic sibyls

22. Petra Backonja,/QZTQV8QVS7ZOIVbI

23. Jim Andrews, from Nio

24. Oded Ezer, The Message

25. Ross Priddle,NWZ;\MNIVW8I[Y]QVQ

26. Scott Helmes, Untitled

27. Scott Helmes, Bones XI

28. Bill DiMichele, from ;MZQM[NWZ-]OMVM5a.I\PMZ

29. Bill DiMichele, from ;MZQM[NWZ-]OMVM5a.I\PMZ

30. Daniel f. Bradley, White Witch 10

31. Troy Lloyd, Untitled

32. Ross Priddle, cellular energy levels are high

33. Mike Cannell, “e” river

34. Satu Kaikkonen, 8IXMZ.TW_MZ[

35. Fernando Aguiar, Calligraphy

36. damian lopes, Closed Caption

37. Sharon Harris, Ttctoyyz

38. Jukka-Pekka Kervinen, Untitled

39. Jukka-Pekka Kervinen, Untitled

40. Reid Wood, Bab(b)el-On (page 1)

41. Reid Wood,*IJJMT7VXIOM

42. Reed Altemus, Asemic Detail

43. Tim Gaze, Untitled

44. Suzan Sari,)[*IL)[5ISQVO;WUMWVM/Q^M=X),MKQLML;]QKQLM

45. Suzan Sari, The Sun of Somewhere

46. James Yeary,<_W8WMU[

47. James Yeary, /ZIKM[NWZ2WaKM

48. Derek Beaulieu, Untitled

49. Derek Beaulieu, Untitled

50. W. Mark Sutherland, Negative Thoughts

51. Gareth Jenkins, colonO

52. Derya Vural,[I^I[ĊtÜVÜVZbOIZÜ

53. Jenny Sampirisi, Burdock

54. Marko Niemi, from katjusha

55. Tim Willette, blackletter

56. e k rzepka - tr-e))sh

57. Spencer Selby, jahbend-3

58. Cecil Touchon,.][QWV;MZQM[6W

59. Cecil Touchon,.][QWV;MZQM[6W

60. Jim Leftwich, decomposition 1

61. Jim Leftwich, decomposition 2

ESSAYS:
Donato Mancini, Robert Mittenthal, James Yeary,
Chris Mann, Derek Beaulieu, Serkan Isin
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Donato Mancini

THE YOUNG HATE US {1}:
CAN POETRY BE MATTER?
*ZQMNMZ0Q[\WZa7N <PM8IOM

problem, not of one’s art, but of one Art.

White space of the page as mimetic, abstract or temporal.
8IOM[ J]Za MI[QTa ]VLMZ \M`\ QN  \PMZM¼[ I TW\ WN  Q\ 8ZW[M
I[\PMUMIV[WN \M`\]ITZMQÅKI\QWV8ZW[MUMIV[<M`\]IT
ZMQÅKI\QWV

-TMK\ZQKIT NMMLJIKS TWWX[  \PM [PWZ\ KQZK]Q\[ XZW^QLM
spectacle and information. Imperfectly synonymous
terms: recursive questioning and/or ... negative iteration. The
problem for poets now is that they can do anything they
_IV\ \W LW 8ZQVKQXTM WN  8TMVQ\]LM +ZQ[Q[ WN  8TMVQ\]LM
Writer’s block? No, writer’s overstock.

*
We’ve Been Contemporaries For 140 Years (And You
,WV¼\ -^MV 3VW_ 5a 6IUM WZ ) *ZQMN 0Q[\WZa 7N 
<PM+WV\MUXWZIZa8IOM

Recursive questioning or negative iteration: are feedback
loops consuming the feedback as they turn. Block out a
sequence of refusals—negate, eliminate —determine
what the work will not LW UIVM]^MZ Q\ \W_IZL[ Q\[ ÅVIT
form.

?PI\ 1 UMIV Q[ \PM 0Q[\WZa 7N  <PM )K\Q^I\ML 8IOM
XWM\ZaVW\I[[WUM\PQVOWVQ\J]\[QOVQÅKIV\TaIJW]\Q\

*
?PMV\PMJTIVS[XIKM[QOVQÅM[\PMXIOMQ[IK\Q^I\ML<PM
page, poet, is now your white bedding and arena.

8ZWXW[QVO \PM QZWV ZQOWZ[ WN  /ZMI\ 8WM\Za I[ IN\MZVWWV
days at the Rocky Balboa Masterpiece gym & chewable
[\MZWQL[[PZ]VSMV[IKSPWZVa8WZ[KPM#\PM\W]OPIVL
Z]UJTM¹JW\\WUTQVMºMKWVWUQK[WN /ZMI\)Z\

Mallarmé activates the blanks, creates the page as an
arena for action, the typewriter creates the page-asgrid which creates the page of much concrete poetry
(poetry of the page par excellence), Olson takes the gridded
typewriter page as a notational base for the page as vocal/
mental score, post-Olson ‘Nam-era poetics then make
the blank of the page again a silence infringable-upon by
the vicious Real which poets are no longer trying to keep
out of the poem. The non-poetic noise of the social the
environment the crowd crowd in or crowd out and become
indistinguishable from the poetic, much the way that, say,
prose created the fogs of London.

*
*ILXWM\Za^[/WWLXWM\Za1VI\QUM_PMVUW[\UIZS[
are for coiffe, when armpit deodorant is an obligation,
when dinosaurs walk the earth, when accountants control
Z]V]VQ^MZ[ITMLQÅKI\QWVNIK\WZQM[KTMIVKWXaQ[UQ[\ISMV
for good writing, and a certain lack of tidiness looks stylish.
*

*

8WM\[I[[ITM[UIVIOMZ[¹,WQ\_MTTMVW]OPIVLaW]OM\\W
_WZSQV\PM6M_AWZSWNÅKM,WQ\XMZNMK\TaaMIZ[TI\MZ
and there might be some vending machines for you to re[\WKSQV-I[\;\4W]Q[º

What one does, then, when one is drawing one’s poetry, is
that one engages the problem of Art, not the problem of
one’s art, as far as one can, through a process of diagnostic
I\\ZQ\QWV-[XMKQITTaagnostic. Not the production biography
of what if I were to write a [ ]? Addresses oneself to the

Visual poets. “I think we should all produce work with the
urgency of outsider artists, panting and jerking off to our
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kinky private obsessions.” (Dodie Bellamy)

which equals
language
which equals
poetry
which makes them
indistinguishable
and makes

*
Crowd = numbers and statistics
Community = real human relations
My title: Who Addresses the Crowd Speaks to No
Community.

*
*
An object rendered aesthetic is functionally no different
than a work of art, someone said. Someone coughed.
Somehim at his watch but it wasn’t in his language.

Don’t mind if I. “Capitalism begins when you open the
dictionary” (S. McCaffery)
Meaning is commerce, they say. Meaning is always on
sale. Meaning is our product, we mean. We are full of it.
We are words. Meaning is our business, business is slow.
We mean it. Yes, poets trade in meaning and affect, as
painters trade in objects.

Happy Birthday. I stuff thee full of such watches.
Language looked at with a certain misrecognition
---------> poetry.
*

) \ZILM[ OZIUUIZ" 8IQV\MZ[¼ XZWL]K\[ IZM ZMNMZZML\W
using the countable a. Yes, that’s a real Signac. Certainly,
that looks like a Motherwell. A Webb.

-^MZaIVL_WZLIVL_I[IVLWVKMIVLIIVLXWMUIVL
-^MZa_WZL_I[WVKM[IL

8ZWL]K\ WN  XWM\[ Q[ IV ]VKW]V\IJTM [QOVQÅKIVKM IV
effusion, a puss, a creamcheese, a foie gras from the poet’s
metrically disciplined guts. The poet is, by a-numeric
grammar, a paste-maker.

You and can and tear and something and apart and by
and pinning and it and together and.
What and you and do and not and understand and you
and do and not and possess and.

8ZWL]K\QWVTQVM QV\M[\QVIT XWM\QK[ 8I[\I SVW_TMLOM UQTS
cheese garbage news research.

Literature and as and a and total and social and process
and.

*
Can and modernism and eventually and become and
antiquity and.

What are the issues? What are your issues? All the issues.
-^MZa Y]M[\QWV M^MZ I[SML Ja IVa XWM\ OWWL JIL
NWZOW\\MV NWWTQ[P Å[P NZM[P .ZMVKP aMTTW_ WZ ZW\\MV 1\
OQ^M[KWTWZ\WKWTLKPMMS-^MZaQ[[]MQ[I\\Q[[]M5MIVQVO
tissue. O, you mean palimpsest: you.

*
Tradition As Delta
Axis of Ambiguity
Axis of Authenticity
Black Hats
White Hats
Them
Us
/WWL/]a[
*IL/]a[
The Moderns

*
It might be even simpler after all.
8WM\Za UQOP\ R][\ JM TIVO]IOM _PQKP Q[ IKKWZLQVO \W
some):
vocabulary
plus
a set of rules to run it through
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The Formalists
Mainstream
Slipstream
7NÅKQIT
7ZQÅKQIT
Oppositional
Insiders
Outsiders

which is nothing like saying nothing is problematic. Making
nothing is a problem. A clear, material device as arbiter, or
determinant, or a blatant address to material conditions
of meaning-manufacture, grants somethingness to a
poetry of the nothing.
*
<ISMaW]ZXW[Q\QWV[/ZMI[MaW]ZPQVOM[
*
North of
North of
North of
North of
North of
North of

It is not about novelty. Cultural afterlife as dollar store.
For two cents, the use of arbitrary material restrictions
in poetry forcefully condition new linguistic possibilities.
For three cents, production-side, material devices/
determinants break habituated patterns of language-use.
For four cents, consumption-side, the formal restrictions
can alter habituated patterns of cognition and emotion,
patterning (inner) lives. (Changing the world one subjectivity
at a time.) *]a7VM/M\7VM.ZMM"LM^QKM[NWZMOZW]VL\PM
material conditioning of structures of feeling, the girders of
the mega-bridge of meaning poetry-lovers daily negotiate,
the nonarbitrary social effects of meaning-production.
Arial-shot: “Capitalism restricts our life options, why
[PW]TLV¼\XWM\Za\WW'º2,MZS[MV

Heartbreak.
Boston.
Intention.
South.
the Beaufort Sea.
the USA.
*

A modest to high degree of alienation serves the poet.
A modest to high degree of vagueness serves poetics.
*
-^MV5WZM8W[[QJQTQ\QM[^[)J[WZX\Q^M8T]ZITQ\a"
poem as hand-grenade
head-grenade (prickly pear)
human document
humument
notation of mind’s movements
testament
testimony
witness statement
rearticulation
dearticulation
trinket
puzzle
score of voice
yawp
ink marks
pixels
chart of the changing weathers of
temperament
poem in advance of the broken arm.

*
Dawn of the Dead.
Syllabus of the Dead.
Day of the Dead.
Moment of the Dead.
Scrapbook of the Dead.
Tax Credit of the Dead.
Debts of a Dead Dad.
Will of the Dead.
Children of the Dead.
1VW\PMZ_WZL[ZM[VQNÅVOIVWTLKZQ\QKIT[_MI\[WKSLWM[\PM
social moment of the poem freeze-frame at initial writing
ÅZ[\X]JTQKI\QWVÅZ[\ZMRMK\QWV[TQXWZ\ZI^MTIaMTTW_JZQKS
road of post-it notes of increasing recognition towards
\PM UMLQI KI[\TM WN  K]T\]ZITLQ[[MUQVI\QWV [XWZQÅK \PZQTT
of diaspora, achieving at last dreamed-of immortality as a
culturally indelible transcendent cliché?

Funerary toast.

And then there’s the bloody (i.e., material) problem of nothing,

*
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Specious Assignment. On phatic form. Phatic form is
something I just invented, thanks to an invitation from
2I[WV\WR][\\ZaQ\<PQ[Q[_PI\phatic form is. It’s not nonce
form VWZ \PM VMZLQÅKI\QWVWNKTI[[QK^MVMZI\MLVW_
socially-irrelevant-except-for-purposes-of-détournement
verse forms. Phatic form describes the many open quote,
“poems,” close quote, that stand in for poems, just as prose
may stand in for news among advertisements, ads for news
not there; signs News! without having anything news to say.
Similarly phatic form XWM\Za ZMXZM[MV\[ 8WM\Za# \PM UIQV
WZLMZWN [QOVQÅKI\QWVQ[4WWSI\5M1)U)8WMU3MMXQVO
\PM 8WMU ;W]T *WVÅZM[ *]ZVQVO )TT I phatic form poem
PI[\WLWQ[[Ia87-5I[WN\MVI[XW[[QJTM_Q\PW]\[IaQVO
“poem” too often because that would be meta, harsh the
mellow. Whole books, whole careers, whole schools die
KPIV\QVO87-5Phatic oeuvre. See also TaZQKÆWI\MZ.

A poem has to go where it will.
A poem must sing out of itself and carry magic.
A poem must make its own world and therefore its own
world trade organization and maintain low international
labor standards in order to keep cultural economies in
boom.
The right truck carries the right goods along the right track.
The eager truth-measurer carries the right instruments—
VMKM[[Q\I\QVO Q\MUQbI\QWV TQ[\QVO NIK\ÅVLQVO KPMKS
TQ[\QVO2][\ZMIL\PM[\QKSMZ"<:=- )=<0-6<1+
*
If you know what the poet’s job is, you should ask who the
poet’s boss is.

*
*
What? A. Safe. Way. To? Write! In an age of accumulation
by dispossession, of neoliberal terror, of ransack and
pillage.

Writing was not implicit in language; writing was implicit
in mark-making, the capacity of one substance to affect the
[]ZNIKMWN IVW\PMZ<PM\WLLTMZ_PWÆQVO[;XIOPM\\Q7[
at the white wall is performing a primary act of writing.
Writing is graphemic. Writing is not language—writing
KIUMÅZ[\

*
If truth is salmonella rye a culture of accountants,
J][QVM[[ XMWXTM K][\WU[ WNÅKQIT[ XW[\IT KTMZS[ UM\MZ
maids, economists, it’s because tables of knowledge
LMUIVLKWV\MV\\WÅTT\PMNWZU[IVL\PMLQ[\ZQJ]\WZ[I_IQ\
product. Cultural placement of things is predetermined
on inspection before the product is shipped off to enter
the culture, which means, of course, when crossing the
frontier from production-side to consumption-side, certain
duties apply.

Did ancient poetry-lovers really get it together to build
Stonehenge before they discovered that shit sticks to
JW]TLMZ[\PI\JMZZaR]QKM[\IQV[ÅVOMZ['
*
The problem of intelligence is what people have, how
to use what people have. Intelligence, will, power. Our
ÅMZKMTa LMUIVLQVO KZIN\ WN  ]V^MZ[M UISM[ WN  ][ _QTT
powered in intelligence-use.

Duties: a poem must, a poem must also, a poem must
then, a poem has to not only show what a war is like but
show the conviction of death.
A poem must work for a living.
A poem must also be valid.
A poem must then speak for itself.
A poem has to be a poem.
A poem needs to move fast.
A poem needs to include a man’s contradictions.
A poem should be palpable and mute.
A poem should be but not be mean.
A poem should palpitate.
A poem has to have enough money for a train ticket.

Intellect as sausage machine—yes, literaturwurst. Our
LMÅVML XZWJTMU JMQVO" QV\MTTQOMVKM ][M WN 1V\MTTQOMVKM
application of. Intelligence, appetite of. Intelligence as
trash-compactor. Solid cubes of impeccable correctness,
stable in relation to the facts of the world, “the world” a
NZIUM\PMK]JMÅ\[\PZW]OP\WXTWXJIKSQV\W<PM?WZTL
The problem, also, of intelligence as lawnmower.
Appearance of process + result = copious clippings
unprocessed but well gone-over. Best minds are like three
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lawnmowers roaring at once on three different terraces.

8WM\ZaZMILMZ[ [PW]TL VW\ JM MV\QKML \W ZMKWOVQbM <PM
8WM\QK [W MI[QTa ?PMV \PMa KIV WZ LW XWM\Za JMKWUM[
WVM WN  UIVa ÅVM T]`]Za OWWL[¸WZOIVQK ZML _QVM WZ
]V[_MM\MVML IXZQKW\ RIU 8WM\Za TW[M[ Q\[ KZQ\QKITQ\a TW[M[
its social pertinence, loses its power.

*
Always just past what’s masterable, just past what’s
knowable therefore exchangeable. Always wire it to make
your own brain explode. Confound your own mastery, as
you acquire it. Learn more than you can learn. Outwit Might as well take the copper wiring and the lightbulbs,
aW]Z[MTN <ISM ZI\QWVIT XZQVKQXTM[ WN  I ÅVIVKQITQbML LIQTa this place is going to be torn down anyway.
life too far: burst the pipes of everyday reason.
*
*
Mere discourse? Mere spectacle? Mere affect? No: the
QVKWUXZMPMV[QJQTQ\aIJ[]ZLQ\a
JZQKS[I\\IKS\PMUIZ\QITÅ[\
IUJQO]Q\aTIKSWN KWUUQ\UMV\
¹AW]KIVKZ][P][aW]KIVJZ]Q[M][aW]KIV/]I\\IZQIVL
*
,MTM]bM][J]\WPVW"O]V[WN *ZQ`\WVº8;QUWVWV
Q: Yeah, sure, all that—but can you light a match ?
A: I have in the past, and operate under the assumption
that I could again if called to.
Q: The pocket lighter is to grade-school arson as the pocket
calculator is to grade-school arithmetic: lazy-making.
A: But a single, well-placed match could be forever.”

*
8WM\ZaVW_I[I\ZQIVO]TI\QWVWN U][QKKWV\MUXWZIZaIZ\
and social critique.
Music not so much as sound, but as structure, architecture,
and temporality.

*
Contemporary art not so much as visuality, but as concept,
practice, mood, and value.

Art only remains interesting as long as the possibility
remains that all artists are quacks.

;WKQITKZQ\QY]MI[\PMKWZMWN IVa[QOVQÅKIV\XWM\QK[M^MZ
*
*
Belief in the value of the work of art (i.e., the poem) is part
of the full reality of the work of art (Bourdieu), this is what
art functionally is, only a system of value and valuation. It
OM\[VWUWZMM[[MV\QIT\PIV\PI\8WM\ZaQ[IVLKIVWVTaJM
texts that are read as poetry, or weird splots of ink viewed
as traces of poetry’s passing. Quality? None; only value.

Visual poetry is poetry against metaphor. Scram.
Metaphor is let’s make dividends in the boom economy of
our passion. Against Metaphor. Against Description. Brie
and gore, bribe and gloom.
*

*
¹/MVZMº Q[V¼\ \PM Q[[]M PMZM M`KMX\ \PI\ XWM\Za ZQ[S[
becoming a mere genre when readers and writers’
M`XMK\I\QWV[IZM\WW[XMKQÅK?PMV\PMXWM\QKM`XMZQMVKM
the particular magic of poetry, the poetry buzz or mellow
whatever, is too recognizable (if not articulable), poets start
writing poetry, or worse, they creatively write. Readers
then come to expect a certain kind of bump from it; poetry
JMKWUM["5MM\UMI\\PM/MVZM
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/M\\PM:MIT;KPWWT[WN 8WM\QK["):MTI\QWVIT,QIOZIU"
Reality in poem.
Reality of poem.
Reality ļ poem.
Reality-poem.
Reality, poem.
Reality/poem.
:MITQ\a8WMU
*

¹1\¼[JMI]\QN]TJ]\_PMZMIZMaW]OWQVO\WX]\Q\'º2+IOM¼[ A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P. Q. R. S.
T. U. V. X. Y. Z.
mom.)
,MXIZ\UMV\WN -VOTQ[P,MXIZ\UMV\WN 8WM\Za,MXIZ\UMV\
WN  ,ZIUI ,MXIZ\UMV\ WN  ?IV\ )L[ /MVZM KI\MOWZQM[
as contingent, impermanent, convenient, sociological
ÅK\QWV[.QK\QWV[]VZMTI\ML\W\PM[\Z]K\]ZITQ[\NWZUITQ[\
character of mark making. Of writing. Transdisciplinary
writing and visual writing jettison institutional suitcases.
Lead and feathers.

*
The needs of art and poetry now: no return to a kind of
LQ[KQXTQVIZa JW]VLIZa WZ OMVMZQK [XMKQÅKQ\a WZ X]ZQ\a WN 
medium. Now open poetry to basic questions that affect all
communication, and all art-making.

*

“What appears as eclectic from one point of view can
be seen as rigorously logical from another... practice is
VW\ LMÅVML QV ZMTI\QWV \W I OQ^MV UMLQ]U  J]\ ZI\PMZ
in relation to the logical operations on a set of cultural
terms, for which any medium—photography, books, lines
on walls, mirrors, or sculpture itself—might be used.” (R.
Krauss)

Visual poetry, unhooked from the instrumentality of design
or the discursive histories of contemporary art. Most visual
poets aren’t making images, they’re making visually overKWLML\M`\[\PI\X][P\PM[\]LMV\TWIVLMJ\8WM\Za5I[\MZ
back into alphabetic pre-school.

*|*|*|*|*|*|*|*

What except habit could make [ it ] not poetry?

8[aKPMLMTQK+MUMV\Q\QW][
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Robert Mittenthal

ECOLOGY OF VISPO –
A BLINDFOLD TEST
Colored by my own predisposition for the idea of the nonocular, I’m afraid I prefer to unsee the visible in visual
poetry. That is, I prefer a blindfold test, where the audient
can happily focus on the crisp turning of pages and other
less obscure signals.

After Mallarmé used white space as silence, there’s a miseen-page that can be endlessly explored. But visual poetry
continues to be impacted by new technologies: from
/]\MVJMZO \W \PM \aXM_ZQ\MZ \W MIZTa KWUX]\MZ[ \W VM_
digital technologies—which provide tool sets that build
on the array of prior tool sets. There is now easy access
to virtually all known alphabets, as well as programs to
construct and design (and deconstruct and redesign)
new alphabets, which are themselves easily deployable
via vectors that mathematically describe the points and
curves of each letter form.

The new sentience alive in its calling. Time to unhook to
see.
But I’m afraid I’ll have to leave the affective mapping, or
how visual poems consciously and unconsciously impact
us, to others. I cannot even bear witness, ala Charles
Reznikoff, to things not seen. The truth is that the impetus
for this essay was to try to explain why I’m not a partisan
of the form.

There is a “relationship of relevance between situation
and tool.” The “gesture of taking in hand” both produces
and is produced by this relationship. —Isabelle Stengers

What intrigues me and what I want to think about here is
the ecology of visual poetry, or the logic of its environment.
The point is to try to understand what makes visual poets
matter in their own ways, rather than trying to generalize
the divergent practices of visual poets. That is, I want to
avoid a general review that looks for potential unity, or
that would illustrate what visual poetry is, or what this
anthology represents.

Communion crowds the worker. It crowns her. Queen of
ÅVOMZXIQV\QVO)N\MZITXPIJTWKSIOMUIVVI[\WZMLIVL
resold.
)V\PMU[IVL,MÅVQ\QWV[
The Last Vispo Anthology as a spectrum of the current state
of the art—“documenting the recent surge in visual poetry
... [extending] the dialectic between art and literature that
JMOIV_Q\P\PMKWVKZM\MXWM\ZaUW^MUMV\ÅN\aaMIZ[IOWº

In short, I have only questions, no answers: What makes
visual poets think—rather than recognize? And how are
visual poets attached to their practice? The point is not
\W ÅVL [WUM KWV[MV[][ WZ KWUUWVITQ\a IUWVO ^Q[]IT
poets, for these are intractably subjective questions. How
one is attached to a practice relates to how one belongs
and belonging could be thought of as a condition of both
owning and being owned by a social nexus or community.
How does that sense of belonging obligate us in an
INÅZUI\Q^M_IaQMVW\QV\PM[MV[MWN L]\a'5IaJM\PQ[
relates to how practitioners are in debt to their habitat,
i.e., not completely autonomous? We’re not alone in the
world.

“Vispo” as a separate compact, an abbreviated entity?
1[ \PQ[ I UMZM /Q\UWQÅKI\QWV \PI\ UWJQTQbM[ I \MZU NWZ
the digital era? That’s not clear. But the provocative title
(“Last ...”) suggests Vispo is all but in a crypt, or that the
editors feel the practice is coming up against some kind
of a pivotal limitation, perhaps on the verge of becoming
other than itself, or in desperate need of a revitalized or
new habitat.
It swallows the eye—the all-time best hits. Chasing the
non-human tool kits our future presents. What’s never
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excluded, aka the affect that escapes capture. The emotion
celebrates its lucre, oozing excess. Book reports that report
on the informer.

Dick Higgins suggests that both concrete poetry and
pattern poetry tell “the story of an ongoing human wish
to combine the visual and literary impulses, to tie together
the experience of these two areas into an aesthetic
whole.… To those who attempt this synthesis, something
of the picture of the whole seems crucially important.”

“Visual poetry is poetry against metaphor. Scram.
Metaphor is let’s make dividends in the boom economy of
our passion. Against Metaphor. Against Description…”
—Donato Mancini

Higgins goes on to say that pattern/concrete poetry has no
[QVOTMWZQOQV)VLQ\Q[MI[a\W[XMK]TI\M\PI\\PMZMÆM`Q^M
act of making marks led to a foregrounding of the visual
elements of the grapheme in its unfolding or recording.
Calling attention to itself and aware of its own motion—
the record of the grapheme in motion becomes a sort of
proprioceptive trace/gesture, a constructive practice and
extension of the body.

.WTTW_QVO /MWN  0]\P¼[ LMÅVQ\QWV I ^Q[]IT XWM\ Q[ I
poet irrepressibly drawn to the visual. In an attempt to
describe the discipline, Huth suggests that there are three
competencies of the visual poet:
(1) printer’s palette—or mastery of the visual,
non-verbal;
(2) poet’s pen—or mastery of the linguistic
aspects; and
 XZQV\MZ¼[ Å[\¸WZ UI[\MZa WN  \PM MUW\Q^M
and intellectual value of letters/grammar,
punctuation, typefaces, words, design.

Vispo’s Dog Ate My Homework
1. This convergence of literary and visual impulses has
something to do with the problems in the reception of
pattern poetry. Rather than creating singularities that
diverge and are somehow beyond comprehension, the
QUIOM ]VQÅML _Q\P Q\[ KWV\MV\ _I[ LQ[UQ[[ML I[ I ^Q[]IT
pun—a naïve version of reality, simply not complex or
serious enough to tackle enlightened notions of the
“truth” that art was supposed to express.

I use the word “mastery” here, though Huth does not,
because of the slippery slope inherent to the model he
sets forth. While Huth may be merely describing what
he believes the qualities of a competent visual poet are,
rather than necessarily ascribing to them, any such model
sets up canonical qualities or categories upon which to
judge works of visual poetry.

2. As Higgins writes of pattern poetry: “It was never the
predominant mode and… there were violent attacks upon
it in each age in which it occurred; since the history of any
poetry is always to some extent the history of responses
to it, the great antagonism which it aroused continued
during the colonial era, so that it fell into disrepute in one
literature after another, eventually, by the 19th century,
surviving only in comic, folk, or popular verse.”

“Visual poetry, unhooked from the instrumentality of
design or the discursive histories of contemporary art.
Most visual poets aren’t making images, they’re making
^Q[]ITTaW^MZKWLML\M`\[\PI\X][P\PM8WM\Za5I[\MZJIKS
into pre-school.” —Donato Mancini
8ZWXW[Q\QWV"\PM^Q[]ITXWMUI[IZMKWZLWN \PMLMKQ[QWV[
that happen to the visual poet. But this proposition only
makes sense if you understand “decision” in the way that
Whitehead uses it, where decisions are what happen to
enduring entities or subjects.

 *MV 2WV[WV LQ[UQ[[ML Q\ I[ ¹I XIQZ WN  [KQ[[WZ[ IVL I
combe in verse.” Montaigne claimed the pattern poem’s
means of composition displayed subtleties which are
¹NZQ^WTW][ IVL ^IQVº  8MZPIX[ 5WV\IQOVM¼[ WJRMK\QWV
was that it seems to turn poetry into a mere parlor game.
Divorced from the pursuit of truth, he disparages it as
novelty, a mere amusement. Visual puns generate mere
iconic effects that don’t obligate us to think and that
violate the ideals of platonic form.

“Decision precedes consciousness and it precedes
cognition.” That is, “Decisions make cognition possible,
not the other way around.… We don’t make decisions
because we are free and responsible; rather we are free
and responsible because—and precisely to the extent
that—we make decisions.” —Steve Shaviro

4. Another explanation for the poor reception is that visual
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and/or pattern poetry is non-modern and violates a sense
of decorum or the tradition that privileges the purity of
art forms.

12. Friction is an adventure. The autobiography of
a stone. But there are no marriageable metaphors in a
world of physical comedy.

¹<P][\PM^Q[]ITXWMUKTIQU[\WIJWTQ[PXTIaN]TTa\PM
oldest oppositions of our alphabetic civilization: showing
and naming; representing and telling; reproducing
and articulating; imitating and signifying; looking and
reading.” —Michel Foucault

13. “There is no science of the beautiful, but only
critique.” —Kant
14. The divorce of art and science, where science becomes
Å`I\MLWVMNÅKQMV\KI][M[*]\LWV¼\IZ\IVL[KQMVKMVMML
each other? Tools with which to think and make marks.

>Q[]ITXWM\ZaQ[IKWV[\Z]K\Q^MXZIK\QKMQ\JW\P[PW_[
and names, both represents and tells, etc. Visual poetry
stands outside these oppositions—they are irrelevant to its
concerns.

 8WM\Za IVL W\PMZ IZ\ NWZU[ IZM I\\IKPML \W P]UIV
interests—they’re attempts to make alluring artifacts. On
the other hand, science demands answers that can be
detached from human interest; science wants to eliminate
artifacts of subjectivity (i.e., all traces of subjectivity) from
\PMM`XMZQUMV\ITIXXIZI\][;KQMVKM_IV\[\WÅVLZMTQIJTM
facts, to discover or explain mysteries of nature.

7. In We Have Never Been Modern, Bruno Latour describes
a world full of hybrid combinations of social and
natural objects & subjects. Humans were never divorced
from nature. Modernity attempts to purify the human
and the natural realms, privileging the human realm,
including language. “The proliferation of quasi-objects
[viz the industrial revolution*] was… greeted by three
LQNNMZMV\ [\ZI\MOQM["º ÅZ[\ \PM M^MZQVKZMI[QVO [MXIZI\QWV
between the poles of nature and that of society; second,
the autonomization of language or meaning; third, the
deconstruction of metaphysics. [*my paraphrase]

 <PQ[ [IQL IZ\ IVL XWM\Za PI^M IT_Ia[ LMXTWaML
technology or tools—much like science, e.g., the alphabet,
the hand. And science can never completely purify itself
of the human artifact. The experimental apparatus
also attempts to uncover alluring facts, which might be
precisely those facts that seem to have an alluring lack of
human artifact.

-TQI[+IVM\\QWV\PMLIVOMZ[WN UQ`QVOUMLQ]U["¹<PM
separate arts should live in the most chaste co-habitation.”
It’s as if the non-platonic intercourse between the word
and the image would close up the space in which the
reader can breathe. Welcome to the Kama Sutra school
of interconnection.

17. The real source of this apparent contradiction may
be the notion of human interest. The hybrid objects or
assemblages produced by visual poets are facts, regardless
WN PW_ITT]ZQVO\PMaIZM\WW\PMZ[8MZPIX[Q\¼[IY]M[\QWV
of what’s reliable (recognition, emotion) versus what
allures (or what generates thinking, affect)?

9. As Whitehead said: “Life lurks in the interstices…”
The reader constitutes herself in the gaps. But there’s no
reason to think that visual poems necessarily clog these
interstices—even when they do aim at unity. The reader’s
faculties are not harmonized by an encounter with a
visual poem.

18. “Tools for thinking are then the ones that address
and actualize this power of the situation, that make it a
matter of concern, in other words, make us think and
not recognize. When we deal with practices, recognition
would lead to the question—why should we take practices
seriously as we know very well that they are in the
process of being destroyed by Capitalism? This is their
‘sameness’, indeed, the only difference being between the
already destroyed one and the still-surviving ones. The
ecology of practices is a non-neutral tool as it entails the
decisions never to accept Capitalist destruction as freeing
the ground for anything but Capitalism itself.” —Isabelle
Stengers

10. The argument may really be about maximizing
QV\MV[Q\aIVLINNMK\<PI\I]VQÅMLWZKTW[MLPaJZQLWJRMK\
lacks allure. To unify is a kind of destruction of possibility.
11. Since the world isn’t pure chaos, then there must
be some pre-established harmony, even if that’s just a
common ground for disagreement.
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James Yeary

FAIL
Visceral poetics, or viscpo—a poem or poetics that blurs
or distorts (its relationship w/) that which surrounds the
poem:
you, the book, a concept, whatever.

Staring is tearing.
<PMÆQU[a[WKQITKWV\M`\WN XWM\ZaTQSM[WKQITQ[UWZXWX
music, gives it a distinctly annoying quality. Making a
“different” poetry than that of the annoying opposition
has no effect on the density of letters whatsoever. As
opposed to being the end of poetry, this should be taken
as its edge. But the more it is appreciated, the less it is fully
experienced. “It is like a Viewmaster w/ no expectations.”

More or less after the erasure—a strategy economically
minded but internally misdirected. As modernists have
shifted from avant garde (oppositional) to a post-avant
(agnostic) mindset, they have become as lazy & inoffensive
as their counterparts in industrial production. Out there,
QV\PM?WZTLTIVLÅTT[IZMXQTQVOI[\PMaIZMQV\PM;8,
warehouse, w/ books no longer being made by people.

This is an explanation as to how a craft worsens as
it increases in popularity. It is not just that we have
materially spread ourselves thin, to be over appreciated
is to be eroded.

An ambient poetics, or starepo, by untraining the eye from
conventional modes of reading, is also teaching the eye
to shear conventions. What is deeply relaxing in today’s
reading, could be a sickle or scythe when pulled over
to yesterday’s. These literatures are already under way,
have been not only produced, & not only called by their
W_VI]\PWZ[\WJMNWZOW\\MVJ]\JMÅVQ[PMLWNN1N \PQ[Q[
because they contain the seeds of their own destruction,
then this is the seed we would cultivate.

What comes next? The transition from the possibility of
the page to the possibilities of the screen seems horizontal,
pedestrian, compromising or boring & utopian.
8W[Q\QWVQVO\PMIV\PWTWOaWN J]\IT[WIOIQV[\Q\[KWV\MV\[
)[QV¹;=8841-;?76¼<4);<º\PMTI[\KW]TLJM[MMV
as a strategy of marketing, a blow to the integrity of the
movement, dealt to vispo for being commercial, by being
commercial.

*MKI][M XWM\Za Q[ [W OMV\ZQÅML JMaWVL \PM OMVZM[ <PM
space it inhabits—books, always clearly marked, & if
it is being read, silently idling or vocally subtracted in
dissonance against community. It’s edges are where it
is avoided & that would be the space of activity called
visceral poetics.

Can vispo break from the page aside or beyond
merely being available for download or in Flash?
Not just a question of vispo but of poetry itself. It can be
placed or found everywhere, but it is only put where it is
bought & sold, even when it is being bought & sold for sex
& swill, or friendship.

>Q[KMZITXWM\QK[JMOQV[_Q\P:WVITL2WPV[WV¼[MZI[]ZMWN 
Paradise Lost & ended in the Letterist anthology wrapped
in sandpaper. As such, as a movement, it is traveling
backward thru time & against history.
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Chris Mann

337 WORDS
copy
or,
Data, the new Music. i dont like the downbeat, i dont like the search, so why am i so impatient?
.. sOmewhere in this lot theres a distinction between meditation and bureaucracy. i mean
Q\[KTMIZTaVW\\PMOTQ\KP\PW]OP_PM\PMZQ\[1V\MZM[\QVOQUMIV\PMÅVQ\M[M\WN KZQ\MZQI\W
which this then suggests response is .. like if the Distinction is that which cant talk bAck, if
the number Is indeed not just Rhetorical, (like double entry bookkeeping clearly Is rhetorical
IVL\PMV\PMZM[\PMZMÅVMLM[[IaQVUQVQUITQ[UIVMIZTaMNNMK\WN ^MZQÅKI\QWV*WZMLWU
IVL_PQTM\PMÅZ[\UI[[XZWL]K\_I[WN KW]Z[M8ZQKMVW\\WJMKWVN][ML_Q\PQ\[IT\MZMOW
/IbM[WQN IKQZKTM_I[TM[[[IaWN IKQZKTMIVLUWZMWN I5MLQ]U_W]TLQ\JMUWZMUWZM
Famous? .. (here i’m reminded to remind you that gutenberg was an unemployed mirror maker
before he took up print. i mean as a mechanism for discovering the market, cash has its Costs.
i mean Your ten and my ten aint exactly the Same. and just as induction suffers an invasion
WN NIK\[IVLI[NIK\[IZM^IT]MLIKKWZLQVO\W_PMZM\PMa.ITT8ZQKMQUMIVJ]\IXIZ\QK]TIZTa
>QVLQK\Q^MNWZUWN KZQ\QKQ[UIVLR][\I[LQNÅK]T\a_I[QV^MV\MLI[I[]J[M\WN .QK\QWVIVL
JMQVOTM[[ÅK\QWV\PIV;MKZM\IVLR][\I[\PMKWXaUIaJMZMLMMUMLNWZIVQ\MZI\QWVWN Q\[-TN
IUWLMTKWTTI\MZIT4[PIXML[MTN IVLI[ÅK\QWVQ[\PM]VQY]M[MTTQVOXZWXW[Q\QWVWNI[ÅK\QWV
is what makes abstraction Credible (and as facts is professionally industrialized, as the market
Q[\PMIZO]UMV\\PI\NIK\[IZMI[]J[M\WN \PM6M_[IVLI[VM_[Q[WVTaM^MZ8ZWJIJTMLM\IQT
being of course only ever Libel .. (and while a copy may indeed function as a work of art,
that’s not yet a reason to sell the Frame .. (Credit, one of the great experiments, often confused
with the ability to reproduce, (i mean cash is nothing if not Theory,
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Derek Beaulieu

CONCRETE & “WHAT
LOOKS LIKE POETRY”
The classical inspiration for writing poetry is the humanist
moment—the urge to communicate a classical ‘truth’ about
the human experience—love, memory, heartbreak—
\PZW]OP VW_ NIUQTQIZ XWM\QK LQK\QWV 8WM\Za VW_ PI[
become an indicator for “what looks like poetry”—if
it walks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, it must be
KWVNM[[QWVIT P]UIVQ[U <PM XWMU I[ ÅVMTa _ZW]OP\
MXQXPIVQK UWUMV\ WN  XMZ[WVIT ZMÆMK\QWV \PM XWM\Za
norm) underlines mass-culture and political sameness;
it does little to question or confront how language itself
LMÅVM[\PMTQUQ\I\QWV[WN M`XZM[[QWV¸JW\PXMZ[WVITIVL
critical. Writers that emphasize the classical and humanist
LMÅVQ\QWV[WN XWM\Za_Q\PW]\KWV[QLMZQVO\PM_WZSJMQVO
done in alternative forms of writing do little to further the
writing of poetry as they offer only what is most palatable
to the most conservative of audiences.

I XWM\QK _Q\PW]\ LQZMK\ WVM\WWVM [QOVQÅKI\QWV 1\ Q[
rhizomatic in composition, pointing both to and away from
multiple shifting clouds of meanings and construction,
where writing “has nothing to do with signifying […] it
has to do with surveying [and] mapping” (Deleuze and
/]I\\IZQ  ) ZPQbWUM Q[ I VWVKMV\MZML []XXWZ\Q^M
system—an “antigeneology” (7) resistant to the type of
the modernist situating within a historical framework to
which concrete poetry is so often subjected. Instead of
a single, arborescent historical and critical framework,
rhizomatic writing is “a map not a tracing”; and as a map
it has
multiple entryways, as opposed to the tracing,
which always comes back to the ‘same’. The
map has to do with performance, whereas the
tracing always involved an alleged ‘competence’
,MTM]bMIVL/]I\\IZQ

<PM IKKWUUWLI\QWVQ[\ ¹WNÅKQIT ^MZ[M K]T\]ZMº WN 
XMZ[WVITKWVNM[[QWVIVLZMÆMK\QWVPI[JMMVÆI\\MVMLQV\W
a sameness of subject, form and structure. In striving for
universality it instead degenerates into an implicit support
of sloganeering, advertising and suburban consumerism.
Neo-Conservative writing continuously underlines the
relationship between power and language. To resist and
]VLMZUQVM\PQ[KWUUWLQÅKI\QWVXWM\ZaU][\JMKWUMI
“granitic, endemic loss” (Betts 19), for as Steve McCaffery
stated, “language […] functions like money and speaks
through us more than we actively produce within it.” A
number of contemporary writers distance themselves
NZWU\PMP]UIVQ[\\ZWXMJaÅVLQVOQV[XQZI\QWVQVNW]VL
and manipulated texts. These texts allow the author to
UW^M_ZQ\QVOW]\WN Q\[KWVÅVM[WN \PMKWVNM[[QWVITIVL
into areas of language which are not typically seen as
“literature.”

The writing I foreground in these “multiple entryways”
is that which focuses on excess—the leftovers, the refuse,
\PM _I[\M ?ZQ\QVO _PQKP W^MZÆW_[ \PM KWV\IQVMZ WN  \PM
hegemony.
Concrete poetry, as Steve McCaffery argues,
embodies an “interplay of forces and intensities, both
through and yet quite frequently despite, language” in a
ÆW_ WN  ¹VWV^MZJIT MVMZOaº ! <PQ[ ÆW_ 5K+INNMZa
argues, is composed of “forces oppositionally related to
the signifying graphism of writing” (94) which struggle
against the “constraint mechanisms of grammar” (93).
I believe that this movement rejects the “valorization of
\PM ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVITº 5K+INNMZa ¹?ZQ\QVO I[ I /MVMZIT
-KWVWUaº  QV NI^W]Z WN  IV MKWVWUQK QV\MZXTIa WN 
meaning and eruption.

The concrete poetry which I endorse—and which
[\aTQ[\QKITTa Q[ WN  UW[\ QVÆ]MVKM WV Ua W_V _WZS¸Q[

I propose a poetic where the author-function is
N]TÅTTMLJW\PJa\PMJQWTWOQKIT¹I]\PWZºWN \PM\M`\IVL
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the technology by which it is created. Business machines
and tools move beyond the role of device in concrete
poetry through a poetics of waste and refuse—into a role
closer to that of author/reader. If “Capitalism begins
when you / open the [d]ictionary” (McCaffery “Lyric’s
Larnyx” 178), then concrete poetry is a means of political
and economic critique upon both reading and writing
practice and the Capitalist means of exchange.

language.
Writing that works within a general economy
“transgresses the prohibition of semantic operation and
risks the loss of meaning”—meaning written in the terms
of a restricted economy. In concrete poetry, the excesses
and eruptions of a general economy are prioritized as “a
return to the material base of language […] as a method
of losing meaning, holding on to graphicism” (McCaffery
¹?ZQ\QVOI[I/MVMZIT-KWVWUaº<PM¹XZM[]XXW[ML
stasis” (201) of the restricted economy is troubled through
ongoing general economic eruptions—much like the
spread of acne on a previously smooth faced pubescent.
In concrete poetry the restricted economic meaning
“complicate[d] and unsettle[d]” (209) by libidinal
eruptions spreads both micro- and macro-scopically to
include systems of exchange from the graphic symbols
of language (letters, punctuation, etc.) through to the
containers of this communication (the page, book,
etcetera). The matter of the restricted economy shifts
from an investment in communication through the visual
mark (the grapheme) to an investment in the mark itself,
the grapheme and the container of communication. The
economic relationship of restricted to general is one of
Æ]`I[

I recognize that theorizing a language outside
of Capitalist exchange is problematic, but what I am
concerned with proposing is a writing that articulates a
poetics troubling that economic master narrative. Because
¹CIETT \PI\ [QOVQÅM[ KIV JM [WTLº JX6QKPWT ¹+I\ITWO]M
WN  \PM »8I\IXPa[QKIT 0IZL_IZM +WUXIVaº  1 IU
QV\ZQO]ML Ja \PM XW[[QJQTQ\a WN  I JZQMÆa VWV[QOVQNaQVO
XWM\QK <PM TM\\MZ ITXPIJM\ PI[ JMMV KWUXTM\MTa KW
opted by the Capitalist hegemony as a system of materialist
exchange. As “a rule of grammar is a power marker
JMNWZMQ\Q[I[aV\IK\QKUIZSMZº,MTM]bMIVL/]I\\IZQ
syntax and grammar both reinforce the master narrative.
Any movement to refuse or oppose Capitalism in writing
only serves to reify it as the other, reinforcing its grip on
representational language. The best we can strive for are
momentary eruptions of non-meaning which are then
co-opted back into representation by the very act of
QLMV\QÅKI\QWVXWQV\QVOIVLVIUQVO
*ZQWV /a[QV ZMUIZSML \PI\ ¹_ZQ\QVO Q[ ÅN\a aMIZ[
JMPQVL XIQV\QVOº /a[QV VX IV I[[MZ\QWV M^QLMV\ QV
the cultural and critical reception for concrete poetry.
Readings based upon libidinal economies, political
structures (and the refusal to reinforce these structures)
and rhizomatic readings are as valid to concrete poetry—
if not more so because of its attempt to shatter the chain
WN  [QOVQÅKI\QWV¸I[ \PMa IZM QV W\PMZ NWZU[ WN  XW[\
modern poetry. I suggest that concrete poetry can also be
closely read in conjunction with Sianne Ngai’s idea of a
poetics of disgust as an “inarticulate mark” that

often we will detect a rupture made and instantly
appropriated by the restrictive. The meaningless,
for example, will be ascribed a meaning; loss
_QTTJMZMVLMZMLXZWÅ\IJTMJaQ\[JMQVOI[[QOVML
I ^IT]M 5K+INNMZa ¹?ZQ\QVO I[ I /MVMZIT
-KWVWUaº
<PM TQJQLQVIT M`KM[[ \aXQÅML QV KWVKZM\M XWM\Za Q[ VW\
tied to a biological author, but rather to the excess and
waste caused in the production by business machines of
“correct” and legible documents. The shifting distinction
between general and restrictive economies in concrete
poetry, revolves not only around textual meaning, but also
the categorization of text, and the role of writer in book
production and consumption:

deliberately interferes with close reading, a
practice based on the principle that what is at
stake in every textual encounter is a hidden or
buried object, a concept of symbolic meaning
that can be discovered by the reader only if she
WZPMZMIL[»LMMXTa¼MVW]OP6OIQ

[i]nk, as the amorphous liquid that the word and
latter shape into visible meaning, is shown to be
of the order of a powerful, anti-semantic force,
perhaps the ‘instinctual’ linguistic ‘unconscious’
repressed within writing (McCaffery “Bill
*Q[[M\\º

Concrete poetry momentarily rejects the idea of the
readerly reward for close reading, the idea of the
¹PQLLMV WZ J]ZQML WJRMK\º QV\MZNMZM[ _Q\P [QOVQÅKI\QWV
and momentarily interrupts the capitalist structure of

A parallel can be drawn between business-machine
based concrete poetry and the poetry of RACTER—the
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charged.

¹UW[\ PQOPTa LM^MTWXML IZ\QÅKQIT _ZQ\MZ QV \PM ÅMTL
of prose synthesis” (RACTER np)—as both exemplify an
implicit challenge to the role of the author in the creation
of poetry. Machine-based poetry, whether the work of
RACTER, photocopy degeneration, or the refuse created by
shredders and 3-hole punches,

To discuss mechanically-produced poetry in terms
of “waste” and “excess” is troubled, as to dismiss these
works out-of-hand as unintentional could be considered
“anthropic prejudice” as “what we might dismiss as a
technical fault in a device, we might otherwise glorify as a
[\aTQ[\QKY]QZSQVIXMZ[WVº*S·<PMUIKPQVQ[\QK
impulse to create is beyond the frame of this paper,
however, as

demonstrates the fundamental irrelevance of the
writing subject in the manufacture of the written
product […]for the machine, the category of
the author has simply vanished, subsumed by a
detached language that can function perfectly
well, despite the absence of poetic agency (Bök
·

the machine derives no pleasure from its function,
it cannot, as yet, exceed the stoic limit of its own
Å`ML TWOQK M`KMX\ XMZPIX[ _PMV IV IKKQLMV\
TQSMIC°EOTQ\KPWKK]Z[*S

Machine-based poetry challenges both the authorfunction and the way that text accumulates and is
dispersed on the page. The general economic use of a
machine created for use in a restricted economy troubles
the “use-value” of the machines and that of the author.
The author’s role in confessional humanism, in light of
conceptual writing and concrete poetry, is, as Lea Vergine
states in her When Trash Becomes Art¹][MTM[[ÅO]ZMC°EI
social error” (12).

By embracing the poetics of glitch—the mistake beyond
“human error”—we assign the generative space of the
minimal swerve of error to a process-based poetics, where
the process and the product are controlled by the device,
and not the author:
the clinamen of such a disaster may in fact
indicate the symptom of some obscure passion
QV \PM UIKPQVM¸IV QZWVQK ZMÆM` XMZPIX[ VW\
]VTQSM\PMIXW[\I[aWN UQ[KPQMN *S

The author has become the voice of restraint
and reason attempting to limit the presentation of
continuous waste production as writing. The “cautious
XZWKML]ZITQ\QM[º 5K+INNMZa ¹?ZQ\QVO I[ I /MVMZIT
-KWVWUaº  WN  [\Z]K\]ZIT XWM\QK[ IZM LQ[KIZLML QV
favour of the documentation of a reading machine’s
waste as textual production. Text fractures through
¹_QTTQVO MZZWZ[º NZWU I [QVOTM ]VQ\ML ÅMTL WN  UMIVQVO
with accepted social value to a series of pieces increasing
“the rate and momentum of […] disposal” (McCaffery
¹?ZQ\QVO I[ I /MVMZIT -KWVWUaº  [XZMILQVO ^IT]M
IKZW[[ITIZOMZÅMTL

-KPWQVO 5IZ[PITT 5K4]PIV JX6QKPWT []OOM[\ML \PI\
in photocopier degeneration poetry “the machine is the
message […t]he text itself ultimately disappears” (Sharp
Facts np).
The voicing of these texts, like the texts themselves,
is “pulled off the page even as [it] disintegrate[s], a
double thrust of text into silence” (Sharp Facts np). In
my own practice concrete poetry is not a score for oral
performance and is not meant to be articulated in sound.
This “double thrust of text into silence” then becomes
another issue of the rejection of exchange in concrete
poetry. While the concrete poet cannot control how the
reader will approach—or even perform a text—it is my
aim to step away from performance of these poems in
order to further complicate the exchange value of poetry.
While “value” and “commodity” are never completely
escaped, its transferal can be troubled by the removal of
the verbal from the communication equation:

What concrete presents to the reader is a record
of the waste produced by the consumption (reading) of
a text by a machine. If “[t]o read […] is a labour of
TIVO]IOM<WZMILQ[\WÅVLUMIVQVO[º*IZ\PM[\PMV
the consumption and expulsion of texts by machines—or
JaI]\PWZ[_WZSQVOI[UIKPQVM[]KPI[/WTL[UQ\P_PMV
PM KTIQU[ \W _IV\ \W JM I ¹_WZLXZWKM[[WZº¸IT[W ÅVL[
meanings where meanings are not expected, fracturing
the text at the level of the seme. In a text where “everything
[QOVQÅM[ KMI[MTM[[Ta IVL [M^MZIT \QUM[ J]\ _Q\PW]\ JMQVO
LMTMOI\ML \W I OZMI\ ÅVIT MV[MUJTM \W IV ]T\QUI\M
structure” (Barthes 12), even waste becomes poetically

Communication ‘occurs’ by means of a sole
instantaneous circuit, and for it to be ‘good’
communication must take place fast—there
is no time for silence. Silence is banished from
our screens; it has no place in communication.
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Media images […] never fall silent: images and
messages must follow one upon the other without
interruption. But silence is exactly that—a blip
in the circuitry; a minor catastrophe, a slip
which […] becomes highly meaningful—a break
laden now with anxiety, now with jubilation
(Baudrillard 13).

The “inarticulate mark” of concrete poetry ultimately
expresses a poetics of disgust and exclusion, where its
TIVO]IOM ¹WVTa KW^MZ[ I [XIKM# \PM ZMILMZ KIVVW\ Å` Q\
metaphorically, assign a concept to it, nor send it on a
metonymic voyage along a chain of other terms” (Ngai
114).
Concrete poetry as an “inarticulate mark” is a
formulation of a poetics of excess, an excess which is not
one of desire, but instead one of revulsion and rejection.
It actively attempts to interrupt language’s making of
capitalist value through the dis-assembly and re-assembly
of the mark and the grapheme. Concrete poetry as a
momentarily non-signifying map is an impossible system
of inarticulation caught in the double-bind of the creation
of meaning.

The performative “minor catastrophe” operates as an
economic clinamen, a swerve away from the normative
creation of a spoken text.
This refusal to participate in the oral performance of
concrete poetry by rejecting the idea of the visual poem
as score for orality—and the composition of concrete
poetry itself—relates to Sianne Ngai’s idea of a poetics
where “disgust, and not desire, is our most common
effective response to capitalism and patriarchy” (Ngai 98).
)XWM\QKWN LQ[O][\QVKT]LM[JW\P¹\PMÅO]ZMWN \PM\]ZV
or moment of exclusion […t]he movement away from the
object as if to shun it” and the “negative utterance” (103).
I extend Ngai’s formulation of the “inarticulate sound”
to print-based media as well as the “inarticulate mark”.
Ngai suggests that one of the articulations of disgust is the
“inarticulate sound” where “[n]o words are used in the
expression of disgust and thus the question of what words
“mean” is simply irrelevant to this particular type of
utterance” (Ngai 103). Concrete poetry—the “inarticulate
mark”—treats language as “raw matter” without a
ZMQVNWZKMLZMNMZMV\I[IUMIV[\WJZQMÆaQV\MZZ]X\KIXQ\ITQ[\
M`KPIVOMJI[ML[QOVQÅKI\QWVJa

Derrida, writing on Blanchot, asked, “How can one
text, assuming its unity, give or present another to be read,
without touching it, without saying anything about it,
practically without referring to it?” By reducing reading
and language into a paragrammatical statistical analysis,
content is subsumed into graphical representation of how
language covers a page.
1V PQ[ NIUW][ LMNMV[M WN  2WaKM¼[ Work in Progress,
Samuel Beckett argued that “[h]ere is direct expression—
pages and pages of it” chiding the reader that “[y]ou
IZM VW\ [I\Q[ÅML ]VTM[[ NWZU Q[ [W [\ZQK\Ta LQ^WZKML NZWU
content that you can comprehend the one almost without
bothering to read the other.” Beckett’s defense of Work
in Progress is temporally adaptable to become a slogan
for conceptual work in general “[h]ere form is content,
KWV\MV\Q[NWZUC°E\PQ[[\]NN Q[VW\_ZQ\\MVQV-VOTQ[P1\
is not written at all. [… this] writing is not about something;
it is that something itselfº·

insisting on the disappearance of the referent
while at the same time refusing to defer to other
terms. It won’t coagulate into a unitary meaning
and it also won’t move; it can’t be displaced (Ngai
114).
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Serkan Isin

[Untitled]ology
Vispo –
—Stay away from any *symbolique* signe; exchange rate is controlled not
by art itself, but only common sense.
—Anything that can be re-produced or re-interpreted, must circulate
particularity, must be not only in every media, but interfere with every
possible media, at least once!
—Any connection or association with technology will radiate out of a
8WMUQN WVTaIKKQLMV\[IVLMZZWZ[ZM^MITQ\Ja\PMZIVLWUR]LOUMV\WN 
8WM\QKIT2][\QKM
—Human, is the error of the Machine, and error makes Machine’s,
humanized.
—“Consumer capitalism” will not knock on your door after the sale is done;
you are on your own with the product. Re-using the product in any way,
M[XMKQITTaNWZ8WM\ZaQ[,MKWV[\Z]K\QVO\PMN]VK\QWVJ]ZQMLQVQ\
¸<PMOZMI\M[\8ZWL]K\WN W]Z\QUMQ[\PMIOM[_M¼^MVM^MZM^MZTQ^ML
—If lined or verbal poetry, has any desire for word, stanza, verse, clichés,
meaning, metaphor... words that never come together before, Machine
Code still has potential for surprises, cause, machines do not have any
consciousness.
—Word, speech, writing etc are the derivatives for naming things. However,
visual poetry, practices on “Différance.”
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80. Irving Weiss, Turret of Babble

81. Helen White, Holding

82. Petra Backonja, There’d Be Breakage, My Love

83. Jo Cook, Templates & Text

84. Rea Nikonova, Textes Detaches

85. Rea Nikonova, Architectural Treatment

86. Ladislao Pablo Györi,0WUUIOMo-)>QOW

87. Geof Huth, O id of Q

88. Matina L. Stamatakis, Cross-hatches

89. Matina L. Stamatakis,8IXaZ][/ZINÅ\Q

90. Brian Dettmer, Fate Far Fast Fall Final

91. Brian Dettmer, Wound

92.

93. Michael V. Smith and David Ellingsen, from Body of Text

94. Holly Crawford, See Spot Run

Duchamp Without the Words
…………….
…………….
………..
, ………….
…….
.
…………….
……. …..
…………….
…………..
……..
………….
…..
…………….
……….
…………….
…………….
…….
…………….
,
…………
…………….

!

…………….
…………….

Instructions: Roll tip of tongue for periods, breathe out for the commas, suck in for
the hyphens and scream for the exclamation point. Variation: roll tip of tongue, ignore
comma and hyphen and scream when you get to the exclamation point.

95. Holly Crawford, Duchamp Without the Words

96. endwar,)NW]VLKWVKZM\MXWMUNWZ*MZV8WZ\MZ

97. Márton Koppány,-TTQX[Q[6W

98. Chris Joseph, Hair

99. Michael Basinski,B-:B7=:

100. Fernando Aguiar,-KWTWOQK;WVVM\

101. J. M. Calleja, Felipe Boso Island

102. mIEKAL aND, Cascajal Flower Trance

103. Derya Vural,JMV)LMOà QTQUQ[ĊSMVKMaTMQNILMLMTQT[IaÜTÜZ

104. Jaap Blonk, Labior

105. Gareth Jenkins, check you

106. K. S. Ernst, Viole(n)t

107. K. S. Ernst, Hard to Hear Year

108. Andrew Topel, Text Sculpture 3

109. Gustave Morin, Languages & Isolation

110. Bruce Andrews & Dirk Rowntree, from8ZMPIJ

111. Bruce Andrews & Dirk Rowntree, from 8ZMPIJ

112. Dirk Krecker, Typewriter Drawings

113. Dirk Krecker, Typewriter Drawing

114. Andreas Kahre, Self Incrimination Form p. 1

115. Andreas Kahre, Self Incrimination Form p. 2

116. Andreas Kahre, Self Incrimination Form p. 3

117. Joseph Keppler,/ZMa[

118. Joseph Keppler, 1000 Common Surnames in USA

119. Joseph Keppler +x

120. W. Mark Sutherland, Speechless

121. Gyorg y Kostritski, Sketchbook

Tribute to Robert Duncan
1) cut out each word below and place them in a glass of water
2) stir
R]UX 

[\WVM 

PIVL 

TMIN 



Å[P

KWQV 

ÅZ[\

JWI\ 

PIZJWZ

ZQVO

wall

green

tooth

hill

purl



122. mARK oWEns, cup o’ poem for R. Duncan

Note: Language is not a tool, it is something we swim in.
— Donnel Stern,
contemporary psychoanalyst

123. mARK oWEns, cup o’ poem 2 for R. Duncan

124.Maria Damon,7XMV=XIVL*TMML"NWZ2IUM[7[\MZJMZO2Z

125. Ted Warnell, +:78+1:+;0.<

126. Bob Grumman,¹.ZIUMºWN <PM4WVO,Q^Q[QWVWN 8WM\Za<PM>IT]MWN \PM5M\IXPWZ

127. Mike Cannell, Relationships

128. Eva O Ettel, mal-dits

129. Satu Kaikkonen, The Needle

130. Peter Ciccariello, unknowable poem V 2007

131. Gary Barwin, Ode

132. Gary Barwin, Magritte Forest

133. Julien Blaine, Fable

any phenomenon,
i . e. , a n y s i t u a t i o n
av a i l a b l e t o [ a n ]
awareness, can be
considered as an ‘art
object’.

134. John Byrum,)Va8PMVWUMVWU

135. Fabio Doctorovich, 8WM[yI0QXMZ\M`\]ITXIZI)ZUIZaW:MITQbIZ>IZQIKQ~V 

136.Fabio Doctorovich, Cuando el alma es noticia (When the soul is in the news)

137. Karl Kempton,:]VM";W]VL7N 7VM0IVL2ILM+TQNN +IZXM\

138. Karl Kempton, Rune 17: Turquoise Sky Carpet

139. Kaz Maslanka, Americana Mathematics

140. Marilyn R. Rosenberg, Dockage

141. Douglas Spangle, alph

ESSAYS:
Peter Frank, Bill Marsh, Charles Alexander,
Jim Leftwich
142.

Peter Frank

CONCRETE CONQUEST:
EVIVA VISIVA!

As a writer who writes primarily about visual art, why
do I keep forgetting that writing is a visual activity
hardly less than a verbal activity? How can I delight in
the graphic expansion of the word when I simply take
for granted, rather than incessantly celebrate, that the
word is a graphic unit to begin with? And if this is so, if
my chosen medium is indeed a retinal one, why have I
been despairing of late that its overt efforts to invade and
fuse with the realm of visual expression would disappear
QV\W\PMVM_LQOQ\IT]JQY]Q\aZI\PMZ\PIVÅVLILLQ\QWVIT
potency therein? Where better, after all, for the visual and
\PM^MZJIT\WKWVÆI\MMNNWZ\TM[[Ta\PMQV^M[\QOI\QWV[WN V\P
OMVMZI\QWV KWVKZM\M IVL ^Q[]IT XWM\[ UM\IÅK\QWVMMZ[
and hypertextualists of all stripes abetted by myriad
programs amplifying their abilities to hybridize word and
image?
But, as this collection shows, many emergent as well as
established calligraphilographers don’t really need their
tools enhanced. Analog still serves, the scissors might do
_PI\8PW\W[PWXUQOP\VW\IVL\PMXMVQ[UQOP\QMZ\PIV
the Word. Sure, at the end of the day or the session, you’ll
record your collagram for posterity with a digital camera,
and posterity itself is as likely to rest on the Web page as it
does on the printed page. But whether or not the medium
of transmission is the medium of record, it need not be
the medium of fabrication.
Then again, it can be. The self-declared parole in liberta
and its trusted steed the artists’ book, galloped all over the
last century, declaring freedom, demanding autonomy,
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and demonstrating alternately, or even at once, heedless
vigor and reverence for tradition. Shall we ornately honor
antiquity in the exquisitely pulled pages of a livre d’artiste,
or shall we print poems with potatoes on packing-paper
pages bound with pins? Shall the monograph represent
the artist, or shall the paginated object? Whose page is it,
anyway? Can artists write or writers paint or draw? If they
can, should they?
You know where I’m going with this, probably better
\PIV1)N\MZITTQN _M[PIZMIVa[XMKQÅKQLMWTWOaIZ\Q[\QK
or otherwise, it is that of Intermedia, the interfusion of
discrete artistic disciplines. My concern ultimately is not
with the computer making Intermedia invisible, but with
making it inevitable. The digital realm may be the ultimate
intermedium, bringing the intermedial condition to an
almost with-a-whimper apotheosis. We won. Now what?
Now we’re not special anymore, much less revolutionary.
.QVM<PI\¼[IZ\JQb7]Z[Q[IPI[JMMVQ[U/M\][ML\W
it. If our aesthetic is now available to, oh, anyone who
logs on, you (okay, I) needn’t worry about all the bad new
artists now potentialized by digital reach as well as digital
tools; look at all the good new ones. And, furthermore,
perhaps more importantly, look at the audience! Such an
audience can be exposed to great stuff as well as dreck,
and to elaborate means as well as Kindergarten scissors.
This collection will attract attention for its very exoticism:
It exists in hard copy. Bound offset hard copy. It provides
the pleasures of page-turning. It provides the pleasures
of page layout, in fact, bringing up issues of scale as well

as of composition. But it also brings up issues of visual
texture, graphic sensuousness (tactility made explicit in the
paper, implicit in the images), neo-Benjaminian aura. The
impossibilities of juxtaposition that seem so matter-of-fact
onscreen seem a boisterous challenge to the imagination
when regarded between the covers of a book.

new artistic possibilities. And if that’s what is going to
happen to the horse, imagine what the computer can do
for the rider!

The computer will not kill the book, but liberate it.
By relieving the book of its lexical responsibility, the
computer will do for the book what photography did
for painting two centuries ago: allow it to become a
[MTNZMÆM`Q^M LQ[KQXTQVM IV QV^M[\QOI\QWV WN  UMLQ]U IVL
format and content and history whose resonance deepens
IVLKWUXTMK\QÅM[[XI_VQVOM`XMZQUMV\[IVLIZO]UMV\[
contradictions and unanticipated pathways to entirely
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Actually, imagine no further than these pages. Concrete
XWM\Za ^Q[]IT XWM\Za UM\IÅK\QWV PaXMZ\M`\]ITQ\a IVL
so many other confabulations of word and form jostle
NWZ I\\MV\QWV PMZM \WOM\PMZ INÅZUQVO \PI\ \PM PIVL [\QTT
moves even as the mind moves, whether over blank
pages or through image banks, into dictionaries or out of
dictipedias.
;WUM\PQVO?QSQ\PQ[_IaKWUM[-UJZIKMQ\XZQV\Q\W]\
scratch it up.

Bill Marsh

VISUAL EDUCATION
What can we learn from visual poetry? What can visual
poetry teach us?
These questions, broad as they are, help situate the work
collected here within a larger conversation about the role
of art in human societies and the promise of poetry as
an edifying or educational experience. I want to take the
questions seriously and literally. As a writer and a college
teacher, I work to draw attention to literary documents as
“teachable texts,” as sites of inquiry and opportunities for
KWV\MUXTI\QWV ZMÆMK\QWV UMLQ\I\QWV IVL QV^M[\QOI\QWV#
as communicative objects and activities; as products of
human labor, imagination, and creativity; as beautiful
things to look at, read, interpret, and appreciate. What
makes a text teachable, in other words, is also what
invigorates, excites, and intrigues the most ardent fans and
experienced readers.
The work in this volume—no doubt “teachable” as one
register of artistic and literary production at the turn
of the 21st century—provides the added pleasure of
complicating a literary tradition with which many readers
(new students of literature in particular) may not be
familiar. In the spring of 2010, I asked my students to
read sample pages from Last Vispo and then introduced
the questions above for class discussion.1 As one might
expect, responses were both varied and provocative.
Some liked the work and some didn’t. Some dismissed it
as “pointless” and inconsequential. Others marveled at
the range of material and the complexities of style and
IXXZWIKP5W[\[\Z]OOTML\WÅVLUMIVQVOQVXWMU[\PI\
did not yield to simple interpretations. One frustrated
student asked: “How would I know the difference
between this stuff and a cartoon, or a magazine ad, or a
little kid’s doodling? What makes it poetry?” I suggested
that the question had perhaps answered itself. That
these texts do not resemble conventional poems may be
what “makes it poetry” and also what contributes to its
cultural value. In any event, we agreed in the end that we
PIL ZMIKPML I ¹TQUQ\º QV TQ\MZI\]ZM I JW]VLIZa LMÅVML
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by the encroachment of other media, other techniques,
and other tools of composition. This limit also helped us
understand what we could learn by considering these texts
as literary documents.
-L]KI\WZ[PI^MTWVOJMMVMVIUWZMLWN \PM^Q[]ITI[IV
agent or “aid” to classroom instruction. The 17th-century
XMLIOWO]M2WPV)UW[+WUMVQ][_PWLM^W\MLPQ[TQNM\W
the art and science of “universal” education, was among
\PM ÅZ[\ \W UISM ZMO]TIZ ][M WN  ^Q[]IT UI\MZQIT[ QV PQ[
teaching.2 In the 19th and 20th centuries, photography,
TIV\MZV[TQLM[[\MZMWOZIXPaÅTUIVLTI\MZ<>IVL^QLMW
XZWUQ[MLIUWZMMNÅKQMV\\ZIV[NMZWN SVW_TMLOMIVLQV
addition, a more entertaining learning experience, as
MIZTaKPIUXQWV[WN >Q[]IT-L]KI\QWVWN\MVKTIQUML1VITT
instances, the visual was touted for its potential to render
learning more immediate and knowledge more accessible.
With this tradition in mind, I would like to approach
the work here as a special kind of “visual education” for
postmillennial audiences. To frame the texts in this way is
to investigate each entry not only for its aesthetic properties
J]\IT[WNWZQ\[MNÅKQMVKQM[¸IVLXW\MV\QITQVMNÅKQMVKQM[WZ
KW]V\MZMNÅKQMVKQM[¸QV \PM ZMITU WN  ^Q[]IT QVNWZUI\QWV
and knowledge production.
)[ R][\ WVM M`IUXTM ;WVRI )PTMZ[¼[ ¹5IOVM\QK 8WM\Zaº
  J]QTL[ WV \PM XWX UMLQI \ZWXM WN  ¹:-57<-
CONTROL” while also commenting on the distancing
effects of human reason and, in particular, the kinds
of cryptic visual instructions that come packaged with
electronic devices (in this case, a portable CD player).
Apropos of one argument I am trying to make here, the
\M`\ IT[W WNNMZ[ I UM\IKWUUMV\IZa WV XWM\QK LQNÅK]T\a
as a register of at least one form of social control: “The
reAson you hAte poetry / so much / is becAuse / / /
you just don’t understAnd it.” The recurring capital “A”
functions, by my reading, not only as an index of “AC
power operation” but also as an overt reference to the
high mark of educational excellence, a goal for which
“hating poetry” serves as the antithetical reminder of

misunderstanding and failed learning. Simultaneously
defamiliarizing and reorienting, the poem authorizes us
to rethink the rhetoric (and “reason”) of instructions by
rewiring the core message for a new, and perhaps more
intimate, rhetorical purpose.
-IKP QV Q\[ W_V _Ia \PM XWMU[ QV Last Vispo teach us
that knowledge created or transferred is also knowledge
challenged, undermined, skewed, queered, erased,
overwritten, redirected, or undone. As literary documents
and teachable texts, they instruct us through their
intentional troubling of conventions, their merging of
aesthetic traditions, their outright assault on the expected
and ordinary, and their ready appropriation of other
sources, artifacts, and techniques for purposes of critique
IVLKWUUMV\<PW[MMVKW]V\MZQVO\PQ[_WZSNWZ\PMÅZ[\
time may not always “get” it (as with much poetry, they
“just don’t understand it”), but they often see what they
don’t get. The visual immediacy of visual poetry, in other
words, facilitates or actuates the work of learning by
slowing down, complicating, or inverting what gets seen
\PM¹^Q[QWVºQV\PMÅZ[\IK\WN TWWSQVO
It may also be the “difference” (the aberration, the
departure from literary norms) that readers new to
^Q[]IT XWM\Za ÅVL UW[\ QV\ZQO]QVO [QVKM \PM J]ZLMV WN 
interpretation, while not disappearing, shifts noticeably
from the realm of semantic decoding to a new kind of
interpretive play more familiar to generations steeped
in visual culture. Unable to resolve more predictable
questions about literal meaning or textual purpose, new
ZMILMZ[ VWVM\PMTM[[ ¹OM\º \PI\ KI\MOWZQM[ LMÅVM IVL
XW[[QJTa KWVÅVM \PI\ IZ\ WN\MV ZM[Q[\[ IVL KPITTMVOM[
KI\MOWZQM[IVLMI[aLMÅVQ\QWV[IVL\PI\\PQ[XZWL]K\QWV
as-resistance (and its inverse) may lend a “point” to the
seemingly “pointless” exercise of making visual poems.
For old-school visual educators, visual media were meant
to serve as seamless, transparent conveyors of accepted
knowledge. In the new school of visual poetry, that point
of conveyance and transfer becomes itself the matrix
of interaction and understanding. The comforts and
conveniences of visual absorption meet the discomforting
IVLLQ[KWUÅ\QVOMNNMK\[WN UMLQI[I\]ZI\QWV
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Any encounter with this kind of visual “boundary play”
challenges us to decouple ourselves from our ordinary
life movements and explore the world, and ourselves, as
experiential oddballs and outsiders. Or, as Iris Murdoch
proposes in her celebrated essay on goodness, good
IZ\ Q[ ¹I \PQVO \W\ITTa WXXW[ML \W [MTÅ[P WJ[M[[QWVº 1\
“invigorates our best faculties” by inviting “unpossessive
KWV\MUXTI\QWVº1\WNNMZ[WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[NWZ¹]V[MTÅVOºIVL
challenges us “not to escape the world [in fantasy] but to
join it.” In other words, art challenges us to look at life as a
“real situation” and not as a bank of information readied
for absorption and easy understanding, as Comenius and
his “universalist” adherents would likely have preferred.
In that sense, art is the “most educational of all human
activities.”3
To study visual poetry from this perspective—with
[MTÆM[[ I_IZMVM[[ IVL IV ]VXW[[M[[Q^M _QTTQVOVM[[ \W
“join” the world—is to discover what visual poetry can
teach us. The work of looking, in and of itself, enacts an
experiential instance of “visual instruction,” even if the
learning is an act of unlearning, letting go, not knowing,
WZZMKWOVQbQVOVM_TQUQ\[-IKPXIOMIVLMIKP\M`\WXMV[
up a situation. And each situation—as reading, as looking,
as questioning—opens opportunities for learning and
pleasure. The work in Last Vispo is thus a lasting testament
to the power of art and poetry to edify and educate, to
punctuate the real with real learning situations, and to
invite the best kind of human interaction. All of this is
good and useful work, to be sure.
-6,67<-;"
This experiment in vispo sampling occurred in an introductory literature course at a large,
open-enrollment college in Queens, New York. Throughout the term students had been
IVVW\I\QVO ZMILQVO[ _Q\P VW\M[ LMÅVQ\QWV[ Y]M[\QWV[ KWUUMV\[ IVL KZQ\QKQ[U[ ?PMV 1
prompted them to annotate the visual poetry selections as they would any other course reading,
many had their doubts. I noticed in reviewing their annotations that some avoided the challenge
altogether (visual poem: no annotations). Many who did annotate seemed desperate either to
“solve” the visual puzzle or dismiss the poet as “crazy” or “on drugs.” These metatextual glosses
and impromptu (psycho)analyses informed class discussion, as well.

1

2
;MM+WUMVQ][2WPV)UW[The Great Didactic. Tr. M. W. Keatinge. New York: Russell & Russell,
!

5]ZLWKP1ZQ[¹<PM;W^MZMQOV\aWN \PM/WWL7^MZ7\PMZ+WVKMX\[ºQVThe Sovereignty of the
Good4WVLWV")ZS8IXMZJIKS[! C!E

3

Charles Alexander

UNFETTER’D

+IVIXWMUVW\[PW_ITM\\MZQVÆQOP\JMKWUQVOIJQZL'
Can a poem not be a photograph of a tree, or two trees,
forming, together, the shape of the capital letter “H,” the
utterance of which performs exhalation, the outgoing
breath of life? Can a poem not show the path of Basho’s
frog, from the open and expansive ground of the universe
into the limited round pond—together becoming not
WVTa\PMKIXQ\ITTM\\MZ¹9ºJ]\IT[WQVKT]LQVO\PMQVÅVQ\M
[XIKMW]\[QLM\PMUIZSQVO[\PI\LMÅVM\PMTM\\MZ'+IVI
poem not be composed of boards forming the letter “A”
as they are hammered into wood to blockade a window,
as though vision and the alphabet exist in a tenuous yet
generative relationship? Can a poem not grow language
W]\WN IXW\WN ÆW_MZ['+IVIXWMUVW\[XTIaTIVO]IOM
IKZW[[ \PM ÅMTL WN  \PM XIOM IVL QV^Q\M ZMILMZ[ \W [QVO
\PW[M TM\\MZ[ I[ \PMa LQ[KW^MZ XI\P[ \PZW]OP \PI\ ÅMTL"
musical notes within the letter, and duration as a product
of the performers’ breathing? Can a poem not enact a
visual narrative through the multiply sequenced pages
of its becoming, that sequence seemingly generated by
a throw of the dice that can never abolish chance? Can
a poem not dance a two-step, sleep with its partner, and
produce offspring of lower-case murmurs? Can a poem
not be placed, letter by letter, on a multicolored grid,
inviting myriad journeys through its horizontal, vertical,
and diagonal lines, connecting with other letters and lines
as the eyes create their own concerto? Can a poem not
be a geometry of angles? Can it not disappear around
the corner of our knowing, taking us to the edge of our
being? Can a poem not spiral a hole into the earth? Can
IXWMUVW\ÆWI\IJW^M][_ZQ\\MVQV\PM[Sa\WIXXMIZNWZ
several minutes, before the forces of nature disperse its
morphemes forever? Can a poem not be a projection of
light against the night sky? Can a poem not connect star
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to star in a grotto heaven? Can a poem not be written on
\PM P]UIV JWLa NWTLQVO _Q\P K]Z^M[ WN  ÆM[P QV\MVLML
to be read in the midst of the narrative of sexual desire?
)ZMJWLQM[\PMU[MT^M[VW\XWMU['+IVIXWMUVW\ÆW_
with the colors of dream and disappear with the rising
sun? Can a poem not take the shape of an altar on which
_M[M\\PMXZIaMZJWWS'+IVIXWMUVW\IXXMIZI[-I[\MZ
_QVO[ZMILaNWZÆQOP\\PZW]OP\PMPMI^MVTaKW[UW['+IV
a poem not be a lane, its words engraved into the surface
upon which we walk or drive, the surface upon which we
breathe and live? Can a poem not appear as thousands
of names upon a wall, crying out the abruptly shortened
existence of the persons so named, yet insuring the names
a continuity that will last as long as humans may walk the
earth’s surface? Can a poem not be the leaves of grass
blown by wind on a sultry day? Can a poem not be written
with brushed water on stone, living but an instant, if that,
before evaporation leaves less than a trace? Can a poem
not be seen by a clairvoyant as writing on a face, visible
only to one viewer, who writes the message down for the
rest of us? Can a poem not be the crest of a wave, the
crossing of water by letters as they colonize and create
empires of ice cream? Can a poem not be edible, the
KZ]VKPWN I¹3ºMZ]X\QVOQV\PMUW]\PI[]\\MZIVKM¼[ÅVIT
consumption? Can a poem not be written in sand on a
beach by a young lover, creating pools of letters for water
\WÅTT'+IVIXWMUVW\PIVOQVIOIZLMVIVLKI[\TQOP\¼[
[PILW_I[_WZL[NWZXTIV\[IVLÆW_MZ[\WOZW_IUWVO'
+IVIXWMUVW\ÅTTITIVL[KIXMI[I[MZQM[WN [K]TX\]ZM[
together becoming the book writ large and public? Can
a poem not inscribe a code of letters with letters, lending
MIZ[\PI\_QTT0-):IUM[[IOMWN P]UIV[]NNMZQVOQV\PM
cities that eat us alive every day? Can a poem not be the
rain falling? Can a poem not be the horse ready to raise

Q\[PWW^M[IVLLQ[IXXMIZQVIJT]ZWN ÆM[Pa[XMML'+IVI
poem not be a signal code to guide us home in the dark
night at sea, in the bright day of our living? Can a poem
not be a bridge connecting city to city, you to me, self to
other, self to one? Can a poem not be a scrawled writing
TIZOMIVL KWTWZML I J]Z[\ WN  MVMZOa MVO]TÅVO Q\[ _WZL[
as it paints them in the fabric of our vision? Can a poem
not be a scroll with names of our loved citizens passing
one by one as we turn through and beyond our ability
to see and know? Can a poem not shock us with its dark
black being, raise us with its glowing trembling serifs and
ascenders, impassion us with its red and uncontrollable
ÅZM'+IVIXWMUVW\PI^MIVMVLIVaUWZM\PIV\PMÅMTL
of our vision has an end? Can a poem not inscribe us, and
in so doing take us outside ourselves? Can a poem not be
the machine that undoes the machine-like thinking of our
tyranny? Can the poem breathe, move, love?
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The world of visual poetry has given, and continues to give
us, poems that do all these things and more. Let us enjoy
\PM[MOQN\[XZIQ[M\PMOQ^MZ[IVL_ITSIUWVO\PMÅMTL[WN 
letters. Our A, carried in the bright light of its unfolding,
becomes a badge of the imagination. Indeed, A loses its
cross, spreads its legs, and becomes wings, taking us with
Q\QVÆQOP\'?PMZM_QTT_MITQOP\'?QTT_MITQOP\')TQOP\
an illumination. Can a poem not be an illumination of
angels carrying the word through the sky in sun-warmed
colors washed with the waters of our dreams? Do we not
stand alert at the vista of a poem as it moves like the wind
\PZW]OPÅMTL[WN _PMI\'+IVIXWMUVW\XZWRMK\QV\W\PM
waters and come and go with the tide, eroding over time?

Jim Leftwich

a few thoughts emerging
from the unarticulated text
for tom hibbard

visual writing deconstructs the conventional dichotomy
of looking and reading. in attending to visual writing, we
are compelled to read non-textual components of the
KWUXW[Q\QWV I[ [MUQW\QK IOMVKQM[ _Q\PQV \PM ÅMTL WN  \PM
writing.

visual writing is about reading, which is to say it’s about
thinking. it’s about changing the way one perceives and
thinks about one’s perceptions, which is to say it’s about
changing the way one reads.
visual writing is not new, but it’s still new enough to be
marginal, which is to say we are not yet fully comfortable
as a culture with reading aggregates, or with reading
squiggly diagonals, or with reading invisible resonances
[KI\\MZML_Q\PQVIÅMTL

visual writing is gaining more practitioners, which means
it is expanding in complexity in proportion to the infusion
of diverse subjectivities involved in its production.
collage is a component of visual writing, or at times a tool
utilized in its production.

meanings produced by pulsing swarms, or by improvised
punctuations along irregular reading routes, are often new
enough, or marginal enough, or strange enough to seem
to some as though they don’t belong in the conventional
category of meaning. and perhaps they don’t. new ways
of reading, in the company of new ways of writing, will
produce new categories of meaning.

all visual writing is a rejection of, by which i mean an
expansion of, regular writing.
a single written word has at least three distinct qualities,
those of visuality, sound, and sense. in regular writing, as
for example, an article in a newspaper, these qualities are
prioritized as follows: 1) sense; 2) sound; and 3) visuality.
visual writing rearranges these priorities. in many cases
the new priorities are 1) visuality; 2) sense; and 3) sound.
but much visual writing is also a form of sound poetry,
and the priorities of regular writing are reversed, i.e., 1)
visuality; 2) sound; and 3) sense.

as more visual writing is produced, and more of it is read,
the strategies for reading it will gradually catch up with
the strategies involved in writing it, and an exponential
expansion of the meanings produced will inevitably occur.
we aren’t there yet, but we’re working on it.

meaning is not so much presented as is a series, or
an aggregate, of opportunities for the collaborative
construction of meanings by the interaction of the reader
and the text.
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HANDWRITTEN

POEMS:
Donato Mancini, Stephen Vincent, Edward Kulemin,
David Baptiste Chirot, C Mehrl Bennett, Hartmut
Andryczuk, Marc Bell & Jason McLean, Shayne
Ehman, Greg Evason, Jo Cook, David Ostrem, Tim
Gaze, Robert Grenier, John M Bennett, Irving Weiss,
Richard Kostelanetz, Jesse Glass, Jaap Blonk, Marco
Giovenale, Michael Peters, Geof Huth, Sharon
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159. David Baptiste Chirot, from Les fenetres farouches—Feral Windows
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161. C Mehrl Bennett, Under Attack
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168. David Ostrem, See

169. David Ostrem, /TIVKM

170. Tim Gaze, Untitled

171. Tim Gaze, Untitled

172. Robert Grenier, ).<-:6776;=6;016-

173. Robert Grenier, :-,?777,:-,?77,;

174. John M Bennett, Fortunate

175. John M Bennett, Tic

176. Irving Weiss,,ZI_QVO8WMU

177. Richard Kostelanetz, from-);<>144)/-

178. Jesse Glass, Shout Speak Whisper

179. Jaap Blonk,2][\I<PW]OP\

180. Marco Giovenale, !from asemic sibyls

181. Marco Giovenale, RV from asemic sibyls

182. Michael Peters, noth rearing (from Vaast Bin)

183. Geof Huth, Suspensions Within

184. Sharon Harris, Your Ass Lightly Kicked

185. Serkan Isin, dada korkut alphabet

186. Michael Jacobson, from Action Figures

187. Michael Jacobson, from Action Figures

188. Christopher Olson, Here comes more America

189. Christopher Olson, No wonder he drank

190. Sheila Murphy, Attentionalia

191. Eva O Ettel, Waterford

192. Sveta Litvak, pppp, dolls, o + c, black

193. R Saunders

194. John Vieira,;0-

195. Alberto Vitacchio, e o

196. Bill Howe,_ \QVONWZSÆW_ZM[

197. Helen White, Invisible In
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C Mehrl Bennett

AN EXAMINATION OF
THE FORCES BEHIND
VISUAL POETRY IN
THE PAST DECADE
The following remarks strive to give a little insight into the
creative juices that may have helped generate the visual
poetry found in this anthology. There are open ended
variations and directions to approaching the contents
within and the international community behind it all.
We can examine this topic anthropologically: Letters
themselves originated from images. It is a sign of these
digital, post-modern times that “asemic writing” is
becoming more accepted and popular. Asemic writing
LWM[V¼\I\\MUX\\WZMTIaIUM[[IOMWN [XMKQÅK¹UMIVQVOº
though there might be a private system of symbols that
mean something only to the poet/artist or to some ancient
culture, or there might have been a readable text that has
undergone “processing” and is no longer readable by
way of an established language system. This approach
encourages new ways of reading and new ways of thinking,
and reaches across language barriers. Any meaning the
ZMILMZKWV[\Z]K\[Q[IKWZZMK\\ZIV[TI\QWV<QU/IbMPI[
curated a group exhibit of asemic poetry in Australia,
Q[ _MTTSVW_V QV \PM ÅMTL IVL UISM[ [WUM QV\MZM[\QVO
remarks in online interviews. In the past decade, we have
[MMV IV M`XTW[QWV QV \PM ÅMTL WN  ^Q[]IT XWM\Za \PI\ KIV
JMLM[KZQJMLI[I[MUQKIVL<QU/IbMPI[JMMVIK\Q^MTa
cultivating that eruption of creativity.
We can examine this topic structurally (archi”text”urally):
An arrangement of images is similar to the arrangement
of words in a sentence, or a poetical phrase, as is exhibited
in the large body of work by Scott Helmes (in his “day” job
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he is an architect). Words and phrases can be structured
vertically & horizontally, “free-form” or “shaped” into an
image that supports the content of the poetry. The main
elements of a visual poem might be structured in the
NWZUWN IUI\PMUI\QKITMY]I\QWVI[QV*WJ/Z]UUIV¼[
mathemaku. Contemporary haiku forms, geometrical
forms, book arts and even the composition of animated
video poetry can be examined under the “structural”
umbrella.
We can examine this topic in many different contexts:
Historical, geographical, social, cultural, environmental,
political, economical, emotional, and so on. For example,
our post 9/11 culture makes itself known in much of the
visual poetry (along with more conventional art forms)
created since Sept. 11th, 2001.
Within all these different views, visual poetry is yet just
another “Art Form.” My position is that all types of artists
(musicians, poets, performance, visual, video, book, etc.)
ought to be, and often are, encouraged these days to use
)44 \PM IZ\ NWZU[ I[ \WWT[ 2IKS[WV 8WTTWKS¼[ XIQV\QVO[
ZMUQVLWVMWN ¹[KZQJJTQVOºM^MV\PW]OP2IKS[WV8WTTWKS
never called himself an asemic poet. Today, however,
visual artists who consciously use text in their compositions
will often classify it as “textual art”. Today, browsing
through mainstream art magazines, like Art in America, we
see many examples of the “plastic arts” that use text in
their two-dimensional compositions, sculptures, videos, or
performances.

Of course, there are still conventional poets and critics
who value academia over experimentation. They wish to
[\QKS \W I [MUIV\QK KTI[[QÅKI\QWV WN  ^Q[]IT XWM\Za I[ IZ\
and not as poetry. I’ve encountered many critics and
academics who, for example, do not accept “word art” or
“textual art” as a form of visual poetry. Likewise, many
conventional artists (especially photographers) still feel it
is crude to include words as part of visual imagery. I speak
from my own experience with certain visual poets/critics
and with artists who are defensive of their established
forms. In regards to the public at large, I’ve actually
spoken to an American citizen who claimed that the public
school system never exposed him to the concrete poetry
of e.e.cummings! Our education system needs to educate
the public’s perception of the deluge of graphics and
multi-media forced on us by marketing agencies versus
art/poetry by writers/artists/visual poets who use the
same tools to impart individual visions that communicate
internationally with the common denominator of visual
poetry.
Computers, digital cameras and video, and user-friendly
digital software have made the interlayering of text
and images a more viable option over the past decade.
Internet email, web sites, online networking groups, and
blogs encourage real-time exchange of ideas between
visual artists and poets. Before the past decade, the mailart community worked at a slower pace, but effectively
generated a more global sense of connection. As a
result of this networking, the plastic arts became visual
poetry either by direct collaborations with poets and
writers, by osmosis, or by the need to communicate
with language. Mail artists would incorporate words
by collage, printing, rubber stamps, or calligraphy into
their compositions. Writers and poets in these networks
incorporated images with the same techniques and also
experimented with fonts, typography, photocopy, and
book art. Musicians collaborated with poets, artists with
_ZQ\MZ[IVLKWTTIJWZI\Q^MJWWS[KWTTIOM[IVL[W]VLÅTM[
proliferated. Mail art is still strong today; despite the
increase in postage, which has turned many of us toward
online Internet works. In my own work, which stems from
a background in the plastic arts (I have a B.A. in painting
IVLLZI_QVO1¼^MJMMVOZMI\TaQVÆ]MVKMLJa\PMXWM\Za
WN Ua[XW][M2WPV5*MVVM\\_PWU1UM\\PZW]OPUIQT
art in the late 1970s. And his poetry began to include
more visual aspects after he married me in 1980.
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7N  OZMI\ [QOVQÅKIVKM Q[ \PM KWV\QV]QVO M`XTW[QWV WN 
variation among individuals and processes, seemingly at
all ends of the spectrum. Here are only a few that come to
mind: asemic writing or invented languages and alphabets;
words/phrases demonstrating multiple meanings via
creative compositions; layered or collaged text effects
using found objects, cut ups, 3-dimensional letters,
stencils, rubbings and creative processing (such as moving
the object as it’s being scanned or copied); mathematical
or equation poetry; contemporary variations on haiku
and other conventional structures; and both traditional
concrete poets and contemporary visual poets using
current computer software as a means to the end.
Visual poetry is inherently “experimental” in nature, and
as such, it attempts to avoid predetermined concepts and
it strives to be “on the edge”. Still, we’ve seen a lot of
visual poetry from the eighties that resembles work done
within the last decade. The challenge of being avant
garde isn’t an easy one. But it’s not the most important
thing, either. The “individual” is important, and so is the
process of enabling that individual self to create. The
QVLQ^QL]ITUQOP\ÅVLPQ[WZPMZKZMI\Q^M^WQKMI[IZM[]T\WN 
the feeling of inclusion in the global network which helps
to enable his or her “muse.” Sometimes creative results
PIXXMV\PZW]OPKWTTIJWZI\QWVUMIVQVO\PI\\PMÅVITQbML
work originates from a “third” newly created voice.
The degree to which we challenge the reader today to
“interact” is much higher for works generated in the
past decade. For example, it can be challenging for the
inexperienced to be confronted with asemic writing,
or enriched online video presentations of poetry, or
to engage in interactive hypertext media. Today, the
witnessing of live performances of experimental poetry
at organized events—such as the performances of the Be
Blank Consort1, requires the audience to “experience”
the performance in addition to the simple cognitive act
of “hearing” the semantic meaning of a text. Yes, visual
poetry CAN be performed, though I acknowledge that
some visual poets, such as Richard Kostelanetz, create
their works solely to be “read/seen” statically on the page.
We have many “democratizing” tools at our disposal
today such as multiple “print-on-demand” book sites2,
more user-friendly software and digital cameras that also
take videos. The greater prevalence of computer usage

has boosted the synergistic energy force behind mail art
IVL Æ]`][ VM\_WZS[ ^QI WVTQVM \WWT[ []KP I[ JTWOOQVO
facebook, video and image sharing sites. Within a
supportive online group or mail art community, individuals
do not feel “at the mercy” of art galleries, big publication
distributors, or other institutional bureaucracies. Instead,
a non-commercial atmosphere is nurtured that is ripe for
experimentation, collaboration, and visual poetry. Bulat
/ITaM^PI[[\I\ML3
new digital technology is of ‘productive’ nature.
It is able to produce any images and sounds, both
ZMIT IVL QUIOQVIZa WVM[ QM ÅO]ZI\Q^M IVL VWV
ÅO]ZI\Q^MWVM[2][\I[\PMZM^WT^MZQV)UMZQKIWN 
XIX century appeared to be sort of ‘instrument
of democracy,’ leveling abilities of feeble and
strong men, so computers play now similar role,
compensating the consequences of ‘functional
asymmetry’ in our renewed ‘periodical system of
arts.’
*]TI\ /ITaM^ QV\ZWL]KML PQ[ VM_ ¹XMZQWLQKIT [a[\MU WN 
arts” as a device to relate new media to the traditional
art forms. Bringing new media to traditional art forms
often challenges the audience to participate by actively
creating their own interpretations within their own level
of involvement in the experience. This was especially
M^QLMV\ \W UM _PMV Ua [XW][M 2WPV 5 *MVVM\\ IVL 1
I\\MVLML \PM   -`XMZQUMV\IT ?ZQ\QVO +WVNMZMVKM QV
5WV\M^QLMW=Z]O]IaWZOIVQbMLJa+TMUMV\M8ILQV
Many participants in the Montevideo seminar cast
themselves as artist, experimental writer, and visual
poet. We witnessed wonderful presentations and
XMZNWZUIVKM[][QVOU][QK^QLMW8W_MZ8WQV\\PMI\ZM
dance, conceptual constructions, three-dimensional
constructions, etc. There was even a street parade of the
ITXPIJM\WZOIVQbMLJa2W[MN 5+ITTMRWNZWU*IZKMTWVI
The term “textual artist” might need to be strung out
to “sound/text/performance/video/etc. artist” in the
case of Wilton Acevado. My point is simply put: Visual
poetry lives alongside and often incorporates multiple forms
of experimental poetry and literature that connect with
audiences via theatre, song and music, architecture, the
XTI[\QKIZ\[^QLMWÆI[PIVQUI\QWVJWWSIZ\[M\K
This discussion should include a bit about concrete poetry.
I will make references to Augusto De Campos, a Brazilian
writer who (with his brother Haroldo de Campos) was
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a founder of the Concrete poetry movement in Brazil.
Visual poetry is a natural fusion of poetry and the plastic
arts rather then an evolution of concrete poetry. Concrete
poetry continues strong as ever, with minimalist tendencies
using only type or symbols and spatial aspects of the page.
Though today, along with previous reference to “the
XIOMº _M U][\ QVKT]LM ^Q[]IT XWM\Za ÆI[P ÅTM[ M\K I[
in the case of computer animated visual poetry, or of the
third dimension, as in examples of sculptural typography
Ja3;-ZV[\?MKIVPW_M^MZXTIKM¹KWVKZM\MXWM\Zaº
at one end of a kind of “spectrum” of visual poetry,
because deconstruction and/or collage and layering with
text and visual material sometimes goes Rococo, and falls
to a different end of that spectrum. I acknowledge that
there are those who don’t wish to include that “rococo”
end of the spectrum as a type of visual poetry, but who
wish to refer to that end of the spectrum as “art” only.
I personally feel that the “semantics” of “visual poetry”
needs to be “all inclusive” of “all the arts.”
I do not agree that one end of the visual poetry spectrum is
necessarily more visual than the other. Although concrete
poetry uses type or symbols, this doesn’t make it more
“semantic” in a literary sense any more than other types
of visual poetry with the exception of “asemic” poetry,
which I addressed earlier in this essay. In fact, traditional
poetry has clear visual elements simply due to the line
breaks. Looking at this argument from another direction,
traditional poetry and the visual arts have always been
aligned as concurrent methods to conjure up an image or
atmospheric representation. Shape poems (an often used
technique by concrete poets, aka e.e.cummings) represent
a literal fusion of the two.
Various “types” of visual poetry are historically related,
even as they explode outward via experimentalism, and
\PQ[ Q[ QTT][\ZI\ML Ja \PM NWTTW_QVO Y]W\M NZWU I !!
interview with Augusto De Campos:4
1. What dimensions of contemporary
poetics are directly engaged with
concretism?
A. I see Concrete poetry as directly engaged with
the practices of vanguard, experimental or—as
it should probably more adequately be called—
inventive poetry. I think that the task of Concrete
XWM\ZaIN\MZQ\IXXMIZMLQV\PM¼[_I[\WZMM[\IJTQ[P
contact with the poetry of the vanguards of the

beginning of the century (Futurism, Cubofuturism,
Dada et al), which the intervention of two great
wars and the proscription of Nazi and Stalinist
dictatorships had condemned to marginalization.
) [QUQTIZ UW^MUMV\ WKK]ZZML QV \PM [ QV
music, with the recuperation of the work of the
>QMVVI /ZW]X ;KPWMVJMZO ?MJMZV *MZO \PM
rediscovery of the great individual experimentalists
(Ives, Varese, etc.), and the intervention of new
vanguard composers, from Boulez to Stockhausen
\W +IOM 1V \MZU[ WN  \PM XWM\[ _PWU 8W]VL
termed “masters,” “diluters,” etc., the practitioners
of Concrete poetry situate themselves, or hope to
be situated, programmatically, in the category of
the “inventors,” that is, those who are engaged in
the pursuit of new forms.
(Note: I encourage all to reference the “vii” endnote
IVL \W ZMIL \PM MV\QZM QV\MZ^QM_ WV \PM QV\MZVM\ 8MZ
Wikipedia: Augusto de Campos was born in 1931 and is
also a translator, music critic, and visual artist.)
The incredible quantity of visual poetry published today
JW\P WVTQVM IVL QV XZQV\ \M[\QÅM[ \W \PM LMUWKZI\QbQVO
effect of the tools made available in the last decade. And
the quality of the works represented gives testament to
a creative “explosion” that the synergy of the different
art forms and the spirit of collaboration and networking
encourages. These forces have worked together in the
last decade so much that visual poetry can no longer be
ignored by the mainstream poetry community. That fact
_I[ M^QLMVKML Ja I 6W^MUJMZ   Q[[]M WN  ¹8WM\Zaº
magazine which included a portfolio of visual poetry
K]ZI\ML IVL QV\ZWL]KML Ja /MWN  0]\P And there are
other mainstream poetry magazines and e-zines that are
beginning to accept a greater fusion of art and writing.
Though sometimes it is safer, as my spouse- the poet and
^Q[]ITXWM\2WPV5*MVVM\\WN\MVIL^Q[M[\W[QUXTaI^WQL
the mainstream!
In this limited space one can only touch on the broad
spectrum of the different “types” and “approaches” to
visual poetry that have blossomed in the international
climate that cultivated the works presented in this
anthology. But be assured that “genuine creative works”
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PI^M []ZNIKML QV \PM ^Q[]IT XWM\Za ÅMTL WN  M`XMZQUMV\IT
_ZQ\QVOIZ\<WM`XTIQVQV-Q[MV[\MQV¼[_WZL["
“The effect of the work of art is based on a
simultaneously occurring dual process: the
impetuous progressive ascension toward the
highest mental stages of consciousness and, at
the same time, penetration through the structure
of form into the deepest layers of sensuous
thought. The polar bifurcation of these two
lines of aspiration creates that particular tension
of form and content unity that is characteristic
of genuine creations. There are no genuine
creations without it.”
http://www.youtube.com/nicovassilakis
http://www.poemsthatgo.com/gallery/winter2004/jabber/index.htm
http://www.poemsthatgo.com/gallery/winter2004/madsen/statement.html
P\\X"___aW]\]JMKWU_I\KP'^%b;4:WJ*[Q-NMI\]ZM%ZMTI\ML
>QLMW Ja 6QKWTI[ +IZZI[ _Q\P XWM\Za Ja 25* XMZNWZUML Ja 2WPV 5 *MVVM\\ ¹.W]Z [PWZ\[
pieces”: P\\X"^QUMWKWU!

1

-`IUXTM[WN XZQV\WVLMUIVLM`XMZQUMV\ITXWM\Za_MJ[Q\M["
www.stores.lulu.com/lunabisonteprods and www.stores.lulu.com/l_m_young

2

9]W\M Ja *]TI\ /ITMaM^ Q[ NZWU \PM -`XMZQUMV\IT )M[\PM\QK[ 1V[\Q\]\M 8:75-<0-=;
(associated with Kazan State Technical University) website, http://prometheus.kai.ru/in2_e.
htm
[XMKQÅKITTa NZWU \PM ¹LM\IQT[KWVKT][QWVº [MK\QWV WN  “Computers and Art: Myths and
Reality”IXIXMZX]JTQ[PMLQV¹4MWVIZLWº!!>WT6WXX

3

http://www2.uol.com.br/augustodecampos/yaleeng.htm 9=-;<1766)1:- 7. <0-
A)4- ;A587;1=5 76 -@8-:15-6<)4 >1;=)4 )6, +76+:-<- 87-<:A
;16+-<0-![)XZQT!!#9]M[\QWV[NWZU]TI\MLJa3,I^QL2IKS[WV-ZQK>W[[
2WPIVVI,Z]KSMZ:MXTQM[Ja)]O][\WLM+IUXW[\ZIV[TI\MLJa3,I^QL2IKS[WV

4

;MMZMILIJW]\\PM6W^¼ Q[[]MJa[MIZKPQVONWZ/MWN 0]\P¼[VIUM]VLMZ\PMXWM\[MIZKP
N]VK\QWV I\ \PM 8WM\Za .W]VLI\QWV _MJ[Q\M" http://poetryfoundation.org/journal/feature.
html?id=182397
3MMX ]X _Q\P /MWN  0]\P¼[ JTWO I\ LJYXJTWO[XW\KWU NWZ QV[QOP\N]T KZQ\QKQ[U IVL \W [PIZM QV
/MWN ¼[MV\P][QI[UNWZ^Q[]ITXWM\Za




S.M.Eisenstein1bJZIVVaM[WKPQVMVQaI;MTMK\ML_WZS[>WT5W[KW_"1[S][[\^W!!
p.120.

Karl Young

A SPHERE AND A LINE

Part 1: A Sphere of Reference
Art may best be understood as a sphere of experience.
AW]KIVÅVL[]JLQ^Q[QWV[[]KPI[XIQV\QVOIVLXWM\ZaQV
it, but there’s no reason to see them as inherently separate.
Nor is there any reason to imagine the Artistic Sphere
should not intersect with other spheres of experience. The
interaction of ever-changing segments within the Artistic
Sphere has been one of the main dynamic forces in the
evolution of art. At times, isolating segments has produced
major paradigm shifts in society and new dynamics in the
arts. I see a pulsation of combination and selection as a
model for a perpetual state of renewal of art in relation to
other aspects of life.
In this model, visual poetry is an ad hoc term for joining or
reintegrating verbal and visual modes of expression. The
name was coined to separate other modes from Concrete
8WM\Za I OMVZM \PI\ KZMI\ML I NIL NWTTW_ML Ja \PM UW[\
severe backlash against any major mode of poetry in the
20th+MV\]Za8IZ\WN Q\[\MUXWZIZa[]KKM[[IVL]T\QUI\M
failure was the way it isolated itself from larger contexts.
Despite its failure, Concrete successfully documented
itself and hence is virtually the only widely known form of
visual and verbal combination of arts in North America.
This has created an unfortunate situation in which people
try to revive its limitations while perpetually reinventing
other less well known modes. Its failure took its own best
works out of serious consideration by a wide audience
as well as creating the impression that all visual modes
were as trivial and gimmicky as much of its most widely
LQ[\ZQJ]\ML _WZS 5a [\ZWVOM[\ INÅVQ\QM[ _Q\P XZM^QW][
movements oriented toward visual poetry are with
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Lettrisme, a French-based movement that was largely built
on ever expanding contexts and interrelations. It seems
likely that visual poetry will remain a small and isolated
phenomenon if it does not reach for larger contexts
and become as important as any other combination of
IZ\[<PMI\MZ¸WV[\IOMIVLQVÅTU¸Q[IVM`IUXTMWN I
combination of arts that has not been fractured in such a
way as to disappear for centuries.
At present, with computer technology dependent on a
combination of words and images, visual poetry has an
opportunity to become a stable frame for interaction of
numerous variations as long as it presents itself and holds
a full and functional range of contexts, from artistic to
[WKQITPQ[\WZQKIT\W[KQMV\QÅK1N Q\LMÅVM[Q\[MTN I[ITQUQ\ML
set of isolated tricks, it will probably go through another
XMZQWLWN MKTQX[MI[IVQLMV\QÅMLIVLQLMV\QÅIJTMUWLMWZ
genre. Ironically, interactions of verbal and visual modes
have never disappeared from large audiences; they’ve
simply been called by other names. The disadvantage of
this is that other modes have not drawn on a full range of
TQ\MZIZaZM[W]ZKM[1LMV\QÅKI\QWV_Q\PXWM\ZaXZM[MV\[\_W
extreme paradoxes. First, its linguistic dimensions need
not be immediately present. They may be latent as scores.
They may work like the iconographic writing system of
pre-Columbian Central Mexico, meant to be read by
people who spoke different languages by functioning
through shared icons rather than words. They may work
by the application of linguistic principles to images. And
so on through myriads of permutations. The second
paradox is that mainstream poetry may be the most highly
endangered of arts at the present time. It’s the lowest paid,
the least respected, and the most ignored of the major arts.

It’s still going strong when allied with music in song, but
may disappear in any other mode if it does not interact
with other elements of the Artistic Sphere.

\PQ[JWWS IV]UJMZWN \QUM[1V\PMUQVQ[K]TM
space allotted him, he did as good a job as anyone is
likely to do. Yet it leaves out so much, condenses so much,
[QUXTQÅM[ [W UIVa WN  \PM XWQV\[ Q\ \W]KPM[ IVL UISM[
such limited use of Karl’s erudition, that it saddens me, as
it frustrated him, to be so cramped and so limited. I hope
UaM[[IaÅTT[QVIJQ\WN \PMVI\]ZMWN ZMILQVOQVKWV\M`\1\
IT[WQTT][\ZI\M[XZWJTMU[_Q\PQV[]NÅKQMV\KWUUMV\"QVUa
remarks above, Concrete, of necessity, seems dismissed
too brusquely; mail art, the phenomenon that kept visual
poetry going for decades doesn’t get mentioned; and I
can’t say enough about Lettrisme to make a case for it.

Like many of the methods and aims of visual poetry,
problems with its acceptance and even its production,
come from changes in the reading of poetry. The process
of transcribing oral poetry, developing writing into a
cornerstone of society, and creating an environment that
includes growing preservation and access to sources, could
form a basic narrative line for a history of human culture.
In addition to increasing sources and methods, a practice
that can enhance experience comes from isolating
segments of the Sphere. But closing and sealing off such
segmentation seems more a form of atavism than progress.
In the fourth century A.D., when the main type of literacy
we now practice was taking shape, St. Augustine of
Hippo observed something that struck him as odd enough
to note and to speculate on: St. Ambrose read silently. It
took a millennium and a half and considerable social
and technological change for silent reading to become
the norm. There are a lot of advantages to silent reading.
8MZPIX[\PMUW[\QUXWZ\IV\WN \PMUKWUM[NZWU\PM_Ia
it focuses concentration and seems to create a private
and at times magical world. I spend most of my reading
and even writing time in this silent space, and wouldn’t
want to be without it. Yet the notion that this is the only
kind of reading, or that the cutting off of reading from
speech, music, visual patterns, bodily actions, and the
whole spectrum of artistic activities, is necessary, seems
sick and depraved to me. Considering the interaction
of images with text as a new and aberrant outgrowth of
some absolute law of nature is as perverse as insisting that
poetry should never be read aloud. That we should have
to defend or justify visual poetry or any other interactive
art is something about which we should feel outrage or
mourning. I am writing this not for visual poets but for
others who might look at this collection. If terms like
“sick,” “depraved,” and “outrage” seem harsh, I would
like them to consider how mild they are for a group that has
been categorically excluded from serious consideration for
decades. I can also see how much exclusion has harmed
the quality of the work of many of my colleagues, and how
much a small jump in attention could be as deleterious as
it could be helpful.
I’ve read Karl Kempton’s history of visual poetry done for
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)J]VLIV\ NWZU[ WN  ^Q[]IT XWM\Za IZM MI[a \W ÅVL QN 
\PMa¼ZMVW\QLMV\QÅMLI[[]KP1¼^M[MMV[M^MZITM`IUXTM[
on mainstream television in the last week. One was in
I XZWOZIU WV \PM 6I[KI TQVM[ QV \PM LM[MZ\[ WN  8MZ]
)VW\PMZ_I[WVKZWXKQZKTM[<PW]OP\PMÅZ[\_MZMUILM
over a thousand years ago, the second are still being
made today. Both attract more attention than the work of
XMWXTM QLMV\QÅML I[ ^Q[]IT XWM\[ <PQ[ Q[ QV XIZ\ JMKI][M
they suggest a larger context, even if no one, except the
few people who make crop circles, fully understands them.
An episode of the TV show Mad Men refers to the system
WN UIZSQVO[][MLJaPWJW[L]ZQVO\PM/ZMI\,MXZM[[QWV
?Q\P Q\[ TWVO ZMIKP JIKS QV\W -]ZWXMIV PQ[\WZa Q\ UIa
lead to an aesthetic base, though such signs seem to have
been made for purely utilitarian reasons. Living in a city,
1ZMO]TIZTa[MMOZINÅ\QIZ\_Q\PW]\PI^QVO\W[MIZKPNWZQ\
During the 1990s, this seemed one of the most inventive
forms of visual poetry being practiced in the United
;\I\M[5W[\OZINÅ\QQ[TM[[IZ\Q[\QKWZ][MN]T\PIVPWJW[QOV[
Yet some made more sophisticated use of characteristics
(such as imitations of radiant light) of electronic media
from television to computers, than most of the selfQLMV\QÅML ^Q[]IT XWM\Za WN  \PM \QUM ;XWV\IVMW][Ta
changing “programs” (in the art historical sense) to create
sequences in a fast-moving environment made the art
even more dynamic. Taking design suggestions from the
buildings, buses, trains, and other surfaces on which the
artists painted would have made muralists of previous
IOM[ MV^a \PMQZ PMQZ[ /ZINÅ\Q IZ\Q[\[ UILM Y]QKS IVL
voluminous use of the internet to show their art. This
may have contributed to its decline, since artists around
the world began copying each other and destroying their
originality. (This should be a cautionary example to those
who identify themselves as visual poets and either become

too inbred or too reliant on narrow conceptions of their
art.) I’ve spent decades working in such seemingly esoteric
IZMI[ I[ -I[\ )[QIV KITTQOZIXPa IVL \PM QKWVWOZIXPQK
writing system of Central Mexico. In the above examples,
I’m simply talking about forms of visual poetry you have
to be trained to ignore or not see.
Part 2: A Sketch of the Lines
I’d like to illustrate some of the changes in the conception
of one element of poetry sometimes seen as a constant
NMI\]ZM"\PM^MZ[MTQVM8IZ\TaI[IVM`IUXTMWN \ZIV[XW[Q\QWV
and partly for fun, I’ll also make some remarks about the
relationship between verse lines and lines in what could be
separated out as visual art.
Until the mid 19th +MV\]Za \PM LMÅVQ\QWV WN  XWM\Za
was simply an utterance with a highly regulated sound
pattern. It didn’t have to contain words: we have examples
of metrical nonsense syllables going back at least to
Aristophanes. The oldest forms of verse we know were
oral-formulaic compositions. They had nothing to do with
writing, and a “line” referred only to a repeated unit of
sound. A poet sang or chanted strings of standardized
phrases in metrical patterns. Using sound patterns, he
could recite for long periods, guided by the combination
WN [\WZaIVL_PI\Å\UM\ZQKITTa)¹TQVMº_I[[WUM\PQVO
heard but not seen: a linear sequence of sounds. In addition
to producing pleasant sounds, the pattern allowed poets to
improvise. Whether it be epics, from The Iliad to Beowulf,
or songs from the Chinese Shi Jing to the Biblical Psalms
to the Aztec Cantares_MÅVL\PM[IUMUM\PWL[\QTT][ML
in oral-formulaic poetry among non-literate people
around the world into the 20th Century. “Lines” were
VW\[WUM\PQVO[KZQJM[QVLQKI\MLWV\PMXIOM-^MZNZ]OIT
\PMa ÅTTML I[ U]KP WN  \PM _ZQ\QVO []ZNIKM I[ \PMa KW]TL
without marking what we consider line endings. Readers
discovered lines by speaking the poem aloud and hearing
\PM XI\\MZV 1V TI\MZ XMZQWL[ \PM LMÅVQ\QWV WN  XWM\Za
ZMUIQVML[WXZWNW]VLTaÅ`MLWVZMO]TIZQ\aWN [W]VL\PI\
works with other characteristics of poetry were considered
prose. Aelfric’s 10th Century Anglo-Saxon Saints Lives was
not considered poetry, because however highly rhythmic
IVL ÅTTML _Q\P ITTQ\MZI\QWV Q\ _I[ \PM XI\\MZV[ _MZMV¼\
regular enough.
+TI[[QKIT /ZMMS IVL :WUIV I]\PWZ[ ][]ITTa LQLV¼\ write
their poems: they dictated them to scribes. A “line”
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continued to be something heard, not seen. The use of
lineation on a page slowly came into regular practice
after the advent of printing. It became important with
the growth of silent reading, and line breaks on the page
began to have a function. As books proliferated and silent
ZMILQVO [TW_Ta JMKIUM UWZM KWUUWV XZW[M ÅK\QWV
expanded. Although many people read everything from
ÅK\QWV \W VM_[ ITW]L \PM UIRWZ LQ[\QVK\QWV Q\ KZMI\ML
was between reading silently when alone and aloud for
an audience. Typographic standardization gave rise to
speed reading, which eliminated sound properties in silent
reading. Beginning in the 19th Century and reaching
full force by the middle of the 20th, meter ceased being
essential to poetry for an ever growing percentage of
\PM I]LQMVKM \PI\ ZMUIQVML -IZTa QV \PM XZWKM[[ WN 
abandoning meter, poets maintained the notion that lines
PILI]LQ\WZa[QOVQÅKIVKMQV\PI\\PMaZMOQ[\MZMLirregular
patterns. Modernists reinvented the purpose of the line by
breaking it up to map sonorities not dependent on metrics.
Other poets began basing their sonic patterns on hybrids
which played off the ghosts of metrics past, while those
who listened to jazz continued to pick up real melodic
ideas from musical sources, but for most poets the use of
broken lines served as decoration or sound patterns not
based on anything readers shared. By the end of the 20th
Century, many poets ceased using verse lines altogether.
At present, those who identify themselves as poets have
nothing in common but history. When literary history is
no longer taught or learned, and poets insist that all that
matters is what’s happening now in my clique, there’s nothing
left for an audience. A “line” takes on the character of
something phony that someone wants to use to con you.
Fortunately, there are possible places to go from here. If
the verse line originated as an invisible sequence of sounds
and morphed into a typographical entity which may
now disappear, there’s no reason why it can’t have a life
as something that poets draw on and even literally draw.
I’m saying this with a wink at a pun, while remembering
that the history of art abounds in absurd situations that
XZWL]KMLUIOVQÅKMV\ZM[]T\[
The ways that images can create new patterns for sound
KMZ\IQVTaM`KMML\PW[MaW]¼TTÅVLQVLQK\QWVIZQM[WN ^MZ[M
forms. The possibilities for words shaping images should
be at least as great. The syntax of images in iconographic
systems is complex enough in historical examples: how

much more can it grow if the potentials of images and
QKWV[ M`XIVL QVLMÅVQ\MTa' <PM TQVM[ WV \PM XIOM KIV
\ISM WV VM_ [QOVQÅKIVKM NZWU \PMQZ QV\MZIK\QWV _Q\P
images. Images? During the period when meter has been
disappearing, literary criticism has become more and
more obsessed with the poetic “image.” In the context of
mainstream poetry, the image is supposed to be something
that occurs in the reader’s mind in response to words read
silently. It would be foolish for critics to constantly blabber
about images and expect poets not to literally make images.
The importance of poetic imagery has increased as verse
has lost its sound properties. The possibilities for creating
interactions between sound and image seem to have taken
a leap into something like hyperspace with increased
access to sources which everything from archeology to
science make more comprehensible and may make more
widely available.
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Lines have been used in visual art since the beginning of
\QUM 8IZ\ WN  \PMQZ X]ZXW[M PI[ JMMV \W KTIZQNa QUIOM[
Current neuroscience demonstrates that areas of the
brain specialize in delineating the boundaries of objects,
and that the drawing of lines in art has a deep base in
our biology. One of the main purposes of the world’s
most advanced nuclear particle accelerator in Cern,
Switzerland, is to create readable images of the most
basic level of physics, which mathematics and language
alone can’t make comprehensible. The more advanced
our science becomes, the more we need all the resources
of the combined arts to understand it.
5a \PIVS[ \W 8M\MZ )VI[\I[ 3; -ZV[\ 3IZT 3MUX\WV 5nZ\WV 3WXXnVa IVL 5IZQTaV :
Rosenberg for reading and commenting on this essay. It owes a good deal of whatever virtues it
may possess to them—not only for their comments, but also the example they set in their own
work, and the comments they’ve made on what I’ve done over time. This acknowledgement
should not be taken as their seal of approval, but simply an example of giving credit where it’s
due but seldom acknowledged.

Karl Kempton

VISUAL POETRY:
A Brief Overview of
Ancestors and Traditions
to the Present
An expressed intent of this anthology is introducing visual
poetry to a new audience. In the spirit of this purpose,
the following overview is addressed to individuals with no
or little exposure to the historical streams leading to the
contemporary expression named visual poetry. To master
an art form, knowing its history is common sense; not
knowing, one is condemned to repetition.

-]ZWXM *ZI[QT IVL 2IXIV IZW]VL ! 7\PMZ[ QV \PM
Northeast United States followed later.
Ideally, the visual poet composes with these freed particles
and generally weds or fuses them to one or more art forms.
By doing so, by crossing art form boundaries, the visual
XWM\KWUXW[M[QVIÅMTLWN U]T\QUMLQIWZJWZLMZJT]ZWZ
intermedia with unrestricted horizons.

)N\MZUIVaM`KPIVOM[W^MZaMIZ[_Q\PTMILQVOÅO]ZM[
QV ^Q[]IT XWM\Za \PM NWTTW_QVO LMÅVQ\QWV Q[ \PM ZM[]T\ )
^Q[]ITXWMUUIaJMLMÅVML[QUXTaI[IXWMUKWUXW[ML
or designed to be consciously seen.
The contemporary visual poem is generally composed
with assembled and/or disassembled language material.
This stuff of language includes word, text, note, code,
petroglyph, letter or other phonic character, type, cipher,
symbol, pictograph, sentence, number, hieroglyph,
rhythm, iconograph, grammar, cluster, stroke, ideogram,
density, pattern, diagram, logogram, accent, line, color,
measure, etc.
<PM UQVQUITQ[\ XWM\ KWUXW[M[ _Q\P Å[[QWVML TIVO]IOM
material to create new and free particles, and/or sonic
XI\\MZV[ KT][\MZ[ LMV[Q\QM[ IVLWZ \M`\]ZM[ /MVMZITTa
today’s minimalist visual poet maintains the post World
?IZ<_W\ZILQ\QWVWN +WVKZM\M8WM\ZaJMO]VQV6WZ\P_M[\
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The contemporary visual poem is a form reinvented
by various 20th century avant-garde movements and
QVÆ]MVKML Ja IJ[\ZIK\ []ZZMITQ[\ UQVQUITQ[\ XPW\W
realistic . . . art and photography. It is the contemporary
expression of the pre-1900 visual poem handed down
through millennia under a host of forms such as acrostics,
anagrams, and colored or illuminated text, emblems,
labyrinths, pattern and shaped poems, which in turn
evolved from other forms back to the earliest ancestor,
rock art.
Rock art’s symbolic representation associated with image,
either adjacent to each other or woven together, has now
JMMV LI\ML I[ NIZ JIKS I[  aMIZ[ QV \PM *TWUJW[
Cave, South Africa. Some of the rock art of the Blombos
+I^M _I[ XWZ\IJTM 8MZPIX[ \PM[M _MZM XIZ\ WN  I TWVO
tradition of the charm and amulet that in more recent
periods are known to have written on or carved into them

spells, chants, prayers, and mantras in patterns suggesting
a repetitive oral chant. Modern humankind was in Bharat
(India) by this time.
While nearly all old portable carved and painted works
have been lost, use of painted objects has been dated
 aMIZ[ IOW IOIQV QV ;W]\P )NZQKI <PM ZMKMV\
announcement of tools found at several distinct locations
WV+ZM\MLI\QVOJIKSIJW]\aMIZ[WZWTLMZQUXTQM[
use of symbols that may predate modern mankind.
Modern humankind (known at this moment) remained
south of the Sahara until about 110,000 years ago. Our
pre-modern human ancestors were sea-going and coastal
dwelling. There are rock art cupule sites in Bharat dating
700,00 years ago.
Then there are myths about the invention of writing that
illuminate a sourcing of patterns and forms from the
natural world:
China"<WZ\WQ[M[PMTT[_MZM\W[[MLQV\WÅZM[#\PMKZIKS[
were read as oracles—a suggested foreshadowing of
ideograms; 2) after looking at star patterns (particularly
those of the lunar zodiac), marks on turtle backs and bird
XZQV\[<[¼IVOKPQMPQV^MV\ML\PMÅZ[\QLMWOZIU[
Bharat: 1) The goddess Samjna, whose name means
QUIOMQV^MV\ML\PMÅZ[\ITXPIJM\[XQK\WOZIU[UIVLITI[
and other magical signs; 2) Kali, goddess of life and death,
invented Sanskrit from the cracks in human skulls. She
Q[][]ITTaZMVLMZML_MIZQVOIVMKSTIKMWN [S]TT[MIKP
with its own letter. 3) Vac means the word or the exchange
of knowledge. She is the mother of all communication,
and thus gives intelligence to those who love her. She is the
mother of the Vedas. Vac in another form is Saraswati.
Vac is the word, the word OM. She thereby is and contains
the manifested creation.
An aside—A vast and long lost civilization, the
Saraswati-Indus Civilization is slowly being recovered.
It stretches south of Mumbai to northern Afghanistan.
-I[\MZVJW]VLIZQM[ZMUIQV]VLMÅVML,I\M[WN \_WWN Q\[
more recognized cities, Harappa and Mohenjodaro, begin
IZW]VLaMIZ[IOW)XXZW`QUI\MTa\MZZIKW\\I
seals found in Harappa, Mohenjodaro, various smaller
sites in the Indus Valley and in Western Asia across the
Arabian Sea have been dated between 3100 and 1900
*+-<PM[MIT[KWV[Q[\WN QUIOMZaWN IVI[aM\\WJMN]TTa
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deciphered script. Deeper layers of this civilization have
been dated at least 3,000 years older than Harappa and
Mohenjodaro suggesting that they were contemporaneous
with the Vinca culture. There was no Aryan invasion. The
destruction was tectonically induced by the rise of the
0QUITIaI[LQ^MZ\QVOZQ^MZ_I\MZMI[\_IZLQV\W\PM/IVOM[
Sumer: 1) The goddess Nidaba, the scribe of heaven,
invented clay tablets and writing; 2) the goddess Belit
Sheri was the scribe who recorded the deeds of the dead
upon the leaves of the Tree of Life.
Egypt: 1) The goddess Sef Chet played the same role
as Belit Sheri and was the goddess of writing; 2) her
husband, Toth, he with the ibis head (a bird sacred to the
/WLLM[[_I[KZMLQ\MLTI\MZ_Q\P\PMQV^MV\QWVWN _ZQ\QVO
as well as the calendar.
Old Europe: Among the oldest known script signs or protowriting symbols are associated with the matricentered
>QVKIK]T\]ZM<PMMIZTQM[\I\\MUX\[WZÅVL[LI\MLNZWU\PM
UQL\PUQTTMVVQ]U*+-IZMKWVVMK\ML_Q\PZMTQOQW][
[K]TX\]ZMIVLKMZIUQKQUIOM[WN \PM/WLLM[[<PM[QOV[
may have derived from naturalistic forms which evolved
into stylized marks. Bird footprint patterns were one
KWV[QLMZI\QWV5IZQRI/QUJ]\I[IVL5QT\WV5K+PM[VMa
thought they discovered in the archaeological records of
rock art ancestors of the symbols, codes, patterns, and
QUIOM[ NW]VL QV \PM TI\MZ -]ZWXMIV XZMPQ[\WZQKIT IVL
historical art and literary records. They concluded that
there was a continuation of extremely ancient traditions
NZWU\PMUI\ZQKMV\MZML7TL-]ZWXMIV[aUJWTQK[a[\MU[
Others continuing this research use the term Danube Script
to describe this proto-writing or writing set of symbols and
LI\MQ\KQZKI*+-)ZMKMV\IZ\QKTMQV\PM.MJZ]IZa
17, 2010, issue of Science[MMU[\W[]XXWZ\\PM[MÅVLQVO[
and implies wider and older symbolic use in rock art
around the world.
Greece: 1) The Three Fates wrote human’s destinies on the
three leaves of the past, present, and future; 2) Hermes is
TI\MZKZMLQ\MLIN\MZ[MMQVOIÆQOP\WN KZIVM[[IKZMLJQZLWN 
\PM/WLLM[[_Q\P\PMQV^MV\QWVWN \PM/ZMMSITXPIJM\
Northern Europe: 1) The runic script was invented by
Wotan after looking at ash twigs (the great ash Ydgdrasill,
the Tree of Life, was taken over by Wotan from the Triple
/WLLM[[SVW_VI[\PM\PZMM6WZV[QV;KIVLQVI^QI_PW

administered justice beneath the tree); 2) The druids’
alphabet of trees was a calendar, fortune telling device,
mathematical system based on pi (22/7, ratio of letters
to vowels), and more. (The Keltic term rune has many
meanings—poem, part of a poem, magic poem, spell,
charm, amulet, and song. Today, what is called mythology,
cosmology, calendar or day and year count, astronomy,
geometry, measuring systems, alphabets, etc., were all
interwoven and part of the poetic and symbolic systems
that probably can be traced deep into the paleolithic.)

calligraphy. Over time, image was reduced from books,
until it was compartmentalized as map or other visual aid,
or as nonessential illustration. This left the regimented
left to right down the page framework. Calligraphy in
-]ZWXMJMKIUM[W[XMKQITQbML\PI\NM_XMWXTMPI^M[MMV
the continuing art, and mistake it for its purely decorative
offshoots. Forgotten except by scholars, librarians, and
antiquarians were illuminated books and manuscripts
containing image and text that were woven together as
an integrated whole. Within such historical works one can
ÅVL_PMZM\PM_WZL_I[NZMMLNZWU\PMTQVMIZXZM[MV\I\QWV
The freeing of the word or ideogram was not unusual in
\PM^IZQW][KITTQOZIXPQM[NW]VLMI[\WN -]ZWXM\PZW]OPW]\
\PM5QLLTM-I[\IVL)[QI

Valley of Mexico (north of Mayan regions): Quetzalcoatl,
patron of rational design and intent, invented writing and
the calendar. He also is known as god of intelligence and
[MTNZMÆMK\QWV
Scripts evolved from various arrays, patterns and complex
symbols into minimal abstract symbols or signs forming
alphabets and or ideograms or hieroglyphs. The artistic
tendencies of those so inclined extended and expanded
standardized forms by brush stroking into beauty a wide
variety of calligraphy forms and styles. Some cultures,
TQSM \PM +PQVM[M IVL TI\MZ \PM 2IXIVM[M OI^M JQZ\P \W
hundreds of styles and forms. Others contributed only a
few or a handful. Again, worldwide, the roots of many of
these characters are found among earliest pictograph and
petroglyph rock art. Undoubtedly, they were also carried
on portable and wearable objects and perhaps even as
body paint and or tattoos.
Forms and patterns were later transferred onto ceramics.
8MZPIX[\PMMIZTQM[\K]ZZMV\TaLI\MLXW\\MZa_I[ZMKMV\Ta
]VKW^MZML QV +PQVI   *+- <PM IZMI WN  +PQVI
\PM 2IUWV K]T\]ZM WN  2IXIV JMNWZM ZQ[QVO WKMIV TM^MT[
NWZUML\PM;MIWN 2IXIVIVL;QJMZQIQ[VW_KWV[QLMZML
\PM JQZ\P XTIKM WN  ÅZML XW\\MZa 5]KP TI\MZ \PM >QVKI
K]T\]ZM ][ML JMTTW_[ \MKPVWTWOa ZIQ[QVO ÅZML XW\\MZa
temperatures to 1000 degrees fahrenheit. That led to the
ÅZ[\ SVW_V [UMT\QVO WN  WZM[ <PM PQ[\WZa WN  UM\ITT]ZOa
is too extensive to cover as well as the development and
[XZMIL WN  XIXMZ JMOQVVQVO QV +PQVI  +- Q\[ [MKZM\[
revealed to the spreading Islamic culture nourishing the
JTWWU WN  Q\[ KITTQOZIXPa IVL M^MV\]ITTa QV\W -]ZWXM QV
the 13th Century. Relevant to this discussion is when
UM\IT SQ[[ML XIXMZ QV \PM -]ZWXMIV XZQV\QVO XZM[[M[
By altering book making from limited to mass access, it
gave rise to the numbers of the literate and the decline
in the importance of hand illuminated manuscripts and
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5IVa-VOTQ[PTIVO]IOMKWUXW[MZ[WN ^Q[]ITXWM\ZaXWQV\
to William Blake and the shaped poems of Lewis Caroll
I[Q[WTI\MLNWZMZ]VVMZ[5W[\_PW[MM\PM+WVKZM\M8WM\Za
movement as the only important form of visual poetry
recognize Mallarmé as its virtual inventor, at the moment
when free verse was gaining strength among the lexical
poets. They consider Mallarmé’s “Un coup de dés” of
 !I[\PMÅZ[\M`IUXTMWN \PMUWLMZV^Q[]ITXWMU0Q[
heir apparent for the next step in its development they
consider to be Apollinaire, composer of Calligrammes.
Leaving Mallarmé out, Apollinaire becomes a father not a
son in the birth of the modern visual poem. For American
-VOTQ[P M M K]UUQVO[ [MMU[ \W JM \PM \PQZL WZ [MKWVL
step followed by the composers of the post World War
Two concrete poets.
While this may appear a logical aesthetic lineage for
the freeing of the word, the actual modern process of
freeing the word began among cubist painters quickly
followed by freed words in the collage. Within the same
time frame, Marinetti wrote the Futurist Manifesto in
which he called for the freeing of the word from the
format of free verse. This was the founding moment of
\PM1\ITQIV.]\]ZQ[\[IOZW]X\PI\[QOVQÅKIV\TaQVÆ]MVKML
the visual poem at that time. The Russian Futurists had
an equal impact. By studying Fauvism, Cubism, Collage,
Italian Futurism, Russian Futurism, Imagism, Orphism,
Vorticism, Constructivism, Dada, De Stijl, Surrealism,
*I]PI][^IZQW][2IXIVM[MI^IV\OIZLMUW^MUMV\[WN \PM
![ 4M\\ZQ[U 3QVM\QK +WVKZM\M 8WM\Za .T]`][ 8WX
7X >Q[]IT 8WM\Za +WZZM[XWVLMVKM5IQT )Z\ :][[QIV
Transfurism, Minimalism, Conceptualism, and Book Art
WVM KIV ÅVL KWV[QLMZIJTM V]UJMZ[ WN  _WZS[ KTI[[QÅML

as visual poetry. While incomplete, this is an outline of
movements and or groupings to follow the evolution of
the visual poem.
)UMZQKIV^Q[]ITXWM\ZaJM\_MMV\PMTI\M![IVLUQL
![_I[LWUQVI\MLIVLQVÆ]MVKMLJa+WVKZM\M8WM\Za
This group was dominated by the North Atlantic Fluxists.
They were allied with the Brasilian Noigandres who
were essentially hostile to the calligramme or pictograph
composition demanding a purity of the mechanical
typographical poem. When a history was presented by the
Concrete Movement, many American forerunners were
either consciously excluded or forgotten: Mexico born
Marius de Zayas, Agnes Meyer, Katharine N. Rhoades,
2 * 3MZNWW\ )LWV 4IKZWQ` 0IZZa +ZW[Ja ?ITTIKM
*MZUIV8I]T:MX[3MVVM\P8I\KPMVIVLW\PMZ[
>Q[]IT8WM\ZaI[I[MTNKWV[KQW][IVL[MTNQLMV\QÅMLOMVZM
deliberately separated itself from American Concrete
in the early 1970’s and found refuge from the backlash
against the perceived triviality of Concrete by joining the
international egalitarian Correspondence Art movement.
This generated several magazines and hundreds of
international exhibitions until the early 1990s. During this
twenty year span, visual poets and mail artists interacted
on an unprecedented international scale. This period may
be as important as the years between 1910 and 1930.
With the demise of the mail art network, American
>Q[]IT8WM\ZaQVOMVMZITZM^MZ\MLIVLZM\ZWOZILMLQV\WI
neo-concrete. A major factor in this was a dogmatic and
hegemonic push among some of the language poets in
their attempt to dominate and control the poetry scene
in general. Although many language poets included
elements of visual poetry in their early work, virtually
all eliminated these elements in the 1980s. There was a
call and demand for less image and more textual content
instituting a throw back to a “pure” language based visual
poetry, that is to say, Concrete. Moreover, a convoluted
nihilistic misrepresentation of Buddhism injected the
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notion that the past does not matter, only the present and
the future. The creators of calligraphy and other two
and three dimensional artists removed themselves from
participation in visual poetry having no patience with an
art form that dropped seriousness and discipline.
While computers and the internet have allowed for
tremendous leaps forward in the composition of visual
poetry and enhanced communication among groups
and individuals, it also has had a negative aspect. While
creating and publishing compositions that take hours
instead of days or weeks or months, it has also generated
a lack of respect for discipline and seriousness leading
\W _QLM[XZMIL KZMI\QWV WN  QV[QOVQÅKIV\ _WZS[ .]Z\PMZ
the skills of editing and publishing have been tossed
I[QLM 5IVa WN  \PM[M QV[QOVQÅKIV\ _WZS[ PI^M JMMV
published rather than left behind the closed doors of the
M`XMZQUMV\IT TIJWZI\WZa ÅTML I_Ia I[ NIQTML I\\MUX\[
This creates substantial resistance from other artists to
join this expression as well as restricting its audience. This
follows the law of money: bad chases away good.
To end on a more positive note, as the visual poets
around the world expand the availability of their works
WV\PM_MJ1NMMTKWVÅLMV\^Q[]ITXWM\ZaQV\PQ[KW]V\Za
will recover. Works of value equal to what is now found
elsewhere and those of value ignored here will come forth
composed with the much lost accent of awe. How long
will this take? I have no idea.
Oceano, California
Full Moon
March 2010
Special thanks for Karl Young being the critical reader of my essay drafts and making important
observational comments.
We regret because of spatial considerations that we’re unable to include the footnotes to the Karl
Kempton essay. See The Last Vispo website (http://www.thelastvispo.com/) for the complete
set of footnotes.
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Márton Koppány

RE:

We spent my whole childhood packing and making
preparations for leaving the country. (I have had sixteen
Ellipses up to now.)

I’m happy with that extra-meaning, which suggests—at a different
level—the same thing I wanted to represent. First of all, I simply
wanted to make a comment on your turned commas, which (from my
point of view) had also made an insightful comment on my question
mark sequence. The BACKWARD moving of the surfer, and the
suddenness of his motion are very important to me! As if one could
(thanks to a colon), continue backward, and withdraw/delete some
meaning, or reach back to some original meaning or to a “state” of
meaninglessness—or simply get “home.” Plus I know how much you
like “the ocean,” and I’m also water-crazy.

I’m back (in a certain sense) to my collage period of the late 70’s,
which led me out from writing textual poetry in Hungarian. I’ve
been too depressed lately, and needed real sky, water, earth etc. (In a
metaphorical sense, of course :-)
Hope you don’t mind my swamping you with two more pieces—I’m
too animated for the moment not to show them, and I know from
experience how quickly this condition changes...
In the 70’s I wrote textual poetry, and was deeply
QVÆ]MVKMLJaUaNI^WZQ\M\PKMV\]Za0]VOIZQIVXWM\[
2nVW[8QTQV[bSa;nVLWZ?MZM[IVL,Mb[ Tandori. When
I understood how isolated I was in (or rather out of) the
state-controlled culture, I felt I should reach out and leave
my mother tongue behind. That was at the end of the
70s. I got involved in mail art, started making collages and
writing extremely minimalistic poems on small cards. My
ZML]KMLJZWSMVQ[UUaJZWSMV.ZMVKPIVL-VOTQ[PKZQML
for additional tools and means. I tried to communicate
with the potentials of the sheet of paper (it can be copied
on “itself,” put before a background, etc.) and with
[MY]MV\QITQ\a+WTWZ^Q[]ITXWMU[LI\MJIKSWVTa\W
when, all of a sudden, I started seeing color, punctuation
UIZS M\K TIVL[KIXM[ L]ZQVO I _ITS /MVMZITTa 1 PI^M
I JI[QK QUIOM ÅZ[\ _PQKP R][\ MUMZOM[ *]\ UW[\ WN  Ua
^Q[]IT XWMU[ [QOVQÅKIV\Ta WZ KWUXTM\MTa KPIVOM QV \PM
process of their elaboration, thanks to the call coming
from the unexpected “blemishes” of their digital carriers.
It is a dialogue, I hope.

The steps between the steps, the steps before the steps. My
inclinations always directed me toward the (actual, everchanging) limits of verbal communication. But I don’t
distrust/need/enjoy words more OR less than the empty
spaces between them, the sheet of paper they are written
on, the rhythm of the turning of the pages, unknown
and forgotten symbols, fragments, natural formations like
clouds—each of them and any combination of them may
be an invitation. When I feel easy and (once talking of
“works”) ready to make something, I experience their
complete equivalence.
(One more thing: I didn’t mention Scylla and Charybdis about the
colon because I didn’t want to overexplain the piece, but that had been
my basic “vision” anyway :-)
The joy (mystery, threat) “and” inaccessibility of
directness. (They are not “and,” not separated.)
Thank you so much for your words! I like your interpretation—and
I’m grateful for your attention. Colons “pointing” backwards and
division marks can live in peace together.
*

I don’t think my original intentions are necessarily important, or
a poem should “talk back,” but I’d like to confess to you (for the
sake of curiosity), that I didn’t realize (at least consciously) that
my colons and the image of the surfer constituted a division sign.

Here I send you another new piece, titled Click Poem. Its only excuse
is that it is the way of sending my best wishes for 2007!
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Yes, it is supposed to open. To actual images? I’m not sure. :-)

Thank you! I like your version a lot. We are talking, perhaps, of the
same thing but this time from a different perspective. I call it “ending”
and you call it “continuation.”

When you try it, each solution points to the good one.
*

*

The small handwritten symbols are there to indicate the places where
missing elements are to be inserted—as we use them when correcting
manuscripts or school assignments. But nothing is inserted. The three
lower ones should suggest that something is missing from the sky, and
the fourth upper one should suggest that something is missing from
“blankness” as well. I wonder whether my symbols really mean in
“your” culture what they mean in “ours.” And I’m a bit scared for
the moment because my piece should be simple and clear, and if it is
not clear for you, I must have made something wrong! Please let me
know what the handwritten symbols mean for you, if anything. Are
they somehow misleading?

1QUIOQVMLIV¹IVL[WWVºKPIVOQVOLQZMK\QWV]VM`XMK\MLTaÆaQVO
away as a whole, disappearing soon beyond the horizon.

In the sky blankness should be inserted, and in the blankness the sky
as the vees indicate it (do they?) respectively. I’m a bit relieved to hear
that you would use the vees as I use them.

Both are about decomposing question marks, and seeing that the
answer (period) is implicit in the question, and no question is
completely grounded in anything—they also hang in the air, or grow
out of it. I’m also attaching a longer sequence from the mid-80s,
because that is my real reaction to your work, and I couldn’t explain
it better in a different way. Hope I’m not a nuisance with my lengthy
minimalism.

*
7VM WN  \PM XIOM V]UJMZ[¸¸Q[ [_QUUQVO QV ÆWKS IKZW[[
itself and the other pages, toward the “unknown,” which is still
numbered. As most of my pieces, it is about (perhaps more than one)
modulation.
*

Thank you indeed! Yes, exactly, the piece was made because I
suddenly realized that the v’s, I mean the symbols of insertion, are
breathing—they inhale blankness when “staying” in the sky, and
inhale sky when staying in blankness.
*
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Petra Backonja

IN CLOUDS AS YET
The image…has no need of scholarship.
The intimacies of word and image are various. From a
formal standpoint, no intimacy is more playful than that
WN -IZ\PIVL5WWV_PMZM\PMQUIOMQ[\PM-IZ\PIVL\PM
text is the Moon.
)VW\PMZ UWWV¸-]ZWXI¸NMI\]ZM[ lineae, lines which,
IT\PW]OP\PMaIZMIKWUUMV\IZaWV\PM-IZ\PIZMZMIL
UIQVTaJa2]XQ\MZ
Venus has no moon of her own, but is second in brightness
\W \PM -IZ\P¼[ UWWV IVL IUWVO[\ PMZ KZI\MZ[ Q[ WVM
VIUMLNWZ5I;PW]bPMV! \PM+PQVM[MXWM\
and painter of orchids.
There are more species of orchid than of bird. Birds
pollinate some of the more wildly colorful orchids, and
“The Bird” is a subdued variety of orchid, Chilloglottis
valida. It grows on Mount Cannibal and is pollinated by
pseudo-copulation. It is said to “feel” like a female wasp.
1V [WUM M[W\MZQK \ZILQ\QWV[ J]\\MZÆQM[ IZM \PM TQJMZI\ML
XM\IT[ WN  ÆW_MZ[ ÆW_MZQVO XTIV\[ IZM J]\\MZÆQM[ _Q\P
ZWW\[ /WM\PM \PW]OP\ KWTWZ _I[ KZMI\ML Ja \PM [MV[M[
Colors on the computer are essentially an illusion. All of
this is helpful in understanding the idea—and the fact—
of visual poetry.
What is visual poetry? It is the visit of one thing upon
another.
Or the reverse, as in a bundle of broken mirrors.
Or, an incoherent image fans out into intelligibility. There
is incorporated text, and/or a title, or a thought elicited
Rorschach-like by the image. The image, the text, title the
thought evoked—what’s to distinguish anything as a visual
poem?

I struggle with that question. It puts me in mind of those
J]\\MZÆQM[ \PI\ QUXMZ[WVI\M X]VK\]I\QWV UIZS[¸\PM
+WUUI *]\\MZÆa Polygonia comma) and the QuestionUIZS*]\\MZÆaPolygonia interrogationis). They remind me to
look at a work from many angles (polygonally), although
\PM+WUUI*]\\MZÆaIT[WUQUQK[ILMILTMIN
The image of the dead leaf is important with regard to
visual poetry. Sometimes our eye (but not our notice) is
met by a “dead leaf ”—or the leaf turns into something
else when we surprise it.
Back to Ma Shouzhen, poet and painter of orchids. She
owned a houseboat where on moonlit nights her fellow
poet-artists would gather and drift. These “literati,” in
contrast to the academic painters, were glorious amateurs,
and the age was one where the materials and techniques
of the writer coincided with the materials and techniques
WN \PMIZ\Q[\8IXMZQVSJZ][P_WZLQUIOM¸W]ZW_VIOM
marks the beginning of a similar coincidence of tool and
technique—the computer—for both verbal and visual
XWM\[ -^MV UWZM \PM KWUX]\MZ Q[ IT[W 5I ;PW]bPMV¼[
houseboat, and visual poetry is a social, as well as an
artistic phenomenon.
What visual poetry is, is what any poetry is. But how do I
look at a visual poem? How do I read it? What’s it about?
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Leibniz, the inventor of calculus, said somewhere in the
jungle of 200,000 pages that he left to posterity, that
images are confused ideas. I’m pretty sure the corollary of
this statement is that confusion generates images, and that
the questions I have asked are likely best approached by
creating more, not less, confusion.
<PM5WWV7ZKPQL¸Q\[ÆW_MZQ[I_PQ\MUW\PQVÆQOP\
Madison Wisconsin
Spring 2010

67<-;"
<PM\Q\TMWN \PQ[M[[IaQ[ITQVMJa<PWUI[<ZIPMZVMNZWUPQ[XWMU¹7V4MIXQVO
Over the Moon.”
<PMMXQOZIXPQ[Ja/I[\WV*IKPMTIZLPoetics of Space\ZIV[TI\MLJa52WTI[*MIKWV!X
xix.
4MQJVQb¼[XIOMKW]V\IXXZW`QUI\M[\PMV]UJMZWN J]\\MZÆaIVLUW\P[XMKQM[
Moon Orchid (Phalaenopsis aphrodite¸QV4IUIZKS¼[[a[\MU8PITIMVI_I[\PMUW\P[]JKI\MOWZa
for Lepidoptera.
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Maria Damon

FLUTTER: THE PAGE
AS CAGE OR FIELD
<PM WVTQVM TQ[\[MZ^[ LM^W\ML \W XWM\ZQM[I\\PMNZQVOM[·
that is, not outsider poetries from the fringes of society,
but at the “forward” edges of poetics itself: experimental
WZ¹I^IV\ºXWM\ZQM[¸WN\MVJZMISQV\WMNNWZ\[\WLMÅVMQ\[
categories, including that of “visual poetry.” No surprise
there: some folks are staunch taxonomists, enjoying the
intellectual exercise (or is it a compulsion?) of putting
things in their places, as it were. By proliferating those
XTIKM[ WZ KWUQVO ]X _Q\P M^MZ UWZM ZMÅVML KI\MOWZQM[
they hope to eschew the inevitable charge of reductionism
that emerges in these conversations. On the other hand,
there are those who fundamentally don’t believe in strict
taxonomies, to whom this exercise brings out a kind of
rigidity that inhibits their sense of what it is they actually
do. I am one of those, though I have to admit that I had
been making these cross-stitch “tokens” for some years
before I fully acknowledged them as part of my poetic
XZIK\QKM·IVL\PI\_I[JMKI][MU1-3)4I6,MVKW]ZIOML
me to consider them visual poems. Many of us dwell in
this contradiction: categorization enables us in certain
ways, legitimating our work and giving us community;
and at the same time if it is insisted on as an exclusionary
practice (“This may be visual poetry, but that certainly
isn’t.”), that’s really not so much fun. The category, like
most, is enabling until it is not, or is superseded by, a
new perspective and new terminology, into which it is
absorbed by another set of delineations. A dialectic,
XMZPIX[WZQN \PI\¼[VW\I[]NÅKQMV\TaWZOIVQKLM[KZQX\QWV
an entomological (etymological) metamorphosis in which
any observation, like a protective sheath, is eventually
outgrown.
This is true of all poetries, and for “poetry” itself as a
category. It has no strict boundaries. The material of
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poetry itself, language, is founded on a desperate need
to posit certainty in the experience of uncertainty, the
XW[[QJQTQ\aWN N]TÅTTUMV\QV\PMNIKMWN \PMM`XMZQMVKMWN 
need. The experience of desire simply can’t be assuaged
Ja\PM¹\PQVO[º_MÅVL_Q\P_PQKP\W[I\Q[NaQ\VWZKIV
individual words in all their myriad arrangements fully
articulate what we so urgently need to convey.
(So far I have said/written nothing.)
<PM XIOM I[ KIOM WZ ÅMTL" )[ I KZW[[[\Q\KPMZ 1 ][M \PM
grid of Aida linen as my page, and it is cage and ÅMTL
A gridded constraint, it shares with lattices, trellises,
chicken wire and other fences and even barbed wire a
linear frame on which other things are grown, impaled,
torn, ornamentally draped or twined, and within which
\PQVO[IZMKWVÅVMLIVL[WNWZ\P<PM\PZMIL[WN \PMJI[M
material cross each other squarely, and I superimpose
crosses on them, on a diagonal, in contrasting color. Cross
]XWVKZW[[KZW[[PI\KPWVOZQLTWKSKWVÆQK\]XWVKWVÆQK\
stabbed through. Thus the cage. Field? A rough white
expanse of potential. Open, though bounded. Anything
can happen in this small square area of freedom.
5a _WZS [PIZM[ _Q\P W\PMZ[ QV \PQ[ IV\PWTWOa \PM ÅO]ZM
of the grid or linear backdrop (Backonja’s windows/
KIOM[   5IZS AW]VO¼[ KPM[[JWIZL[ \PM
map of Sutherland’s “Syntaxi” (244), Stamatakis’ window
 IVL[WNWZ\P#TQSM_Q[MQ\[PIZM[_Q\PW\PMZXQMKM[PMZM
the defamiliarized (reaching perhaps an apex in Michael
Basinski’s fever-dream/acid-trip concoctions ((97, 308,
309))) and often either highly formalized or abjectly
[KZQJJTML ITXPIJM\QK ÅO]ZM[ \PI\ XZIK\QKITTa LMÅVM \PM
genre (letters treated as sculptural or aesthetic objects);

also, like almost every other piece here, it provides either
implicit or explicit metacommentary on the practice
of reading and/or writing, calling these processes, and
hence the very phenomenon of cognition, into question;
IVL ÅVITTa Q\ [PIZM[ _Q\P UIVa W\PMZ[ I UIZSML ^Q[]IT
repetition/rhythm—in my case, the same stitch repeated
hundreds of times, varying only in color and arrangement.
What characterizes my work is its simplicity and reliance
on artisanal, hobbyist and highly gendered work: the
ornamental embroidery executed mostly by women—
housewives and girls apprenticing to be housewives.
For centuries, the simple technique of counted crossstitch (cross-stitching by counting threads, rather than
by drawing the design on cloth) was part of every girl’s
“professionalizing” process and it started early, with
[IUXTMZ[ [\Q\KPML I\ IOM  IVL WTLMZ# WVKM WZVIUMV\IT
stitching became mechanized in the nineteenth century,
the practice of hand-stitching was relegated to orphanages
(as purely disciplinary work) and to relatively leisured
housewives who no longer made their own cloth, but
decorated household objects such as bell pulls, tea cozies,
dishcloths and pillowcases, as well as more ambitious
projects like chair seats, curtains, tablecloths. This “skill,”
basic and humble, but also ornamental and marked by
leisure, inserts itself nicely into the experimental world and
even digital world (programming in the world of “pixels,”
threads and webs also relies on a grid). These letters, both
[\I\MTa IVL ÆWZQL IZM OQ^MV I \_Q[\ \PZW]OP ÆIUJWaIV\
coloring, and work simplicity against complexity.
Is this letter-stitching a literary practice because it is
informed by my private (and professional) knowledge of
literary tradition and theory? Is it a poetic practice because
I was encouraged to think of it as such? Yeat’s well-known
“Adam’s Curse” places a poet, the male speaker of the
poem, in dialogue with a woman on the subject of work,
of human labor, introduced as “poetry”:

Be thought an idler by the noisy set
Of bankers, schoolmasters, and clergymen
The martyrs call the world.”
And thereupon
That beautiful mild woman for whose sake
<PMZM¼[UIVaIWVM[PITTÅVLW]\ITTPMIZ\IKPM
7VÅVLQVO\PI\PMZ^WQKMQ[[_MM\IVLTW_
Replied, “To be born woman is to know —
Although they do not talk of it at school —
That we must labour to be beautiful.”
While the poet emphasizes the sonic aspects of poetry and
the woman clearly stresses the visual aspects of beauty,
the former also distances himself and the “poet’s labor”
from the hard manual labor done by anonymous workers
as well as from professional intellectual and businessmen.
He sees himself as more of a “martyr” than these others,
more spiritual. Where does the woman, a gentle and mild
woman of leisure (presumably also thought an “idler”
\PW]OP [PM TIJWZ[ W^MZ PMZ TWWS[ Å\ QV' 0M [MMU[ \W
imply a kinship between the two while misunderstanding
the continuum between a woman’s work and that of
day laborers. His phrase “stitching and unstitching”
refers to a single line (etymologically, stichos=line, while
“stitch” emerges from “stab, stick, pierce with a sharp
pointed instrument”; one stitches/pierces a stich/line
with a stitch/ornamental textile unit) of verse, but could
as well refer to a letter stitched in a sampler, or a word
stitched in mild bas-relief onto a linen backdrop in a
textilic visual poem. Lines owe an etymologically debt to
linenZWW\MLQV\PMÆI`XTIV\¼[KWV\ZQJ]\QWV\WW]ZTM\\MZML
lines through paper, through thread and through the word
itself, drawing a ÅTiation (threadedness, wiredness) that is
also an afÅTiation (kinship). Visual poets are wired to make
meaning through shape, color, sound and symbolism of
language’s scriptic aspects.
)[ NWZ \PM [XMKQÅK[ WN  \PM XQMKM QVKT]LML PMZM  I[
is my practice, I sent the object to its dedicatee, with this
explanation, probably too prolix for its recipient, but more
appropriate for an academic readership:

I said, “A line will take us hours maybe;
Yet if it does not seem a moment’s thought,
Our stitching and unstitching has been naught.
Better go down upon your marrow-bones
And scrub a kitchen pavement, or break stones
Like an old pauper, in all kinds of weather;
For to articulate sweet sounds together
Is to work harder than all these, and yet

Open Up and Bleed: for James Osterberg
In this token, for the inimitable Iggy Pop, I’ve used
[]XMZJZQOP\ KWTWZ[ QV IKKWZL _Q\P \PM ÆIUJWaIVKM WN 
its dedicatee. Also I’ve used silver metallic thread for
two reasons: one, because one of his famous accessories
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was a silver lamé glove; two, because the rays of upwardshooting silver in the piece are meant as complements to the
downward pouring red. The shiny red, of course, represents
the blood that Iggy literally shed during performances
(“open up and bleed”), and also the “blood, sweat and
tears” of the legendary energy he gave to each performance,
bringing to each gig a mythic sense of performance and
ZQ\]IT [IKZQÅKM IVL KMTMJZI\QWV <PM ZML JTWWL OWM[ QV\W
the earth as an embodied, gravitational force; the silver, on
the other hand, is a sort of ejaculate or spiritual energy
evanescing skyward: heaven and earth in little space, the
gyrating human body. Breath too, as silver is ephemeral
and breath is the substance of song and the animal/
angel voice. Iggy’s performances embody the yearning of a
libidinized spirituality, id melded with superego, acting-out
virtually indistinguishable from sublimation, masochism
from mysticism, the human body trying to go beyond itself.
The word that is spelled out by the distorted, elaborate
lettering—some of which is also outlined in silver (hard to
see in pixilated reproduction, but clear in the original)—is
“OBSESS,” starting with the O in the center (O-mind,
Stoogese for the trance-state induced by their music,
simultaneously void and full; also, the blue “TV Eye,”
the storm-center of spectacularized sexual desire) and
swirling in a spiral around that center: BSESS, with the
ÅVIT ; LW]JTML TQSM \PM LW]JTM7 ¹[\77OMº NWZ M`\ZI
hallucinatory effect. There is an acknowledgment that some
degree of obsessiveness is necessary for artistic achievement,
but that, like much of what is spectacular about Iggy’s
career, is a double-edged broken bottleneck. That is why
I’ve left the needle in the piece: to signify that at any
moment, its artistic use can be chosen over its destructive
][MIVL\PMXQMKMQ[VM^MZN]TTaÅVQ[PML1_I[\W]KPMLJa
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Iggy’s explanation, on his Tom Snyder 1980s interview,
of the difference between Apollonian and the Dionysian
modalities of art-making: I had always understood that
difference as order-v-chaos, or discipline-v-energy, or formv-content, but he explained the two modes as embodying
different relationships to temporality: his Dionysianism is an
event, a performance characterized by plasticity, movement,
orgiastic and ritual activity; its Apollonian analogue would
JMI[K]TX\]ZMIZQOQLÅVITQbML[QOVMLMVLXZWL]K\NZWU
which the artist could then walk away. Leaving the needle
means that Iggy’s life is his performance, it’s a process, not
IXZWL]K\<PMXQMKMQ[VM^MZÅVQ[PMLIVL[QU]T\IVMW][Ta
it’s always complete just the way it is. The title “open up
and bleed,” ostensibly a salacious command to lose one’s
virginity (whatever that may be), is more properly an
exhortation to the self to continue to perform, to “give it
up,” to pick up the art-making needle every day. Needles
were among the earliest tools (26,000 BC), predating, for
example, pottery etc.; the joining-together of animal skins
needles made possible was crucial for the development of
further civilization. Iggy is both primitive and prescient,
idiot and genius. Moreover, writers like myself can’t help
but be struck by the kinship of needles and pens (pins…),
\PM\WWT[WN QV[KZQX\QWV[KIZQÅKI\QWV[aUJWTUISQVO
Moreover, after the fact I discover the telegraphic “SOS”
bisecting the piece on the diagonal; It echoes “Search and
Destroy”’s plea that “somebody gotta save my soul,” but
also answers it: Art making is a spiritual and self-saving,
soulful practice.
Here is a token to acknowledge what I feel I’ve been
given—vitality, life force, fun, depth, intensity, presence—
by Iggy Pop’s art.

Greg Evason

from BOTTLES OF
STRANGLED LIQUID
6W'AM[VW7SIaJQZL;TW_LW_V8QVKP6W_PMZM[T]\
to purpose in glue that is heaven’s remarkable nose. She
eats her party hats. He called their visual poems “games for
children.” It is hard not to see that. That is, it’s hard to take
so-called “visual poetry” seriously. What is visual poetry’s
great insight into the human or any other condition?
Visual poetry shows us what isn’t there. Normally. What
isn’t. There. There normally. Shows us what isn’t there
normally. Visual poetry (I almost wrote LSD) shows us
what isn’t there normally. To compose a visual poem one
must enter an altered state of awareness. And to appreciate
a visual poem the reader/viewer must be prepared to enter
the expanded awareness that the poet entered in order to
compose his visual poems. Most, if not all, visual poems
are about the alphabet. In fact, it is as if the alphabet itself
is the drug that is ingested. And once ingested it begins
to show the consumer of it what it’s actually all about.
That is, there are more and more levels of being when it
comes to the alphabet itself. Herein may lie the clue as to
_PI\JMVMÅ\Q\UQOP\PI^MQVW\PMZZMITU[WN M`XMZQMVKM
For example, it has been asked of visual poets how can a
[WKQM\aJMZ]VWV^Q[]ITXWM\Za'<PI\Q[_PI\[QOVQÅKIVKM
does a visual poem have in the bigger picture of things?
Here it is: Visual poetry shows us that there are more and
more levels of being, not just of the alphabet, which is an
essential tool of society, but of society and its individuals
in general. That is, there is always more to anything. This
is a truth which we all need to be constantly reminded
of. That is, society may be functioning in one way but
what visual poetry tells us is there are probably in fact an
QVÅVQ\MV]UJMZWN _Ia[I[WKQM\aKW]TLJMWZOIVQbMLNWZ
the betterment of not only mankind but of all aspects of

the Creation. As such, visual poets will be popping up all
W^MZ\PMXTIKM_Q\PVM_^IZQI\QWV[WV\PQ[\PMUMWN QVÅVQ\M
variations and far from being merely games for children the
visual poet is potentially the most serious adult imaginable.
0Q[PMZKITTQ[NWZQVÅVQ\MZM^WT]\QWV<PI\Q[\PMZMQ[VW
Å`ML XWQV\ WN  ^QM_ XW[[QJTM LM[XQ\M \PM W^MZ_PMTUQVO
amount of evidence that seems to suggest things are the
way they are because that’s the way they are. In fact, things
are the way they are because we’ve made them that way.
The visual poet is asking, “Have we considered it this
W\PMZ _Ia'º -IKP ^Q[]IT XWM\ JMOQV[ _Q\P I JTIVS [TI\M
an empty page, while being at the same time more or less
aware of the history of visual poetry as well as more or less
of the history of the world both histories being of couse
VW\ZMITTaSVW_IJTMQVI LMÅVQ\Q^M_IaJ]\\PMZMQ[
enough information at the beginning with which to work
toward the composition of a visual poem. And so, the
subject matter of any visual poem is going to be primarily
the alphabet, any alphabet. And this alphabet, being really
the backbone/background of any society, is being used
more or less consciously as a metaphor for society itself.
And so, the visual poet puts before himself/herself a given
alphabet which is representing society itself. And the visual
poet asks himself/herself, what happens if I do this? Or
that? And so on. And so he improvises on the theme of the
alphabet until he/she feels the experiment is complete and
an adequately new and unique vision or version of “the
visual poem” (or society) has been created and presented.
To repeat, the visual poem being a version of the potential
of the alphabet is a metaphor for a version of the potential
of society at large.
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COLLAGE

POEMS:
Scott Helmes, Serge Segay, Petra Backonja,
Gustave Morin, Miroljub Todorovic, Nancy Burr,
Andrew Abbott, Alberto Vitacchio, Sonja Ahlers, Luc
Fierens, Márton Koppány, Marilyn R. Rosenberg,
Marcia Arrieta, Andrew Topel, Klaus Peter Dencker,
Dmitry Babenko, Carla Bertola, Keiichi Nakamura,
Jurgen Olbrich, Karl Young, Roberto Keppler, Kaz
Maslanka, Alexander Jorgensen, Carol Stetser,
Michael Basinski, Hugo Pontes, Guy R Beining,
Stephen Nelson, Bob Grumman, Thomas Lowe
Taylor, e.g. vajda, Ficus Strangulensis, J. M. Calleja,
Spencer Selby, Nick Piombino
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276. Scott Helmes, Haiku

277. Serge Segay,.Q[PMZUMV¼[0WWS[NWZ-aM[

278. Petra Backonja, Forget Language

279. Gustave Morin, Bland Buildings

280. Miroljub Todorovic, Hands Which Wrote Cantos

281. Miroljub Todorovic, He Too Thinks About Signalis

282. Nancy Burr, Untitled

283. Nancy Burr, Untitled

284. Andrew Abbott, Fluorescent Hunting Knives

285. Alberto Vitacchio, -a

286. Sonja Ahlers,5IOVM\QK8WM\Za

287. Sonja Ahlers,-TMK\ZQK

288. Luc Fierens, from gunpowpoems

289. Luc Fierens, from gunpowpoems

290. Márton Koppány, Bonsai No. 3

291. Marilyn R. Rosenberg, Muse Hiding

292. Marcia Arrieta, 8PQTW[WXPQKIT,Q[KW]Z[M

293. Andrew Topel, From Ink

294. Klaus Peter Dencker, A

295. Klaus Peter Dencker, B 1

296. Dmitry Babenko, The Surf

297. Dmitry Babenko, pages from the book Secret Anatomy

298. Carla Bertola, Down-up

299. Carla Bertola, is in us

300. Keiichi Nakamura, 0 or

301. Juergen O. Olbrich, from the series8W[\KIZLKWZZMK\QWV[[QVKM!

302. Karl Young, from One Hundred Sunrises One Thousand Sunsets;
)2W]ZVIT?ZQ\\MVNZWU,QOQ\IT+IUMZI6W\M[¸,Q^QLML+QZKTM

303. Karl Young, from One Hundred Sunrises One Thousand Sunsets;
)2W]ZVIT?ZQ\\MVNZWU,QOQ\IT+IUMZI6W\M[¸5WWV8TI\M[

304. Roberto Keppler, Trabalho Com Linguagens

305. Kaz Maslanka, Beginners Mind

306. Alexander Jorgensen, Marketing Mythologies (with Hints of Magic Realism)

307. Alexander Jorgensen, Xiao Mi Feng (Little Bee)

308. Carol Stetser, from Mappaemundi

309. Carol Stetser, from Anatomy

310. Michael Basinski,.-=:,2

311. Michael Basinski,.-+0-.)+0-

312. Hugo Pontes, Nel Mezzo del Camin

313. Hugo Pontes, >r.QTW[WÅI

314. Guy R Beining, interchangeable parts merge

315. Guy R Beining, freezing briefness

316. Stephen Nelson, Walk with Me

317. Bob Grumman, Mathemaku for Narmer

318. Thomas Lowe Taylor, Untitled

319. e.g. vajda, Super Happy Fun

320. J. M. Calleja, Week

321. Ficus Strangulensis, Terrazo

322. Spencer Selby,-UXTWaML

323. Nick Piombino, from Freefall

ESSAYS:
Marilyn R. Rosenberg, Geof Huth
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Marilyn R. Rosenberg

WOMAN’S WORK,
SOME HINTS AT VIOLENCE
AND A FEW SHADOWS

If the work’s creator says it is, and if the editors accept it,
then it is visual poetry, and I agree. This is my thought
process while I am doing a close reading of the
women’s pages; surely these are my own interpretations.
The titles may give me insight into some of the creator’s
intentions. Of course titles can also be just a sorting
method. Untitled works are part of the mystery. I only
know that the titles/labels on my own works are great
NWZÅTQVONWZLMÅVQ\QWVIVLUW[\TaIZMXIZ\WN \PM_WZS
itself. Which works are made by hand or machine or are
found and are out of context and altered? I shall try to
guess; does it matter? Some works are layered, dense while
others are direct, up front. What does this mean? Some
poems are very full, pressing the pages’ edges; while others
allow for more space, and air, with empty areas. Why?
Some works are hot with color or contrast or subject matter
while others are cold, some are dark and dense. Does this
affect the content? The hard edge ones, exacting, with
crisp, sharp edges are of course so different from those full
of rough marks. There are different degrees of abstraction
or realism, expressionistic content, and/or mystery. Some
are parts of this and that, combinations. Some words
IVLTM\\MZ[IZMMI[a\WÅVLM`XW[MLJ]\UIVaW\PMZ[IZM
hidden in the shadows. Others with marks resembling
TIVO]IOMIZM\PM[MKWLMWZ-VOTQ[PWZIVW\PMZTIVO]IOM
I don’t know? So therefore, some are readable, some are
not, but all are visual language. Sometimes the photos
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are art objects themselves aside from being records of
information and poetry. There are photos of obvious real
objects in many works, and these objects may only be
props to hold the real message. Yes, but in many works,
the objects are often a major collage element, altered or
not, and often out of context. What I mention next might
seem obvious or obscure, or not what the creator intended
at all, but the search continues to be fascinating, although
1IV[_MZWVTaINM_WN UaW_VY]M[\QWV[-TIJWZI\QVOQV
detail, about each woman’s work would be wonderful, but
that’s not possible here; so following are only a few notes
on what I found.
“Drop Caps” (217) may be the open red mouth and the
white teeth, one missing, vowels of O and U; “Viole(n)t”
 PI[ I ZML 6 [\QKSQVO W]\ WN  \PM >174-< JWLa
and both poems use color boldly, to match the content.
3; -ZV[\ \ISM[ IL^IV\IOM WN  WJRMK\[ ][ML QV \PM \PZMM
dimensional world of advertising and sign making; they
are sectional sculptures with shadows. The works can be
any size. The contents are surely a woman’s statement
about violence.
Derya Vural (103)... I don’t know the language, so what
do I see? The stretch of the letter A is held with tacks
stretching it to the point of being torn apart. Strong color,
contrast, and strong energy: does the red want to be seen

as blood? Is it only paint and pencil marks on dough or
some form of sculpture material on the wood? As I follow
the arrows, I can only see the painful A amidst points,
many words and letters. It seems to be telling me about
^QWTMVKMIOIQV[\\PMÅZ[\TM\\MZWN \PMITXPIJM\I[MZQW][Ta
hurting A.
¹7XMV =X IVL *TMML NWZ 2IUM[º  Q[ MUJZWQLMZa
Maria Damon’s poem converts the traditional young
women’s “sampler,” with the cross-stitch, as she crosses an
old skill over to meet another use. The physical size of
the works is self telling, as the needle reminds us, and the
needle too is part of the poem. A work that may both be
about possible self violence and a call of SOS, and the
VMMLTQVOWN 2IUM[
“The Needle” (129) and the feather, in black and white
with realistic gray tone holds a scrap of cloth with writing.
I wish I knew what it says. Is the feather for writing or as
decoration? But I don’t know if it is all violence or about
sewing all together. This work is by Satu Kaikkonen.
“I spit on your grave,” the protagonist seems to hate
VMWV I[ _MTT I[ \PM Æ]WZM[KMV\ ¹-TMK\ZQKº   TQOP\[
bang, burning. She double spits on the cat’s large shadow.
Scary hand lettering and typewriter gray hot words are
with clear cool black images by Sonja Ahlers.
“Holding” (81) is the shadow, the poem, a hand sort of
holding the title word, or the shadow is a face with the
mouth screaming the word. The hand has a red thread
around it that does not show in the shadow. Is the red
thread trying to hold back the hand from telling what?
This work is by Helen White. She often uses the red thread
in her works, not only here. Hers is also “invisible ink,”
IVL\PMÅO]ZMQ[OPW[\TQSMZI\PMZ\PIVI[PILW_)ZW]VL
\PM ÅO]ZM IZM ITT WN  \PM ^IZQW][ QV[\Z]K\QWV[ KWUUMV\[
bombarding it, ready to encircle and tie it up, like the red
[\ZQVOUQOP\WZ_Q\PZML\IXM<PMÅO]ZMWN \PM_WUIVQ[
only a ghost of herself. But often like a shadow, the ghost
is there but disappears.
Without language, but with marks that imply thought
with light and shadow in the middle ground, waiting, is
“Attentionalia” (190), the archaeological architectural
asemic poetry of Sheila Murphy.
<PMPIVL_W]TLPI^MaMIZ[IOWLZI_V[WUMWN \PM[M
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works with the help of drafting instruments, to possibly
the same ends, maybe. Answering an advertisement listed
]VLMZ\PM5-60-48?)6<-,LMKILM[IOW1OW\\PM
jobs since I had the skill and as a woman, must work for
less pay. These advertising departments of retail chains,
and small magazines had few women in their stables.
But we crept in. I used press type and sometimes still do.
Before the computer was used there was, of course, wood
and lead type as well; all these are remembered when I
[MM\PMIJ[\ZIK\KWVKZM\MXWMU[WN )UIVLI-IZT¼[¹;]Vº
IVL¹5IVº<PM[MXWMU[ZMUQVLUMWN \PW[M
strong old methods, the computer matches those skills.
Here the words and the letters are the image. They are
strong shadows of the past.
4Q\[I ;XI\PQ¼[ _WZS[   PI^M KTIZQ\a [PIZXVM[[
and the dense black of ink. The found type and text,
collage implies subtle shadows and are a true merge of
content and means. An excerpt from one work—“she was
friends,” with the “end” type emphasized larger. Words
and phrases out of context have new meanings obviously.
Yes, the shadows are telling, there for us to know more is
hidden below the obvious collage.
Suzan Sari has sharp black computer like images that
are tight against the white ground, “As Bad As Making
;WUMWVM /Q^M =X ) ,MKQLML ;]QKQLMº  ) [PIZXMZ
and cleaner three dimensional image hints at the title but
is not clearly related; here the poem has both abstract
objects and black and white letters, intermingled and
merged, not really always readable, it is an architectural
text unit But the letter, twice Y, stands out. Shadow is
implied within the sharp image and violence is stated, of
course, in the hot title.
Cutoff lines and image, and the message is not in my
TIVO]IOM J]\ Q\ Q[ I [PILW_ \ZIQT WN  \PW]OP\ QV -^I 7
-\\MT¼[¹?I\MZNWZLº!;PMPI[IVIK\]ITUITM[PILW_
in “mal-dits” (128).
Words, letters and marks are texture, in some places.
Words are partly behind or are in the grid, the fence, the
window, the screen, the veil, seeing through or not, in a
number of diverse works.
Matina L. Stamatakis’ “Cross-hatches” (88) holds a few
printed words, now new, in an old newspaper found
behind an older cross hatched, partly painted, peeling

window, the news mostly unreadable in the shadows. Is it
protection against the violent weather, or is it hiding what
is inside? What do the old papers say, and does it matter?

The grid is contained at the edges, the color is strong and
intense as the words “Mon Amour” (129) violently vibrate
in Satu Kaikkonen’s work.

Blurred words may be shadows themselves, behind the
ridged squares and rectangles of the grid, behind implied
_QVLW_[ QV 8M\ZI *IKSWVRI¼[ ¹.WZOM\ 4IVO]IOMº  
The yellow-gold globe is in front, round and aglow.

,M[XQVI 3IVVIW]ZW]   PI[ I _WZS _Q\P TM\\MZ[
and shapes caressed in parts of a grid like structure, but
the image there implies they are silent sounds pushing to
get out of the throat of the image.

+ 5MPZT *MVVM\\  PI[ _WZL[ [W _W^MV QV\W \PMQZ
grid “under attack,” they are the shadows trapped,
disappearing letters, being violently, slowly consumed and
often unreadable.

Carol Stetser’s “from Anatomy” (309) tells a complex
story also about sound pushing to get out of the throat.
<PM ÅO]ZM Q[ QV NZWV\ WN  TIaMZ[ WN  QVNWZUI\QWV IVL ITT
are found words and images, out of context with new
meanings related to information from the tiny cell to the
enormous universe of star constellations.

2W+WWS¼[¹<MUXTI\M[<M`\º [PW_[I[]J\TMNWZUWN 
violence, containment, as the guided verbs and adverbs,
capitalized nouns march beside geometric forms, often
jumping over the line. This is like the aerial view of a
small contained city. Held and trapped by their lines and
OZQL[ QV ¹+MTM[\WOZIUº  _WZL[ IVL UIZS[ UMZOM
with their environment, using them as guides, as internal
and external armature.
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Geof Huth

OBSESSION AND
THE VISUAL POET
The visual poet is a creature of habit, and the habit is
visual poetry.

more than blots of text, shows the value of that obsession,
the value of muscle memory, the value of training the eye.

1 \PQVS WN  I ^Q[]IT XWM\ I[ I KWV[\IV\ ÅLOM\MZ [WUMWVM
who must always be doing something with those hands
at the end of those arms. But the visual poet is a person
of the mind, a person of imagination. It is just that the
poet’s imagination materializes through physical actions,
through the contortions of hands upon a page or a
keyboard, with a camera or a mouse. But the visual poet’s
imagination remains what it always has been: an interest
in the material form of language that we call text, an
interest in the letters and words that appear before our
eyes.

Obsession is a process that guides many visual poets, quite
a few of whom are known to produce many hundreds of
works every year as they process through their various and
similar obsessions with text. Obsession, in some form, is a
LMÅVQVOKPIZIK\MZQ[\QKWN \PM^Q[]ITXWM\\PMXMZ[WVITQ\a
trait that pushes the visual poet to create even in the
face of a world with only a modest interest in the form.
Obsession is what allows the visual poet to become skilled.

2WPV 5 *MVVM\\   WVKM [XMV\ I LIa I\ Ua
dining room table working on visual poems. His process
was manual and manic: Take a sheet of paper, use a
rubberstamp to stamp a few letters onto the page, take
a calligraphic pen and draw letters or words or curlicued
faux diacritics onto the page, hand the page to me or C
5MPZT *MVVM\\  <PM LIa XZWL]KML [WUM _WZS WN 
real beauty, and much of that had to do with the fact
\PI\2WPVPILLM^MTWXMLIVWJ[M[[QWV_Q\PKMZ\IQVNWZU[
of marking letters on a page, and he had learned those
deeply.
The poet derek beaulieu’s (48, 49) obsessions take various
forms, employ various methods that require manual
dexterity, but a major obsession of his is with press-on
type (such as Letraset). One night recently he emailed me
IKWXaWN I4M\ZI[M\XWMUPMPILKZMI\ML\PI\_I[
JaQVKPM[QV[QbM<PI\MVWZUW][[QbMQ[IK]TUQVI\QWV
of an obsession, but the piece itself, the beautiful way in
_PQKPLMZMSUW^M[[_QZT[IVLÅMTL[WN TQSMTM\\MZ[\WOM\PMZ
to form visual distinctions within what could be nothing
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Yet visual poets do not resemble each other in all ways.
The visual poetry of Christian Bök (227-229) is about
absolute control and working within inhuman limitations,
and so his visual poems exhibit those same patterns of
obsession. In Christian’s series of odalisques he took
the 21 shapes that together can form every letter of the
alphabet (these include the central stem of many letters,
the tail of the Q and the R, and the ear, the link, and
the loop of the lower-case g), and he created a series of
visual poetic drawings that resembled naked lounging
women. He created these when he and I, and a number
of other people, were together in Finland, and his process
was insistently serious. He sat in his room for hours and
worked on the pieces, creating a number of these letter
drawings in a short time. His results prove his obsession:
The drawings are clearly women, elegantly constructed,
and variously arranged, yet within these odalisques he
repeats certain tropes. An artifact of his obsession is that
he is sometimes backed into a corner of possibility and
U][\ÅOP\PQ[_IaW]\NZWU\PMZM
On the other side of the coin rests David Baptiste
+PQZW\   !  _PW _WZS[ I\ \PM LQZ\a ITUW[\
uncontrolled edge of visual poetry, though his work truly

exhibits enormous control. His primary methods are two
in number: 1) frottage, and 2) clay impressions printing.
With frottage, he wanders the city of Milwaukee at
night with sheets of paper in search of raised metal text
on monuments and signs, and he rubs a lumber crayon
over the page and the text until the text appears on the
sheet that way he wants it, the way he needs it. With clay
impression prints, he forms a lump of clay into a human
form, impresses shapes (including text) into the soft clay,
inks the surface of the clay, and presses it against a page
\WXZWL]KM\PMQUIOMWN IP]UIVÅO]ZMMVKZ][\ML_Q\P
text. Both these methods are messy, producing works that
seem inexact but which are exact in their impression and
expression.
It takes years to make a single visual poem, years of practice
to be able to move fractions of type around on a screen
to produce the recognizable form of a woman, years in
order to make a visual poem while roaming a midnight
demi-monde. And that is the value of obsession. It teaches
the visual poet the craft of visual poetry, whatever craft it
is that the poet has chosen to employ.
Sometimes, the chosen craft of the poet might seem
almost minor or off-course, but the visual poet will then
surprise the reader into understanding the need for that
_IaWN UISQVO<PMKWVKMX\]IT^Q[]ITXWM\MVL_IZ!
237) works constantly at the craft of minimalism. His
apparent goal is to produce the tiniest possible poem that
can cause excitement in a human mind. And he does this
by playing with small similarities between words (puns)
and the resemblance of letters and words to objects in the
real world (visual puns). His process is exceedingly slow.
His process is to learn as much as he can about the words
_M][MIVL^Q[]ITTIVO]IOMQVXIZ\QK]TIZIVL\WÅVL\PM
surprises that hide within and between the visible and
audible forms of words.
<QU /IbM¼[    XZWKM[[ Q[ \W ZML]KM _ZQ\\MV
language to the beauty and expressiveness of its visual
form, knowing that to do that he must drain the denotation
out of that language, and to do that he must create new
_ZQ\QVO[a[\MU[\PI\VWVMWN ][KIVZMIL/IbM¼[XWM\Za
Q[IXWM\ZaWN QVSÆW_QVOIKZW[[XIXMZ\PMXWM\ZaWN \PM
calligraphic form and the beauty of the letterform as,
itself, alone, an expressive aspect of writing. He imagines
a wordless and eloquent poetry, and then he creates it.
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In visual poetry, there are many kinds of beauty—both
^MZJIT IVL ^Q[]IT :WJMZ\ /ZMVQMZ¼[   [KZI_TML
poems are a kind of wild but controlled beauty. He works
within but right up against the four edges of a rectangle
WN  XIXMZ J]\ _Q\PQV \PW[M KWVÅVM[ PQ[ _WZL[ _IVLMZ
crookedly. Over and over again, hundreds and hundreds
WN  \QUM[ /ZMVQMZ PI[ XZWL]KML NW]Z_WZL XWMU[ _Q\P
each word written in a different color and in jagged twists
and turns, and each written over the others, so that the
resulting poem is a jumble of words that the reader can
ZMILWVTa_Q\PLQNÅK]T\a)VLWVKMZMIL\PMZMIZMWVTa
four words, hardly enough for a poem, so the reader must
create the connections and meaning for the poem.
*WJ /Z]UUIV¼[   WJ[M[[QWV IVL JMI]\a PI[
been the examination of mathematical processes (visually
represented) upon a verbo-visual landscape. For decades
now and almost as his exclusive means of creating
visual poetry, Bob has created mathemaku, visual poems
usually in the form of long-division problems that have
JMMV _WZSML W]\ <PM ZMILMZ¼[ RWJ Q[ \W ÅO]ZM W]\ PW_
certain abstract concepts, visual images, and concrete
and descriptive phrases actually work together to form
cohesive meaning. And, as the years progress, these
poems have become more complex visually and verbally,
to the point that that visible structure of the long-division
problem has almost disappeared from view, has become
subsumed by the visual richness around it, yet the poem
remains a long-division problem. The obsession demands
it, and the obsession ensures it.
Obsession connotes continuation over time and tenacity,
IVL\PI\Q[_PaWJ[M[[QWVÅ\[^Q[]ITXWM\[?PMV\PMaÅVL
UM\PWL[\PMaÅVLXZWL]K\Q^M\PMaZM][M\PMUNWZaMIZ[
What these visual poets have created is a signature style
based on an obsession that has stabilized and become
X]ZQÅMLW^MZ\QUM*MKI][MWN \PM[MKTIZQÅMLWJ[M[[QWV[
Q\ Q[ MI[a \W QLMV\QNa I ^Q[]IT XWMU Ja 8M\ZI *IKSWVRI
5QKPIMT*I[QV[SQ/]a:*MQVQVO3TI][8M\MZ,MVKSMZ
5IZQI ,IUWV 3; -ZV[\ 4]K .QMZMV[ ;KW\\ 0MTUM[
5QKPIMT2IKWJ[WV)TM`IVLMZ2WZOMV[MV3IZT3MUX\WV
Carlos M. Luis, Donato Mancini, Sheila Murphy, Michael
8M\MZ[;XMVKMZ;MTJa8M\M;XMVKM;\MXPMV>QVKMV\<ML
Warnell, Mark Young, and many other visual poets upon
ÅZ[\[QOP\[MMQVLM`7J[M[[QWVZMY]QZM[\PMTQ[\ZMY]QZM[
the arrangement of that list.)

Some visual poets, however, are not tied to method so
much as to concept. Satu Kaikkonen’s (34, 129) obsession
is with language, which makes her the quintessential visual
poet, and which is why she also creates traditional kinds of
poems made up of nothing but words. Her obsession with
visual poetry, however, isn’t focused on one process at all.
Actually, she tends to use one method for only a short time
before she dispenses with it and moves on to something
else, because her obsession is with seeing how written
language can be created in expressive visual forms and
how those forms can be distorted. Her methods are those
of the hand and the machine, about absolute simplicity
and great complexity, about black and white and about
color, about the readable word and the word created only
to be a visual construct. She is a manufacturer of textual
meaning, even if that meaning is sometimes ineffable.

opportunity to create new works out of the old, and she
replicates this process when she collages various source texts
into one work. Carol’s collage work is stratigraphic in that
she layers additional texts and images atop a foundational
text. This base text could be a page from a dictionary or
some ancient text the reader is not expected to know how
to read, but these base texts represent knowledge and
meaning and other broad concepts. The texts added to
those layers extend and enrich the meaning of the piece,
just as layers of material culture retrieved from the site
of an ancient human settlement reveal something about
a lost people. The secret of Carol’s visual poems is that
the words don’t necessarily function as words; they usually
function merely as concepts, and the poem is created out
of an understanding of how the concepts present in the
poem work together conceptually rather than verbally.

5nZ\WV3WXXnVa!!!KZMI\M[\QOP\TQ\\TM^Q[]IT
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but which are often cryptic. His work examines the ways
in which language works and fails to work, how words
lead us sometimes to silence and misunderstanding and
sometimes to revelation. He creates visual landscapes
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endeavor is the concept, rather than the physical reality,
of the word, yet that visual reality is always a perfected
and beautiful whole. His hundreds of conceptual visual
poems are sometimes only barely textual, yet they entice
the reader to crack the code, to open and eat the egg.

The visual poet’s obsession is with written language,
of course, and usually that obsession is focused on
transforming that language. The work of Cecil Touchon
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some giant object of mystery and veneration. Cecil takes
individual found letters, cuts them into shapes that almost
completely disguise their birth as letters, and gathers them
into groupings of dramatic power. Language, in Cecil’s
cutting and pasting hands, is transmuted into abstractions
beyond meaning, thus demonstrating how systems of
meaning always give way and tumble to the ground.
Helen White (81, 197) transforms text in an entirely
different way, by leaving them comprehensible but
moving them into new contexts, often human contexts.
Her obsession is of the text as human object. Her pieces
often include human bodies and interactions with texts,
some evidence of the physical human presence. She
understands the power of text as a human creation but
also how the text is so completely human that it takes
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human contexts.

A particular poet’s particular obsession might be entirely
personal as well. Marilyn R. Rosenberg (140, 241) is
a visual artist who works as a visual poet, so she creates
colorful and well designed visual landscapes haunted
deeply and completely by words. But they are also haunted
by mice and eggs, the two central and obsessive symbols of
her work. The mice represent secret and constant visitors,
which might infest one’s house or imagination without one
knowing it or ever being able to catch sight of them. The
eggs represent possibility, growth, transformation, and
these personal symbols repeated across decades of work
function essentially as text. A mouse in a painting is not
so much a mouse as what a mouse represents to Marilyn,
thus expanding the realm of the textual to include images.

Visual poetry is, simply, an obsession with textual meaning
and the impossibility of that meaning, an obsession with
discovering at what point syntactic and semantic meaning
disappears and discovering what we gain from whatever
remains. The visual poet is a person at play, but the most
serious type of play, one that does not allow any respite.
So it is that the visual poet bends over the page, over the
screen, over some object worked on and worked over so

Carol Stetser’s (308, 309) visual poetry is concerned
with xerographic distortion and stratigraphic collage.
Xerographic manipulation of found texts provides her the
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is that the visual poet continues to produce visual poems
usually in large quantities—because there’s something
wrong with the written word, and something right with
it. The written word is both lovely in its own right and
an impossible code incapable of fully representing its
intended meaning. It appears before us without the facial
cues or intonation, without changes in volume or body
movements of verbal communications, and we try to
make sense of that language outside of its natural, human,
blood and breath context. Visual poetry returns those cues
to the written word, but in wildly different ways, creating a
new means of writing and reading.
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In the end, these visual poems, worked on with intensity
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but textual objects of contemplation. We are asked to sit
before them quietly, to dispense with considerations of
the obsessions that created them, and to imagine what
they mean. We are asked to accept into our consciousness
these visual lozenges of concretized meaning and
meaninglessness.
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